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Foreword
The texts of the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examinations, prepared by the Board of Examiners of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the examining boards of all states, territories, 
and the District of Columbia, are periodically published in book form. Unofficial answers to these examinations 
appear twice a year as a supplement to the Journal o f Accountancy. These books have been used in accounting 
courses in schools throughout the country and have proved valuable to students and candidates for the CPA 
certificate.
Responding to a continuing demand, we now present a book of unofficial answers covering the period from May 
1976 to November 1977. The questions of this period appear in a separate volume which is being published 
simultaneously. While the answers are in no sense official, each has been reviewed by the Board of Examiners and 
tile senior members of the Advisory Grading Service. Finally, they represent the considered opinion of the staff of 
the Examinations Division.
A special note of thanks is extended to John G. Pate, Jr ., University of Texas at El Paso, for the comprehensive 
index included in this volume. A careful reading of this index may benefit candidates in their review when 
preparing for future examinations.
It is hoped that this volume will prove of major assistance to candidates and those who aid candidates in preparing 
to enter the accounting profession.
William C. Bruschi, Vice President—Review and Regulation 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
April 1978
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May 1976
ACCOUNTING PRACTICE—PART I
May 5, 1976; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. b 10. d 19. a 29. b
2. c 11. d 20. b 30. d
3. a 12. b 21. c 31. a
4. c 13. a 22. d 32. b
5. a 14. c 23. c 33. c
6. a 15. b 24. c 34. a
7. a 16. d 25. b 35. c
8. a 17. d 26. b 36. c
9, c 18. d 27. a 37. d
28. b
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Answer 3
a.
Schedule 3
Liberty, Inc.
COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME
For the Calendar Year 1975
Gross margin (sales less cost of 
sales)
Dividends received from domestic 
corporations
Gain recognized on involuntary
conversion (Machine A) (Schedule 1)
Gain on exchange (Machine B) 
(Schedule 2)
Installment sale 
Total income 
Operating expenses:
Depreciation 
Charitable contributions 
(Schedule 3)
Other deductible expenses 
Total operating expenses 
Income before special deductions 
Dividends received deduction 
(85% X $4,000)
Federal taxable income
$300,000
4,000
2,000
7,000
8,000
321,000
$ 35,500
6,025
165,000
206,525
114,475
3,400
$111,075
Schedule 1
Gain on Involuntary Conversion (Machine A)
Undepreciated cost (adjusted 
basis)
Realized gain for book purposes 
Insurance proceeds 
Cost of replacement machine 
Recognized gain (because it is 
lower than the realized gain)
$ 9,200 
2,500 
11,700 
9,700
$ 2,000
Schedule 2
Gain on Exchange (Machine B)
Original cost $ 38,000
Accumulated depreciation 19,600
Adjusted basis $ 18,400
Fair market value of new machine $ 21,000
Add cash (“ boot” ) received 7,000
Total consideration received 28,000
Adjusted basis (Machine B) 18,400
Realized gain $ 9,600
Recognized gain (lower of the
cash “ boot”  received or the
realized gain) $ 7,000
Charitable Contributions
Total income 
Less:
Depreciation
Other deductible expenses 
Income before special deductions 
and charitable contributions 
Limitation on deduction for 
charitable contributions 
($120,500 X 5%)
$ 35,500 
165,000
$321,000
200,500
$120,500
$ 6,025
b.
Liberty, Inc.
RECONCILIATION OF BOOK INCOME 
BEFORE FEDERAL INCOME TAXES 
TO FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME
For the Calendar Year 1975
Book income before federal 
income taxes
Add:
Long-term capital loss in 
excess of long-term 
capital gain (Schedule 4) 
Excess charitable contri­
butions per books 
($15,000-$6,025) 
Installment sale 
Amortization of goodwill 
Excess gain on exchange 
(Machine B) per tax return 
($7,000-$ 2 ,4 00)
Deduct:
Excess depreciation per tax 
return ($35,500-$25,000) 
Interest received on state 
and city bonds
Dividends received deduction 
Excess gain on involuntary 
conversion (Machine A) 
per books ($2,500-$2,000)
Federal taxable income
$ 90,900
$ 11,500
8,975
8,000
5,000
4,600 38,075
128,975
$ 10,500
3,500
3,400
500 17,900
$111,075
Note (Not Required): The dividends paid by Liberty of 
$10,200 are not deducted for book or federal tax purposes 
so they do not affect the reconciliation.
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S c h e d u le  4  (N o t R e q u ire d )
L o n g -T erm  C a p ita l L o s s  in E x cess  o f  L o n g -T erm  C a p ita l
G a in
The gain on the condem nation o f  land used in business 
o f  $17,100 is a Section 1231 gain which becom es a long- 
term  capital gain because there are no Section 1231 losses to 
offset against it.
Long-term  capital gain $ 17,100
Long-term  capital loss (loss on disposal
o f investm ents) (28,600)
N et long-term  capital loss $(11,500)
The $11,500 is not deductible by Liberty in the current 
year but m ust be carried to other years to offset capital 
gains.
Answer 4
a.
T he T o p a n g a  M a n u fa ctu rin g  C o m p a n y  
EFFECT ON INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES— 
CHANGE FROM FIFO TO LIFO INVENTORY 
METHOD
F o r  th e  Y e a r  E n d e d  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5
In v e n to ry  a t  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5  
i f  on  F IF O  In v e n to ry  M e th o d :
M ult— 16,000 units x $8.00 
(October 15, 1975 unit cost)
T ran— 13,000 units x $3.50 
(Decem ber 23, 1975 unit cost)
b.
$128,000
45,500 $173,500
In v e n to ry  a t  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5  
on  U F O  In v e n to ry  M e th o d :
M u lt
Beginning inventory:
5 ,000 units x $5.00 
(Novem ber 8, 1974 unit cost)
10,000 units x $6.00 
(D ecem ber 13, 1974 unit cost)
Layer added in 1975:
1,000 units X $7.00 
(February 11, 1975 unit cost)
T ran
Beginning inventory:
14,500 units x $2.50 
(Novem ber 8, 1974 unit cost)
Layer liquidated in 1975:
1,500 units X $2.50 
(Novem ber 8, 1974 unit cost)
Decrease in income before
incom e taxes— change from FIFO 
to LIFO inventory method
32,500
124,500
$ 49,000
T he B a ro m e te r  C o m p a n y  
DOLLAR-VALUE LIFO COMPUTATIONS
In v e n to ry  a t  
R e sp e c tiv e
Y e a r  Y e a r-e n d  P r ic e s
1973
1974
1975
$231,000
299,000
300 ,000
P r ic e  In d ex  
(B a se  Y ea r  
1 9 7 2 )
1.05
1.15
1.20
In v e n to ry  a t  
B a se  Y ea r  
(1 9 7 2 )  P r ic e s
$220,000
260,000
250,000
D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 3 :
Base
1973 layer at 1973 cost 
($220,000 -  $200,000 =  $20,000) x 1.05
D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 4 :
Base
1973 layer at 1973 cost
1974 layer at 1974 cost
($260,000 -  $220,000 =  $40,000) x 1.15
D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5 :
Base
1973 layer at 1973 cost
1974 layer at 1974 cost
($250,000 -  $260,000 =  ($10,000) +  
$40,000 =  $30,000) X 1.15
$200,000
21,000
$221,000
$200,000
21,000
4 6 ,000 
$267,000
$200,000
21,000
34,500
$255,500
c.
T he J e r ic h o  V a rie ty  S to re  
LIFO RETAIL COMPUTATION
D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5
C o s t R e ta il
25,000
Purchases $120,000 $172,000
60,000 Freight-in 20,000
85,000 N et m arkups 40,000
N et m arkdowns ( 12,000)
$140,00 200,000
7,000 Cost ratio ($140,000 ÷  $200,000) 70%
92,000 —
Sales 190,000
1975 layer:
A t retail 10,000
36,250 At cost ($10,000 X 70% ) $ 7,000
Inventory, January 1, 1975 (base) $ 29,000 $ 45,000
Inventory, D ecem ber 31, 1975 $ 36,000 $  55,000
( 3,750)
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Answer 5 Schedule 3
a.
Dahlia Company 
INCOME STATEMENT
Computation o f Cost o f Sales on 
Long-Term Contracts
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975 Percentage-of-Completion Method:
Costs incurred in 1975 $3,000,000
Operating revenues; Completed-Contract Method:
Sales from lease recorded as a sale Establishment of accrual for
(Schedule 1) $3,593,250 estimated losses in 1975 550,000
Revenues from operating leases 
Revenues recognized on long-term
800,000 $3,550,000
contracts (Schedule 2) 3,169,090
Schedule 4Total operating revenues 
Costs and expenses:
7,562,340
Cost of sales on lease recorded as a Computation of Selling, General, and
sale 3,500,000 Administrative Expenses
Cost of sales on long-term contracts Operating Leases;
(Schedule 3) 3,550,000 Depreciation on leased equipment:
Selling, general, and administrative Cost of leased equipment $3,700,000
expenses (Schedule 4) 1,370,000 Estimated residual value of
Total costs and expenses 8,420,000 leased equipment (200,000)
Operating (loss) (857,660) 3,500,000
Other income (Schedule 5) 334,325 Depreciation rate 20%
(Lo ss) before income taxes $ (523,335) 700,000
Maintenance and other
Schedule 1 related costs 70,000
770,000
Computation of Sales from Lease Selling, general, and
Recorded as a Sale
Equal annual payment
Present value of an annuity of $1 in
$ 750,000
administrative expenses 600,000
$1,370,000
advance at 10% for 6 periods X 4.791 Schedule 5
Schedule 2
$3,593,250
Computation of Other Income 
Interest Income from Lease
Computation of Revenues Recognized 
on Long-Term Contracts
Recorded as a Sale;
Sales from lease recorded 
as a sale $3,593,250
Costs incurred in 1974 $1,500,000 Payment made on January 1, 1975 (750,000)
Costs incurred in 1975 3,000,000 2,843,250
Costs incurred to date (A) 4,500,000 Interest rate 10%
Estimated additional costs to 284,325
complete contracts 1,000,000 Other income 50,000
Total estimated costs at $ 334,325
December 31, 1975 (B) $5,500,000
Contract price
Revenues recognized to date
(C) $6 ,000,060
Notes (Not Required):
(A) $4,500,000
(B) $5,500,000 X (C) $6,000,000 $4,909,090 Lease Recorded as a Sale
Revenues recognized in 1974 ( 1,740,000) The $120,000 paid by the lessee should not appear in
$3,169,090 the income statement of Dahlia.
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Long-Term Contracts-Percentage-of-Completion Method 
The amounts billed and collected on these contracts 
only affected the balance sheet of Dahlia.
Long-Term Contracts-Completed-Contract Method
The amounts billed and collected on these contracts 
only affected the balance sheet of Dahlia. Furthermore, no 
revenues or cost of sales on these contracts (except for the 
establishment of an accrual for estimated losses of $550,000 
on one of the contracts) should appear in the income state­
ment of Dahlia since neither of the two contracts has been 
completed.
2.
b. 1.
Birch Company
COMPUTATION OF INCOME BEFORE 
INCOME TAXES ON 
INSTALLMENT SALE CONTRACT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975
Sales
Cost of sales 
Gross profit
Interest income (Schedule 1) 
Income before income taxes
Schedule 1
$5,355,000
4,284,000
1,071,000 
435,500
$1,506,500
Birch Company
COMPUTATION OF PROVISION FOR 
DEFERRED INCOME TAXES ON 
INSTALLMENT SALE CONTRACT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975
Gross profit for accounting 
purposes
Gross profit for tax 
purposes:
Payment made on 
January 1, 1975 
Gross profit percentage 
($1,071,000 ÷  $5,355,000)
$1,071,000
$1,000,000 
______ 20%
Timing difference 
Income tax rate
Provision for deferred income taxes
200,000 
871,000 
40% 
$ 348,400
Computation of Interest Income on 
Installment Sale Contract
Cash selling price (sales)
Payment made on January 1, 1975
Interest rate
$5,355,000 
(1,000,000) 
4,355,000 
10% 
$ 435,500
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May 6, 1976; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. b 9. d 16. c 24. e
2. d 10. a 17. d 25. c
3. b 11. c 18. e 26. a
4. d 12. c 19. c 27. c
5. a 13. a 20. b 28. e
6. c 14. d 21. b 29. c
7. b 15. b 22. a 30. d
8. d 23. d 31. b
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Answer 3
The Annaville School District 
GENERAL FUND TRANSACTIONS
July 1, 1974 thru June 30, 1975
( 1)
Estimated revenues 
Appropriations 
Fund balance
To record the adoption of the 
budget for the year.
(2)
Taxes receivable 
Revenues from taxes 
Estimated uncollectible taxes 
To record tax levy for year.
(3)
Estimated uncollectible taxes 
Taxes receivable 
To record write-off of 
uncollectible taxes.
(4)
Cash
Taxes receivable 
Miscellaneous revenues 
To record cash collections 
during year.
Debit
$3,000,000
Credit
$2,980,000
20,000
2,870,000
40,000
2,940,000
2,800,000
70,000
40,000
2,810,000
130,000
Vouchers payable 
Cash
To record cash payments 
during year.
(5)
(6)
2,640,000
2,700,000
2,640,000
Encumbrances
Reserve for encumbrances 2,700,000
To record encumbrances for current 
expenditures.
(7)
Reserve for encumbrances 2,700,000
Encumbrances 2,700,000
To reverse encumbrances and record 
expenditures in vouchers payable
(8)
Expenditures 2,700,000
Vouchers payable 2,700,000
To record vouchers for payment of 
current operations.
(9)
Expenditures—prior year 58,000
Vouchers payable 58,000
To record expenditures for 
prior year.
Reserve for encumbrances 
Expenditures—prior year 
Fund balance
To close out excess reserve to 
fund balance.
( 11)
Due to other funds 
Vouchers payable 
To record vouchers for payment 
to other funds.
( 12)
Expenditures
Due to other funds 
To record expenditures for amounts 
due other funds.
(13)
Encumbrances
Reserve for encumbrances 
To record encumbrances for 
new contract.
(10)
Answer 4
Debit
$60,000
210,000
142,000
91,000
Credit
$58,000
2,000
210,000
142,000
91,000
a.
The Sodium Company 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN 
FINANCIAL POSITION
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975
Sources of Working Capital:
From Operations:
Net income
Add: Charges not requiring 
an outlay of working capital: 
Depreciation
Amortization of bond discount 
Loss on sale of machinery (total 
proceeds shown below)
Working capital provided from operations 
Proceeds from sale of machinery 
Proceeds from exercise of common 
stock options
Total Sources of Working Capital
Uses of Working Capital:
Cash dividends on common stock 
Purchase of machinery 
Purchase of land 
Decrease in bonds payable
Total Uses of Working Capital 
Increase in Working Capital During Year
$172,300
$ 40,300
1,200
600
214,400
3,600
140,000
358,000
20,000
45,000 
63,500
28,000 
156,500
$201,500
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b.
The Sodium Company
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975
Increase in Current Assets:
b. 1.
Cash $ 50,000
Accounts receivable 76,000
Inventories 37,000
Prepaid expenses 1,000
Total increase in current assets 164,000
Increase (Decrease) in C urrent Liabilities:
Accounts payable ( 55,500)
Notes payable—current ( 15,000)
Accrued expenses 33,000
Net decrease in current liabilities ( 37,500)
Increase in working capital during year $201,500
Bicent Company
PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT
For the Month of June 1976 
(Absorption Costing)
Answer 5
Sales (7,500 units x $80)
Beginning inventory
(2,000 units x $60) (Schedule 1) 
Production (9,000 units x $60)
Available 
Ending inventory 
(3,500 units x $60)
Cost of goods sold before adjustment 
Adjustment for volume variance
(production projected as 10,000 units 
as “ normal” ; 1,000 units underapplied 
X $5 fixed manufacturing overhead)
Gross margin
Variable selling, general, and adminis­
trative (7,500 units x $4)
Fixed selling, general, and adminis­
trative (10,000 units X $2.80) 
Projected income
$600,000
$120,000
540,000
660,000
210,000
450,000
5,000
455,000
145,000
30,000
28,000 58,000 
$ 87,000
a.
Celebration, Inc.
STATEMENT ACCOUNTING FOR VARIATION IN 
SALES AND COST OF GOODS SOLD
Between the Years 1974 and 1975
Bicent Company
PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT
For the Month of June 1976 
(Direct Costing)
Increase in net sales:
Variation due to decrease in volume at the 
1974 selling price (—5,000 x $10) 
Variation due to increase in selling price 
at the 1974 volume 
(75,000 X $2)
Variation due to joint decrease in volume 
and increase in selling price 
(-5 ,000  X $2)
Increase in net sales
Less increase in cost of goods sold:
Variation due to decrease in volume at the 
1974 costs (-5 ,0 0 0  x $6.60)
Variation due to increase in costs at the 
1974 volume (75,000 x $1.40)
Variation due to joint decrease in volume 
and increase in costs 
(-5 ,000  x $1.40)
Increase in cost of goods sold 
Increase in dollar gross margin
Sales (7,500 units x $80)
Beginning inventory
(2,000 units x $55) (Schedule 2) 
Production (9,000 units x $55) 
Available 
Ending inventory 
(3,500 units x $55)
Variable cost of goods sold 
Variable selling, general, and adminis­
trative (7,500 units x $4)
Total variable costs 
Contribution margin 
Fixed manufacturing overhead 
(10,000 units X $5)
Fixed selling, general, and adminis­
trative (10,000 units X $2.80)
Total fixed costs 
Projected income
$600,000
$110,000
- $  50,000 495,000
605,000
150,000 192,500
412,500
-  10,000 30,000
$ 90,000 442,500
157,500
-  33,000 50,000
105,000 28,000
78,000
$ 79,500
-  7,000 
65,000 Note (Not Required): The difference in the two projected 
income figures ($87,000 — $79,500) equals $7,500. This is$ 25,000
2.
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accounted for as the increase in inventory (3,500 -  2,000) 
tim es the fixed m anufacturing overhead application rate
S c h e d u le  2
(1 ,500 units X $5). The $7,500 o f  fixed m anufacturing S c h e d u le  o f  In v e n to r ia b le  P ro d u c tio n  C o s ts  P e r  U n it
overhead is included in ending inventory under absorption 
costing, but it is expensed under direct (variable) costing.
(D irect Costing)
D irect m aterial $30
S c h ed u le  1 D irect labor 19
M anufacturing overhead (variable) 6
S ch ed u le  o f  In v e n to r ia b le  P ro d u c tio n  C o s ts  P e r  U n it Total unit cost $55
(Absorption Costing)
c . 1. Let X =  unit selling price that will yield a pro­
jected  10% profit on sales 
Total sales — total costs =  projected profit 
40,000 X -  $1,260,000 =  .1 (40,000 X) 
36,000 X =  $1 ,260,000 
X =  $35 per unit
D irect m aterial $30
D irect labor 19
M anufacturing overhead (variable) 6
M anufacturing overhead (fixed) 5
Total unit cost $60
2.
T ota l A n n u a l P e rc e n t o f  T o ta l A n n u a l V a ria b le F ix e d
C o sts C o s ts  th a t Is  V a r ia b le C o s ts C o s ts
D irect material $ 400,000 100% $400,000 $ —
D irect labor 360,000 75 270,000 90,000
M anufacturing overhead 
Selling, general, and
300,000 40 120,000 180,000
adm inistrative 200,000 25 50,000 150,000
Totals $1,260,000 $840,000 $420,000
The variable costs are projected as 70% of sales com puted as follows:
Total variable costs are $840,000 at sales o f  $1,200,000 (40,000 units x $30 selling price).
$840,000 ÷  $1 ,200,000 =  70%
Let X =  dollar sales that w ill yield a projected 10% profit on sales.
Total sales — variable costs — fixed costs =  projected profit: X — .7X — $420,000 =  . 1X
.3X -  . 1X =  $420,000 
X =  $2 ,100,000 sales
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AUDITING
May 6, 1976; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. a 11. d 21. d 31. c
2. b 12. d 22. b 32. d
3. d 13. c 23. a 33. a
4. d 14. a 24. d 34. b
5. a 15. a 25. a 35. a
6. d 16. c 26. b 36. c
7. b 17. a 27. c 37. c
8. b 18. c 28. b 38. d
9. b 19. a 29. d 39. b
10. c 20. b 30. a 40. d
Answer 3
41. d 51. b
42. c 52. b
43. a 53. a
44. d 54. a
45. c 55. d
46. d 56. b
47. a 57. b
48. b 58. c
49. d 59. b
50. c 60. a
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Answer 4
a. The accounts payable audit procedures should be di­
rected toward searching for proper inclusion of all 
accounts payable and ascertaining that recorded 
amounts are reasonably stated because the primary 
audit purpose is to reveal any possible material under­
statements.
The principal objectives of the accounts payable 
examination are
(1) To determine adequacy of internal control for 
processing and payment of invoices.
(2) To prove that amounts shown on the balance 
sheet are in agreement with supporting account­
ing records.
(3) To determine that liabilities existing at the bal­
ance sheet date have been recorded.
Mincin is not required to use accounts payable con­
firmation procedures. Unlike accounts receivable, ac­
counts payable require no opinions as to valuation. 
The auditor is required to obtain direct confirmation 
of accounts receivable, since the primary audit test is 
for possible material overstatements and generally the 
client has available only internal documents such as 
sales invoices. For accounts payable the auditor can 
examine external evidence such as vendor invoices 
and vendor statements which substantiate the ac­
counts payable balance. Although not required, the 
accounts payable confirmation is often used. The au­
ditor might consider such use when
(1) Internal accounting controls are weak.
(2) The company is in a “ tight” cash position and 
bill-paying is slow.
(3) Physical inventories exceed general ledger in­
ventory balances by significant amounts.
(4) Certain vendors do not send statements.
(5) Vendor accounts are pledged by assets.
(6) Vendor accounts include unusual transactions.
A selection technique using the large dollar balances 
of accounts is generally used when the primary audit 
objective is to test for overstatements (e.g., accounts 
receivable audit work). Accounts with zero balances 
or relatively small balances would not be subjected to 
selection under such an approach. When auditing ac­
counts payable the auditor is primarily concerned with 
the possibility of unrecorded payables or understate­
ment of recorded payables. Selection of accounts with 
relatively small or no balances for confirmation is the 
more efficient direction of testing since understate­
ments are more likely to be detected when examining 
such accounts.
When selecting accounts payable for confirma­
tion the following procedures could be followed:
(1) Analyze the accounts payable population and 
stratify it into accounts with large balances, ac­
counts with small balances, accounts with zero 
balances, etc.
(2) Use a sampling technique that selects items 
based on criteria other than the dollar amount of 
the items (e.g., select based on terminal digits, 
select every item based on predetermined 
interval, etc.)
(3) Design a statistical sampling plan that will place 
more emphasis on selecting accounts with zero 
balances or relatively small balances, particu­
larly when the client has had substantial transac­
tions with such vendors during the year.
(4) Select prior-year vendors who are no longer 
used.
(5) Select new vendors used in the subsequent 
period.
(6) Select vendors that do not provide periodic 
statements.
(7) Select accounts reflecting unusual transactions 
during the year.
(8) Select accounts secured by pledged assets.
Answer 5
a. The procedures that Norr should follow prior to ac­
cepting the engagement include the following:
(1) Norr should explain to Johnson the need to in­
quire of Diggs and should request permission to 
make such inquiries.
(2) Norr should request that Johnson authorize 
Diggs to respond fully to all of Norr’s inquiries 
since Diggs would be prohibited from disclos­
ing confidential information obtained in the 
course of his professional engagement with 
Johnson.
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(3) Norr should advise Diggs of Johnson’s decision 
to change auditors. Non would be in violation 
of the AICPA Code of Professional Ethics if he 
did not advise Diggs of Johnson’s decision. In 
addition, advising Diggs would be a good busi­
ness judgment as well as an act of professional 
courtesy.
(4) Non should make reasonable inquiries of Diggs 
regarding matters that will aid in deciding 
whether to accept the engagement. (Norr’s in­
quiries should include questions regarding facts 
which might bear on the integrity of manage­
ment, disagreements with management as to ac­
counting principles, auditing procedures or 
other significant matters, and Diggs’ under­
standing of the reason(s) for the change of au­
ditors.)
(5) Norr should weigh all the information received 
from Diggs. If Diggs does not respond fully to 
Norr’s questions, Norr should consider the im­
plications of the limited response in deciding 
whether to accept the engagement.
(6) After weighing all information received from 
Diggs, Norr should inform Johnson that a first­
time audit is more time-consuming than a recur­
ring audit because the new auditor is generally 
unfamiliar with the client’s operations and does 
not have the benefit of past knowledge of com­
pany affairs to use as a guide.
(7) A discussion with Johnson of the estimated re­
quired audit time and fee arrangement should be 
coordinated with a clear explanation of the pur­
pose and scope of the audit. Any work that can 
be done by client personnel should also be dis­
cussed so that excess audit time might be elimi­
nated and proposed report deadlines can be 
reasonably met.
(8) To satisfy Norr’s quality control objectives, 
Norr should use procedures such as reviewing 
the financial statements of Johnson; inquiring of 
third parties such as Johnson’s banks, legal 
counsel, investment bankers, and others in the 
business community as to Johnson’s reputation; 
and evaluating his ability to serve Johnson 
properly with reference to industry expertise, 
size of engagement, and available staff.
(9) If Norr has no reservations, after all significant 
factors have been considered, discussed, and 
agreed to, Norr should accept the engagement 
and confirm the understanding in an engage­
ment letter.
Norr’s procedures on this first-time audit should in­
clude the following:
(1) Norr should review the workpapers of Diggs to 
obtain information that will help plan the audit 
work.
(2) Norr should make arrangements as early as pos­
sible for the initial meeting with “ key”  com­
pany personnel who will be contacted through­
out the engagement.
(3) Since basic information about the company is 
not readily available to Norr on this first-time 
audit, information of a general nature should be 
obtained as early in the planning stage as possi­
ble. (Such information should include company 
history, nature of the business, credit policies, 
financing methods, sales methods and terms, 
seasonal business patterns, products, services, 
plant locations, internal procedures, accounting 
policies, tax status, etc. Client procedures man­
uals and manuals of accounts should be read to 
obtain such information.)
(4) Norr should immediately start obtaining the 
data needed to create a permanent working- 
paper file. (The file should include items such 
as articles of incorporation, minutes, internal 
audit reports, deeds of trust, pension agree­
ments, loan agreements, leases, important con­
tracts, and other pertinent data.)
(5) Norr must determine the scope of work neces­
sary to verify the opening balances. Such bal­
ances must be reviewed to determine whether 
they are stated on a basis comparable with those 
of the period under review. If Norr cannot ver­
ify the opening balances, Norr should consider 
disclaiming an opinion on the earnings state­
ment and statement of changes in financial posi­
tion.
(6) The composition of all important accounts 
should be reviewed. Norr should limit his ex­
amination of prior period accounts to a review 
or survey of such accounts, without a detailed 
examination, unless the results of Norr’s survey 
and analyses indicate the need for further inves­
tigation of accounting methods in the prior 
years.
(7) Norr must consider whether the financial state­
ments are prepared using generally accepted ac­
counting principles that were consistently ap­
plied. If, after performing necessary audit pro­
cedures, Norr cannot be satisfied as to consis-
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tency, considerations must be given to qualify­
ing the auditor’s report as to consistency.
(8) Norr should use professional judgment to de­
termine the extent of reliance that should be 
placed on the work of Diggs. The scope of 
Norr’s work may be reduced as a result of 
Norr’s consultation with Diggs and a review of 
the prior-year workpapers of Diggs.
Answer 6
a. Chan should immediately inform the management 
that information has come to Chan’s attention con­
cerning a possible violation of company policy which 
would result in an apparent conflict of interest. After 
discussing the matter with management, Chan or the 
proper client representative should investigate to see 
if there is a violation and conflict. If there is a viola­
tion and conflict, Chan should ascertain whether it is 
widespread or merely an isolated occurrence. With 
the proper client representative, Chan should examine 
existing client procedures that are designed to assure 
the company that employees are not violating com­
pany policies concerning conflicts of interest.
Chan should carefully review all the internal 
duties and responsibilities of Williams with respect to
(1) the ordering of merchandise and purchase authori­
zation, (2) the receipt and handling of merchandise,
(3) the payment for merchandise purchased, and (4) 
the accounting for inventory items. Chan’s proce­
dures should include a detailed analysis of reasons 
why the volume of business with Park increased sig­
nificantly during the year.
After obtaining knowledge of the violation and 
apparent conflict, but before commencing any ac­
tions, Chan should consider discussing the entire mat­
ter with counsel.
b. As a result of the weakness in internal control posed 
by the apparent conflict of interest, Chan should ex­
tend the normal inventory and cost of sales audit pro­
cedures. Chan’s audit procedures should be designed 
to obtain evidence that will give Chan reasonable as­
surance as to the validity and propriety of purchases, 
payables, and disbursements.
If the client concurs, Chan’s procedures could be 
extended to investigate for fraud and might include 
the use of statistical sampling techniques (e.g., dis­
covery sampling). Chan must keep in mind, however, 
that the possibility of fraud is clearly different than 
fraud itself. The relationship of Williams and Park 
alone does not constitute a fraud but merely presents 
the possibility of a fraud.
In addition to extending the normal audit proce­
dures, Chan should give particular emphasis to the 
specific business between Retail and Park in the fol­
lowing areas:
(1) Failure to Maintain Adequate Gross Profit 
Margins
Chan should compute the gross profit ratio for 
all departments that include merchandise purch­
ased from Park. Any significant declines in 
margins for such departments could be the re­
sult of unnecessary and unauthorized cost in­
creases.
(2) Excessive Shrinkage
Chan should analyze the departmental shrink­
age results for those departments that include 
purchases from Park. Higher-than-normal 
shrinkage for such departments might be the 
result of purchases paid for but never actually 
received.
(3) Overstocking or Slow-Moving Items
Chan should analyze the units purchased from 
Park that still remain in the year-end inventory 
and determine if such items are excessive in 
relation to the quantity sold during the year. 
Chan should also search for old items that may 
be stored in company warehouses or in nonsel­
ling areas and, if possible, should try to deter­
mine the age of inventory items.
(4) Lost Discounts
Chan should review the purchase discount terms 
offered by Park and compare them to those of 
other suppliers. Chan should determine whether 
discounts were properly taken and, if not, 
should obtain reasonable explanations as to why 
discounts were lost.
(5) Excessive Markdowns
Chan should analyze markdowns taken on mer­
chandise purchased from Park. If such mark- 
downs are excessive in relation to other mer­
chandise, unnecessary purchases may have 
been made from Park at prices that might have 
been too high.
(6) Poor Quality o f Merchandise on Hand
Chan should physically examine a sample of the 
merchandise purchased from Park to ascertain if 
part of such merchandise is damaged, soiled, 
obsolete, out-of-fashion, out-of-season or is in a 
condition that might indicate that merchandise 
of inferior quality is being purchased from Park.
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Answer 7
Weakness Recommended Improvement
( 1)
(2)
There is no segregation of duties between persons 
responsible for inspecting actual usage and for au­
thorizing usage.
The current system does not allow for a proper test or 
proof of the accuracy of amounts said to be collected.
(3) The current system does not allow for a proper test for 
possible unauthorized usage or unpaid parking meter 
fees.
(4) The cash collection procedures are not adequately 
controlled.
(5) Initial cash receipts records are not promptly pre­
pared, and responsibility for the amount of cash re­
ceived is not clearly defined.
(6) There is no timely deposit of cash receipts.
(7) There is no adequate test of amounts deposited.
(1) Residents should apply to the town hall to obtain park­
ing stickers. The town hall should establish and main­
tain control over their distribution. The guard on duty 
should be responsible solely for overseeing the park­
ing lot.
(2) The guard on duty at each shift should complete a 
physical count form that shows the number of cars 
parked in the lot. The form should be sent to the town 
accounting department where the “ expected daily 
cash receipts” can be computed and eventually com­
pared to the actual amount deposited. Discrepancies 
should be investigated and resolved immediately. The 
minimum and maximum daily receipts should be es­
tablished and an overall review of the reasonableness 
of actual receipts should be made.
(3) Town internal auditors, inspectors, police, or other 
independent persons should make periodic unan­
nounced inspections to verify that only autos with 
stickers are parked in the lot and that the time has not 
expired on the meter.
(4) Coins should be collected daily with dual­
participation in opening the meters by a special uni­
formed collector and the guard on duty. Each indi­
vidual should have a key and meters should be such 
that both keys are required to open them. If practica­
ble, as an alternative to dual participation, mechanical 
equipment should be used so that the collector does 
not have to touch the coins in order to extract them 
from the meters. In addition, internal auditors, inspec­
tors, or other independent persons should observe the 
collection procedures on a periodic, surprise basis.
(5) In the absence of meter readings, which would be 
costly and probably impractical, the cash count 
should be recorded by the individual collectors im­
mediately after it is taken from the meter. This record­
ing should be made on a permanent record that will 
serve as the first record of accountability.
(6) Cash should be deposited immediately and should not 
be left undeposited overnight. When necessary, night 
deposits should be made.
(7) The initial record and the authenticated bank deposit 
slip should be compared by personnel in the town 
accounting department. Discrepancies should be 
promptly investigated and resolved.
(8) In place of the above recommendations, the town 
might consider monthly billings to residents. This 
would eliminate the coin collection problem since re­
sidents would mail their monthly check direct to the 
town. Additional records might be required but con­
trol could be strengthened. Another alternative would 
be the use of tokens. The tokens should be sold at a 
central location by a person other than the guard. This 
would eliminate the meter cash collection problems.
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(Commercial Law)
May 7, 1976; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. a 9. c 17. a 25. d
2. d 10. a 18. c 26. d
3. d 11. c 19. c 27. b
4. d 12. b 20. c 28. a
5. c 13. d 21. d 29. b
6. d 14. b 22. a 30. a
7. b 15. d 23. c 31. b
8. a 16. c 24. a 32. c
Answer 3
33. d 41. c
34. b 42. c
35. c 43. b
36. c 44. b
37. b 45. c
38. c 46. c
39. d 47. c
40. c 48. c
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a. The Uniform Commercial Code provides that when 
the debtor agrees, or on default, a secured party is 
entitled to notify accounts-receivable debtors to make 
payment directly to him even though the debtor had 
been making collection on the account. Because the 
security agreement is silent on giving notice, Searles 
has no right to notify and collect directly from 
Anderson’s accounts-receivable debtors prior to de­
fault by Anderson.
Here, however, Anderson is in default by not 
having repaid the $10,000 when due on April 30, 
1976. After that date, Searles may notify Anderson’s 
present accounts-receivable debtors to make payment 
directly to Searles until $10,000 has been received by 
Searles. Searles may notify the present accounts- 
receivable debtors because it is a secured party with 
respect to Anderson’s accounts receivable that existed 
as of the date of the security agreement plus those that 
were acquired by Anderson after the date of the se­
curity agreement. Searles attained this secured status 
because the Uniform Commercial Code permits the 
obligations covered by a security agreement to be 
secured by such after-acquired collateral.
If requested by an accounts-receivable debtor, 
Searles must furnish reasonable proof that the as­
signment of a security interest in the accounts has 
been made. Unless Searles gives such proof, the 
accounts-receivable debtor may pay Anderson.
Upon default, Searles also may commence an 
action on the debt and reduce his claim to judgment. 
This alternative involves the judicial process whereas 
collection from the accounts-receivable debtors does 
not.
Answer 4
c.
continue to be a floating charge on Dey’s subse­
quently acquired or changing stock of inventory.
Generally, a financing statement must be filed to 
perfect all security interests except where the collat­
eral is in the possession of the secured party. The 
Code provides that a security interest is perfected as 
soon as filing plus all the events required for attach­
ment have occurred. If the filing is effected before the 
security interest attaches, it is perfected at the time 
when it attaches. Thus, a financing statement may be 
filed before a security agreement is made or a security 
interest otherwise attaches. Here, the filing on Feb­
ruary 9, 1976, of the financing statement prior to 
reaching an agreement on the secured transaction on 
February 18, 1976, was proper. Thelma is a secured 
party with a perfected security interest generally en­
forceable against Dey and against third parties.
None. The Uniform Commercial Code provides that a 
retail customer in the ordinary course of business 
takes free of a security interest created by his seller 
even though the security interest is perfected and even 
though the buyer knows of its existence. A buyer in 
the ordinary course of business is, generally, a person 
who, in good faith and without knowledge that the 
sale to him is in violation of the ownership rights or 
security interest of a third party in the goods, buys 
goods from someone in the business of selling them.
By duly filing a financing statement, Castle per­
fected its security interest in then-existing as well as 
after-acquired inventory. Even though Castle held a 
perfected security interest in Sill’s inventory, the cus­
tomer who purchased the television set from Sill in 
the ordinary course of business took the property free 
of Castle’s security interest.
b. Yes, Thelma has a perfected security interest in the 
inventory as of February 18, 1976.
According to the Uniform Commercial Code, a 
security interest is not enforceable (or does not attach) 
against a debtor with respect to the collateral unless
(1) the debtor has signed a security agreement that 
contains a description of the collateral (or the collat­
eral is in the possession of the secured party pursuant 
to agreement), (2) value has been given by the cre­
ditor, and (3) the debtor has rights in the collateral. 
Attachment or enforceability generally occurs as soon 
as all of these events occur. Here, Thelma Corpora­
tion has given value by delivering the $5,000 in goods 
to Dey Corporation. Dey, having taken title to the 
goods, has rights in them. Dey signed a security ag­
reement providing that any obligation covered by the 
security agreement is to be secured by after-acquired 
collateral. Thus, Thelma has a security interest that 
has attached to Dey’s present inventory and that will
Answer 5
a. The Statute of Frauds is not applicable because 
the dollar amount is less than $500 after the 
modification. Since the contract as modified is 
not included under the Statute of Frauds, the 
statute has no impact upon the contractual ad­
justment made by the parties. The Uniform 
Commercial Code provides that if a modifica­
tion is agreed upon, it need not be in writing as 
long as the contract is not within the Statute of 
Frauds.
The Parol Evidence Rule has no application to 
the facts stated. It prohibits the contradiction of 
the written terms of a contract by any prior oral 
agreement or a contemporaneous oral agree­
ment. It is not applicable to a subsequent oral 
modification of a written contract.
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3. Under the Uniform Commercial Code an 
agreement to modify a contract for the sale of 
goods requires no consideration. But, even if 
consideration were necessary, Super Fashion 
provided consideration by paying earlier than 
required by the terms of the original agreement. 
Thus, Super Fashion prevails under either rule.
b. 1. This asserted legal justification is invalid. First, 
Brown & Sons did give consideration in that 
they promised to purchase their candy needs 
exclusively from Mark. Second, the courts have 
sustained the validity of such requirement con­
tracts based upon a logical interpretation of the 
agreement on the buyer’s part to act in good 
faith and to take his usual or normal amount of 
the product involved.
2. This asserted legal justification is also invalid. 
Although some limited indefiniteness and un­
certainty is present, this will not invalidate the 
agreement. The Uniform Commercial Code 
provides that a contract of sale does not fail for 
indefiniteness even though one or more terms 
are left open if the parties have intended to 
make a contract and there is a reasonably certain 
basis for giving an appropriate remedy. Fur­
thermore, the code provides that when a con­
tract measures the quantity in terms of output of 
the seller or requirements of the buyer, it means 
such actual output or requirements as may occur 
in good faith. Mark’s good faith is presumed, 
and prior requirements may be used to ascertain 
the quantities.
3. The asserted legal justification based upon a 
drastic change in price is invalid. The courts 
will not recognize a subsequent implied condi­
tion of this nature to permit a party to avoid his 
obligation under a contract. Moreover, while 
the modem trend of the courts may be some­
what more lenient in finding the existence of 
impossibility, they will not excuse performance 
unless the performance is rendered physically 
and objectively impossible.
The development of an additional financial 
burden or hardship upon a party to a contract is 
not sufficient to provide a legal excuse for his 
nonperformance. To excuse performance in 
these circumstances would seriously hamper the 
conduct of business transactions and impair the 
validity of many contracts.
Answer 6
c.
Neither South’s financial difficulties nor his assign­
ment of 90% of his partnership interest to his largest 
creditor alters the legal status of the partnership. 
There is no dissolution of the partnership, nor any 
basis for dissolution; it remains viable and unchanged 
in its membership.
South continues as a full-fledged partner. There 
is no cause for his removal, and he retains his prior 
rights. The only difference is that the creditor will 
receive 90% of the profits that are allocable to South. 
Furthermore, in the event of default by South, his 
creditor may obtain a judgment on the underlying debt 
and an order charging or attaching South’s partnership 
interest.
South’s creditor does not become a partner. He 
has no right to participate in the management or ad­
ministration of partnership business nor, in the ab­
sence of a court order, to examine the books, or de­
mand information of the partnership. His rights are 
limited to receipt of the appropriate share of profits 
assigned in accordance with his contract with South.
Martin, Dry, Wilbert, and Cox are all liable as gen­
eral partners. Martin is an incoming general partner, 
and, as such, he would have the same liability as a 
general partner in an ordinary partnership. In effect, 
the law states that he has unlimited joint and several 
liability. However, as to obligations incurred prior to 
his entry into the partnership, his liability cannot ex­
ceed his capital contribution.
Dry and Wilbert are liable as general partners 
because, in addition to the exercise of their rights and 
powers as limited partners, they also took part in the 
control of the business.
Cox’s liability as a general partner rests upon the 
doctrine of estoppel or a specific provision under the 
Uniform Limited Partnership Act. The act provides 
that a limited partner whose name appears in the part­
nership name is liable as a general partner to partner­
ship creditors who extend credit to the partnership 
without actual knowledge that he is not a general 
partner. Hence, unless a creditor knows of Cox’s true 
status, Cox has unlimited liability to that creditor.
1. Mrs. Dowling has no rights to any particular 
partnership property nor to a share thereof. Pur­
suant to the Uniform Partnership Act, the sur­
viving partners have a right of survivorship in 
all partnership property, and such property is 
not subject to the surviving spouse’s award. The 
property passes according to this law regardless 
of any provisions contained in a deceased 
partner’s last will and testament.
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2.
However, Mrs, Dowling does have the 
right to compensation for her husband’s part­
nership interest. At a minimum, this would con­
sist of a return of his capital contribution plus 
accumulated and current profits to the date of 
death. However, if the partners wish to continue 
the firm without a “ winding up’’ and under its 
existing name, then the aspect of goodwill and 
the fair market value of the decedent’s interest 
becomes more complex. If the problem cannot 
be solved amicably by negotiation between the 
remaining partners and the widow, then an in­
dependent appraisal or litigation or both would 
be necessary.
A “ buy-out” agreement would provide for the 
automatic continuation of the firm, usually 
under the original name, despite the legal or 
technical dissolution caused by death. Also, it 
would eliminate the requirement and need for a 
“ winding up.”  Finally, it would solve most of 
the valuation problems, because the price or 
method of determ ining the value of the 
decedent’s partnership interest would be estab­
lished by specific terms in the agreement.
Answer 7
a. The firm is undoubtedly liable for negligence. The 
failure to follow generally accepted auditing standards 
indicates negligence in the conduct of the audit. Al­
though the courts do not always recognize adherence 
to the custom of the profession (generally accepted 
auditing standards) as a defense, they invariably hold 
that the failure to follow customary practice consti­
tutes negligence. The fact that Jackson left in the 
middle of the audit and caused a problem for the firm 
is of no consequence. The firm, by reason of the 
negligence of its agents, will be liable for the actual 
loss up to at least the $30,000 worth of watches stolen 
after the completion of the audit. This loss would not 
have occurred if the audit had been conducted prop­
erly. In addition, the firm may also be liable on the 
initial $20,000 of thefts to the extent that prompt dis­
covery in the course of the audit would have permitted 
recovery of this loss.
b. 1. A trust generally involves a transfer of 
income-producing property (principal) by will, 
deed, or indenture to a trustee who takes legal 
title to the property subject to a fiduciary obliga­
tion to manage and conserve the property for the 
benefit of others who are described as ben­
eficiaries. A trust generally provides that the 
trustee shall invest the trust principal and pay 
the income therefrom to the income beneficiary 
and at the termination of the trust transfer the 
trust principal to the remainderman. The prop­
erty that composes the principal of the trust may 
change from time to time as the trustee sells and 
reinvests the proceeds.
The will or trust agreement can provide the 
rules for allocation of items between principal 
and income. In the absence of specific trust 
provisions, the law of the jurisdiction in which 
the trust is located will govern. For this pur­
pose, most jurisdictions have adopted the Uni­
form Principal and Income Act or some varia­
tion thereof. Income produced by the invest­
ment and management of the trust principal is 
kept separate for distribution to the income 
beneficiary. However, ordinary operating ex­
penses incurred by the trust in generating earn­
ings are charged against income. Similarly, ex­
penses incurred in acquiring or protecting the 
trustee’s title to principal are charged against 
principal. Thus, the allocation between princi­
pal and income of a trust is of great importance 
because it affects the respective benefits derived 
from the trust by the income beneficiary and the 
remainderman.
2. (1) Principal
(2) Income
(3) Income
(4) Principal
(5) Principal
(6) Principal
(7) Principal
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ACCOUNTING THEORY 
(Theory o f Accounts)
May 7, 1976; 1:30 to 5:00 P.M.
Answer 2
1. a 11. b 21. a 31. b
2. c 12. c 22. a 32. c
3. b 13. c 23. b 33. d
4. b 14. d 24. d 34. a
5. a 15. a 25. c 35. b
6. c 16. c 26. c 36. b
7. a 17. a 27. b 37. d
8. b 18. b 28. b 38. d
9. d 19. a 29. b 39. c
10. d 20. d 30. c 40. a
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Answer 3
a. Relative to plant assets, a cost incurred or an 
expenditure m ade, that is assumed to benefit 
only the current accounting period is called a 
revenue expenditure and is charged to expense 
in the period believed to benefit. A capital ex­
penditure is sim ilarly a cost incurred or an ex­
penditure m ade but is expected to yield benefits 
either in all future accounting periods (acquisi­
tion o f land) o r in a lim ited num ber o f  account­
ing periods. Capital expenditures (if m aterial in 
am ount) are capitalized, that is, recorded as as­
sets, and, if  related to assets o f  lim ited life, 
am ortized over the periods believed to  benefit.
The distinction  betw een capital and re­
venue expenditures is o f significance because it 
involves the tim ing o f  the recognition o f ex­
pense and, consequently, the determ ination of 
periodic earnings. It also affects the amounts 
reported as assets whose costs generally have to 
be recouped from  future periods’ revenues.
I f  a revenue expenditure is im properly 
capitalized, current earnings are overstated, as­
sets are overstated, and future earnings are un­
derstated for all the periods to which the impro­
perly capitalized cost is am ortized. If the cost is 
not am ortized, future earnings w ill not be af­
fected but assets and retained earnings w ill con­
tinue to be overstated for as long as the cost 
rem ains on the books. If  a nonam ortizable capi­
tal expenditure is im properly expensed, current 
earnings are understated and assets and retained 
earnings are understated  fo r all foreseeable 
periods in the future. If an am ortizable capital 
expenditure is im properly expensed, current 
earnings are understated, assets and retained 
earnings are understated, and future earnings 
are overstated for all periods to which the cost 
should have been am ortized.
Depreciation is the accounting process o f al­
locating  an asset’s historical cost (recorded 
am ount) to the accounting periods benefitted by 
the use o f the asset. It is a process o f cost alloca­
tion, not valuation. Depreciation is not intended 
to provide funds for an asset’s replacem ent; it is 
merely an application o f the m atching concept.
The factors relevant in determ ining the annual 
depreciation for a depreciable asset are the ini­
tial recorded am ount (cost), estim ated salvage 
value, estim ated useful life, and depreciation 
method.
Assets are typically recorded at their ac­
quisition cost, which is in m ost cases objec­
tively determ inable. But cost assignm ents in 
other cases— “ basket purchases’’ and the selec­
tion o f an im plicit interest rate in asset acquisi­
b. 1.
tion under deferred-paym ent plans— m ay be 
quite subjective involving considerable judg­
m ent.
The salvage value is an estim ate o f  an 
am ount potentially realizable when the asset is 
retired from  service. It is initially a judgm ent 
factor and is affected by the length o f its useful 
life to the enterprise.
The useful life is also a judgm ent factor. It 
involves selecting the “ unit’’ o f m easure o f 
service life and estim ating the num ber o f  such 
units em bodied in the asset. Such units m ay be 
m easured in term s o f tim e periods or in terms o f 
activity (for exam ple, years o r m achine hours). 
W hen selecting the life, one should select the 
low er (sho rte r) o f  the  p hysica l life  o r the 
econom ic life to this user. Physical life involves 
w ear and tear and casualties; econom ic life in­
volves such things as technological obsoles­
cence and inadequacy.
Selecting the depreciation m ethod is gen­
erally a judgm ent decision; but, a method may 
be inherent in the definition adopted for the 
units o f  service life, as discussed earlier. For 
exam ple, if  such units are m achine hours, the 
method is a function o f  the num ber o f  m achine 
hours used  du ring  each  period . A m ethod  
should be selected that will best m easure the 
portion o f services expiring each period. O nce a 
method is selected, it m ay be objectively ap­
plied by using a predeterm ined, objectively de­
rived form ula.
Because revenue usually represents an inflow o f 
funds, and expense usually represents an out­
flow  o f funds, net earnings represent a net in­
flow o f  funds. Depreciation reduces reported 
net earnings but does not involve an outflow  o f 
funds. Therefore, it is added back to reported 
net earnings to calculate funds provided by op­
erations. On a statem ent o f  changes in financial 
position, depreciation should be clearly shown 
as an adjustm ent to net earnings not requiring a 
use o f funds rather than be shown as a source o f 
funds. Depreciation is not a direct source o f 
funds. It can be considered an indirect source 
only through incom e tax savings.
The following costs, if  applicable, should be 
capitalized as a cost o f land:
(a) N egotiated purchase price
(b) Brokers’ com m ission
(c) Legal fees
(d) T itle fee
(e) Recording fee
(f) Escrow fees
(g) Surveying fees
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(h) Existing unpaid taxes, interest, or liens 
assumed by the buyer
(i) Clearing, grading, landscaping, and sub­
dividing
(j) Cost of removing old building (less sal­
vage)
(k) Special assessments such as lighting or 
sewers if they are permanent in nature.
2. A plant asset acquired on a deferred-payment 
plan should be recorded at an equivalent cash 
price excluding interest. If interest is not stated 
in the sales contract, an imputed interest should 
be determined. The asset should then be re­
corded at its present value, which is computed 
by discounting the payments at the stated or 
imputed interest rate. The interest portion 
(stated or imputed) of the contract price should 
be charged to interest expense over the life of 
the contract.
3. In general, plant assets should be recorded at 
the fair value of the consideration given or the 
fair value of the asset received, whichever is 
more clearly evident. This general theoretical 
preference is somewhat constrained by the re­
quirements of APB Opinion No. 29.
Specifically when exchanging an old 
machine and paying cash for a new machine, 
the new machine should be recorded at the 
amount of monetary consideration (cash) paid 
plus the undepreciated cost of the nonmonetary 
asset (old machine) surrendered if there is no 
indicated loss. An indicated loss should be rec­
ognized; this would reduce the recorded amount 
of the new machine. No indicated gain, how­
ever, should be recognized by the party paying 
monetary consideration.
Answer 4 
a. 1. a. Normal cost is the annual accrual-basis 
pension cost assigned, under the actuarial 
cost method in use, to each year subse­
quent to the inception of a pension plan. It 
represents the service credit currently 
earned by employees during the current 
year.
b. Past service is the pension cost assigned, 
under the actuarial cost method in use, to 
years before the inception of a pension 
plan. It represents the service credits 
earned by employees before the pension
plan was established by the company. The 
company may choose to recognize these 
retroactive service credits when determin­
ing potential benefits for each employee 
under the pension plan.
c. Prior service cost is the pension cost as­
signed, under the actuarial cost method in 
use, to years prior to the valuation date. 
For example, if a company amends its ex­
isting pension plan by substantially in­
creasing benefits, it may desire granting 
retroactive service credit to employees for 
prior services. Prior service cost includes 
any remaining past service cost associated 
with those years.
d. A funded (pension) plan is one under 
which an employer makes periodic pay­
ments to a funding agency, which is an 
independent third party outside of the 
company. The funding agency, as trustee, 
accumulates the assets under the plan and 
pays the benefits as they become due to 
each recipient. Under a funded plan, the 
control of the funds rests with the trustee 
outside of the company.
e. Vested benefits are benefits that are not 
contingent on the employee’s continuance 
in the service of the employer. In some 
plans, the payment of the benefits will 
begin only when the employee reaches the 
normal retirement date; in other plans, the 
payment of the benefits will begin when 
the employee retires (which may be be­
fore or after the normal retirement date). 
The actuarially computed value of vested 
benefits represents the present value, at 
the date of determination, of the sum of
(1) the benefits expected to become pay­
able to former employees who have re­
tired, or who have terminated service with 
vested rights, at the date of determination, 
and (2) the benefits, based on service ren­
dered prior to the date of determination 
and expected to become payable at future 
dates to present employees (taking into 
account the probable time that employees 
will retire) at the vesting percentages ap­
plicable at the date of determination. The 
determination of vested benefits is not af­
fected by other conditions, such as inade­
quacy of the pension fund, which may 
prevent the employee from receiving the 
vested benefits.
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f. Actuarial gains and losses are the effects 
on actuarially calculated pension costs of 
deviations between actual experience and 
the actuarial assumptions used, or 
changes in actuarial assumptions concern­
ing future events. Actuarial gains and 
losses may have to be recognized annu­
ally to reflect deviations between actual 
experience and assumptions. They may 
be recognized periodically (less fre­
quently) to reflect revisions in underlying 
assumptions. Accounting for such gains 
and losses generally involves spreading 
them over the current year and future 
years or recognizing them on the basis of 
an average.
g. Interest is the return earned or to be 
earned on funds invested or to be invested 
to provide for future pension benefits. In­
terest, as so designated, includes the re­
turn on debt securities, equity securities, 
real estate, and realized and unrealized 
gains or losses on fund investments.
Pension plans are of sufficient importance to an 
understanding of financial position and results 
of operations that the following disclosures 
should be made in financial statements or their 
notes:
(a) A statement that such plans exist, iden­
tifying or describing the employee groups 
covered.
(b) A statement of the company’s accounting 
and funding policies.
(c) The provision for pension cost for the 
period.
(d) The excess, if any, of the actuarially 
computed value of vested benefits over 
the total of the pension fund and any 
statement-of-financial-position pension 
accruals, less any pension prepayments or 
deferred charges.
(e) Nature and effect of significant matters 
affecting comparability for all periods 
presented, such as changes in accounting 
methods (actuarial cost method, amortiza­
tion of past and prior service cost, treat­
ment of actuarial gains and losses, etc.), 
changes in circumstances (actuarial as­
sumptions, etc.), or adoption or amend­
ment of a plan.
b. December 31, 1974: 
Deferred pension cost 
Cash
$106,(XX)
$106,000
To reflect cash paid to the trustee for the past service 
cost. This amount is capitalized as a deferred 
charge because it will be charged to earnings over 
the current and future periods. It represents em­
ployee work credit for years before the pension 
plan was adopted; but, it is assumed to benefit 
current and future periods by better employee rela­
tions.
December 31, 1974: 
Pension expense 
Cash
Deferred pension cost
$25,600
$15,000
10,600
To reflect the 1974 pension expense provision com­
puted as follows:
Normal cost ($15,000) paid to the trustee plus 
the amortization of the past service cost at 10% 
(maximum permitted by APB Opinion No. 8). 
A reduction for interest equivalent on the bal­
ance in deferred pension cost is omitted because 
the funding was made at the end of the year. 
The amortization of any prior service cost is 
also omitted because there are no such costs in 
this example.
December 31, 1975: 
Pension expense 
Cash
Deferred pension cost
$20,876
$16,000
4,876
To reflect the 1975 pension expense provision com­
puted as follows:
Normal cost ($16,000) paid to the trustee plus 
the amortization of the past service cost reduced 
by the interest assumed earned on prior-year 
funding in excess of amortization. The latter is 
computed as follows:
Amortization of past service
cost at 10% $10,600
Interest at 6% on balance in defer­
red pension cost at December 31,
1974: 6% ($106,000 -  $10,600) 5,724
Net charge in 1975 for past service
pension cost $ 4,876
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Answer 5
a. Financial reporting for segm ents o f  a business enter­
prise involves reporting financial information on a 
less-than-total enterprise basis. T hese segm ents may 
be defined along organizational lin es, such as d ivi­
sions, branches, or subsidiaries. Segm entation could  
be based on areas o f  econom ic activity, such as indus­
tries in w hich the enterprise operates, product lines, 
types o f  services rendered, markets, types o f  custom ­
ers, or geographical areas. In addition to these possi­
ble individual definitions o f  an enterprise’s segm ents, 
a com pany may use more than one o f  the above-cited  
bases o f  segm entation. G uidelines have been estab­
lished  by the Securities and Exchange C om m ission to 
guide m anagem ent in selecting a basis o f  segm enta­
tion.
The reasons for requiring financial data to be reported 
by segm ents include the follow ing:
•  They w ould provide more detailed disclosure 
o f  information needed by investors, creditors, 
and other users o f  financial statements.
•  Appraisers can evaluate major segm ents o f  a 
b u sin ess enterprise before con sidering  the 
business in its entirety.
•  In addition to being useful and desirable, such 
information is practical to com pute.
•  The growth potential o f  an enterprise can be 
evaluated by review ing the growth potential o f  
its major segm ents.
•  U sers can better assess m anagem ent decisions 
to drop or add a segm ent.
•  Projection o f  future earning power is made 
more effective when approached on a segm ent 
basis, because different segm ents m ay have 
differing rates o f  grow th, profitability, and 
degrees o f  risk.
•  M anagerial ability  is better a ssessed  w ith  
segm ent data because managerial responsibil­
ity w ithin the enterprise is frequently decen­
tralized.
The possible disadvantages o f  requiring financial data 
to be reported by segm ents include the follow ing:
•  T h ey  cou ld  be m isin terpreted  due to the 
public’s general lack o f  appreciation o f  the 
lim itations o f  the som ew hat arbitrary bases for 
m ost allocations o f  com m on costs.
d.
•  T hey m ay d isgu ise the interdependence o f  all 
the segm ents.
•  They m ight result in m isleading com parisons 
o f  segm ents o f  different enterprises.
•  C onfidential information w ould be revealed to 
com petitors about profitable or unprofitable 
products, plans for new  products or entries 
into new markets, apparent w eaknesses that 
m ight induce com petitors to increase their 
ow n efforts to take advantage o f  the w eakness, 
and the ex istence o f  advantages not otherw ise  
indicated.
•  Information thus m ade available m ight cause  
custom ers to challenge prices to the disadvan­
tage o f  the com pany.
•  Operating data reported by segm ents m ight be 
m isleading to those w ho read them. Segm ent 
data prepared for internal managem ent pur­
poses often include arbitrary judgm ents that 
are know n to those using the data and taken 
into account in making evaluations. The d iffi­
culty o f  m aking such background information 
available and understandable to outside users 
is considered by many to be insurmountable.
•  The cost o f  providing segm ent data for situa­
tions in w hich they are not now  prepared could  
be significant.
•  Uniform  reporting categories w ould be estab­
lished that m ight call for additional expense in 
recording and reporting and that, because ar­
bitrarily defined, m ight not fairly represent the 
operations o f  the enterprise as a going con­
cern. Som e fear that establishm ent o f  arbitrary 
reporting requirements m ight in turn lead to 
arbitrary rules for business activities to make 
the required reporting possib le.
The accounting difficulties inherent in segm ent re­
porting include the follow ing:
•  T he basis o f  segm entation  m ust be estab ­
lished. (The various possib le bases w ere cited  
in answer a, above.)
•  T he transfer p rices m ust be d eterm in ed . 
Transfer prices are those charged when one 
segm ent deals with another segm ent o f  the 
sam e enterprise. V arious p oss ib le  transfer 
prices exist, and the com pany m ust select one.
•  The m ethod o f  reporting segm ent sales must 
be defined. A  com pany may or may not in­
clude in its sales intercompany transactions 
w ith other segm ents within the enterprise.
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Answer 6
a. 1. Intraperiod tax allocation is necessary to obtain
an appropriate relationship between income tax 
expense and each element of earnings (continu­
ing operations, discontinued operations, extra­
ordinary items, and cumulative effects of ac­
counting changes) or between income tax ex­
pense and prior-period adjustments. Income tax 
expense attributable to earnings before extraor­
dinary items is computed based solely on the 
earnings before extraordinary items to prevent 
distortion of the results of continuing opera­
tions. The extraordinary items are shown net of 
the corresponding income tax consequences. 
Any prior-period adjustment is shown net of the 
corresponding income tax consequences as an 
adjustment to beginning retained earnings.
2. Some accountants cite the argument that income 
taxes are an expense rather than a distribution of 
earnings. They apply the matching concept of 
accrual accounting, thus relating the income 
taxes presented on the earnings statement to the 
earnings that gave rise to those taxes. Their ar­
gument is that income tax expense for financial 
reporting should be related to the respective pre- 
tax accounting earnings. Implicit in this argu­
ment is the notion that a distribution of earnings 
is not allocated to periods.
3. a. Timing difference. The full estimated
three years of warranty expenses reduce 
the current year’s pretax accounting earn­
ings, but will reduce taxable income in 
varying amounts each respective year, as 
incurred. Assuming the estimate as to 
each warranty is valid, the total amounts 
deducted for accounting and for tax pur­
poses will be equal over the three-year 
period for a given warranty. This is an 
example of an expense that, in the first 
period, reduces pretax accounting earn­
ings more than taxable income and, in 
later years, reverses and reduces taxable 
income without affecting pretax account­
ing earnings.
b. Permanent difference. This difference in 
depreciation for pretax accounting earn­
ings and taxable income will never re­
verse because the depreciation is based on 
different recorded amounts of the assets in 
question. The income tax expense per 
books would be reflected based on the 
amount actually paid (or due) in this situa­
tion.
c. Timing difference. The investor’s share 
of earnings of an investee (other than sub­
sidiaries and corporate joint ventures) ac-
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•  The computation of segment net income must 
be defined. The net income may be merely a 
contribution margin, that is, sales less variable 
costs, or a more conventional measure of net 
income. If a contribution-margin approach is 
used, the variable costs must be identified. If a 
more conventional measure of net income is 
used, the treatment of various items for each 
segment’s net income must be established. 
Such items include the following;
(1) Determining whether common costs 
should be allocated to segments.
(2) Selecting allocation bases if common 
costs are to be allocated.
(3) Determining which costs of capital (in­
terest, preferred dividends, etc.) should 
be attributed to segments.
(4) Determining whether extraordinary 
items and the cumulative effect of a 
change in accounting principle should 
be attributed to segments.
(5) Determining how income tax should be 
allocated to segments.
(6) Determining how a minority interest’s 
share of income, and income from in­
vestee companies, should be attributed 
to segments.
•  The segment information to be reported relat­
ing to a statement of financial position and 
statement of changes in financial position 
must be established. This includes allocation 
of assets to various segments.
•  The treatment of segment information in in­
terim financial reports must be established.
•  The method of presenting segment informa­
tion in financial statements must be estab­
lished. Such presentation may be by footnotes 
or by separate financial statements.
•  The additional disclosures required, such as 
accounting policies used, must be established.
•  The effect of annual comparisons must be 
considered. This would entail retroactive re­
statement of previously reported segment in­
formation presented currently for comparative 
purposes.
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counted for by the equity method is in­
cluded in pretax accounting earnings, 
while only dividends received are in­
cluded in taxable income. This difference 
between pretax accounting earnings and 
taxable income is assumed to be related 
either to probable future dividend dis­
tributions or to anticipated realization on 
disposal of the investment and is a factor 
in determining income tax expense. Fu­
ture dividends imply ordinary income, 
and future disposal of an investment im­
plies capital-gains income. Because di­
vidend income is subject to an 85% 
dividends-received deduction, the effec­
tive rate would, in this case, be lower for 
the ordinary dividend income than for 
capital gains.
4. The deferred income tax account mathemati­
cally represents the balancing figure accounting 
for the difference between the income tax ex­
pense that has been matched with pretax ac­
counting earnings and the income tax payable 
(amount based on taxable income that will actu­
ally be paid to the government plus any allow­
ance for possible deficiency upon an Internal 
Revenue Service audit).
A debit balance in a deferred income tax 
account should be classified as a deferred 
charge. A credit balance in a deferred income 
tax account should be classified as a deferred 
credit. In accordance with Accounting Princi­
ples Board Statement No. 4, the deferred charge 
is considered an asset even though it may not 
possess the usual characteristics of assets, and 
the deferred credit is considered a liability even 
though the income tax may never have to be 
paid.
Another possible classification of the debit 
or credit balance in deferred income taxes is a 
net of tax presentation. Under this approach 
each tax allocation account (or portions thereof) 
is reported as an offset to, or a valuation factor 
for, the asset or liability that gave rise to the tax 
effect. Net of tax presentation is an extension of 
a valuation concept and treats the tax effects as 
valuation adjustments of the related assets and 
liabilities. The Accounting Principles Board 
specifically stated that the net of tax presenta­
tion should not be used for financial reporting, 
because deferred taxes are not considered ele­
ments of valuation of assets and liabilities.
Four possible deferred income tax ac­
counts may arise. These are a current deferred 
charge, a noncurrent deferred charge, a current 
deferred credit, and a noncurrent deferred cre­
dit. These could be classified on a statement of 
financial position as follows:
(a) Separate current and noncurrent amounts. 
In this form of presentation all 
statements-of-financial-position accounts 
resulting from income tax allocation are 
classified into four separate categories 
—current assets, noncurrent assets, cur­
rent liabilities, and noncurrent liabilities.
(b) Net current and net noncurrent amounts.
In this form of presentation all
statement-of-financial-position accounts 
resulting from income tax allocation are 
classified into two categories—net current 
amount and net noncurrent amount.
(c) Single amount.
In this form of presentation all
statement-of-financial-position accounts 
resulting from income tax allocation are 
combined in a single amount.
The Accounting Principles Board has selected 
the net current and net noncurrent classification. 
Deferred charges and deferred credits relating to 
timing differences represent the cumulative rec­
ognition given to their tax effects and, as such, 
do not represent receivables or payables in the 
usual sense. They should be classified in two 
categories—one for net current amount and the 
other for the net noncurrent amount. The cur­
rent portions of such deferred charges and cre­
dits should be those amounts that relate to assets 
and liabilities classified as current. Thus, if in­
stallment receivables are a current asset, the de­
ferred credits representing the tax effects of un­
collected installment sales should be a current 
item; if an estimated provision for warranties is 
a current liability, the deferred charge represent­
ing the tax effect of such provision should be a 
current item. Likewise, the noncurrent portions 
of deferred income taxes should be those 
amounts that relate to assets and liabilities clas­
sified as noncurrent. The Accounting Principles 
Board has specified that deferred taxes should 
not be part of the stockholders’ equity section of 
the statement of financial position.
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b. The investment tax credit may be accounted for either 
by the deferral or the flow-through method. The de­
ferral method involves spreading the investment tax 
credit over the life of the related asset rather than 
reducing the income tax expense in the year in which 
the asset is placed in service and is the preferred 
choice in the opinion of the Accounting Principles 
Board. This method records the investment tax credit 
as a deferred credit and amortizes it over the produc­
tive life of the related asset by a credit to income tax 
expense each year. The theory behind this method is 
that the company benefits by using an asset, not by 
acquiring it.
The flow-through (tax-reduction) method of ac­
counting for the investment tax credit involves reduc­
ing the income tax expense for the full amount of the 
tax credit in the year the credit is taken on the income 
tax return. Reported earnings after tax would then be 
higher than earnings after tax where the deferral 
method is used. The tax credit is generally earned for 
tax purposes when an asset meeting the legal condi­
tions is placed in service. The theory behind this 
method is that the benefit (tax savings) should be 
recognized in the year it actually occurs, which is the 
year in which the asset is placed in service. Further­
more, the tax credit is entirely subject to the income 
tax laws and should, therefore, be considered as 
another element in the tax computation and reflected 
only when actually used. It is neither a permanent nor 
a timing difference because it does not affect either 
pretax accounting earnings or taxable income.
•  Forfeitures of stock subscriptions.
•  Excess of proceeds from reissuing treasury 
stock over its cost.
•  Conversion of convertible bonds or preferred 
stock.
•  Reacquisition of outstanding shares at an 
amount below par (stated) value.
•  Tax benefits from certain stock options.
Retained earnings are the accumulated net earn­
ings of a corporation in excess of any net losses from 
operations and dividends (cash or stock). Total re­
tained earnings should also include prior-period ad­
justments as direct increases or decreases and may 
include certain reserves. These reserves are appropria­
tions of retained earnings as unavailable for di­
vidends. These reserves and related restrictions may 
arise as a result of a restriction in a bond indenture or 
other formal agreement or they may be created at the 
discretion of the board of directors.
Appraisal capital represents the recognized up­
ward revaluation of net assets. This capital is un­
realized from a conventional accounting point of view 
and should, therefore, be segregated from contributed 
capital and retained earnings. Because such write-ups 
are a departure from generally accepted accounting 
principles, their use is usually restricted to situations 
where state law provides for the creation of appraisal 
surplus and the payment of dividends therefrom. Even 
if legally acceptable, the creation of appraisal surplus 
can present some significant reporting problems.
Answer 7
a. The general categories of a corporation’s capital are 
contributed (invested) capital, earned capital (retained 
earnings), and appraisal capital.
Contributed capital represents the amounts paid 
in for all classes of shares of stock and the amounts 
capitalized by order of the corporation’s board of di­
rectors. Included in contributed capital is legal capi­
tal, which is usually the aggregate par value or stated 
value of the shares issued. Legal capital is usually not 
subject to withdrawal; it is intended to protect corpo­
rate creditors. Contributed capital also includes other 
amounts in addition to the legal capital. These 
amounts are generally referred to as additional paid-in 
capital and include the following;
•  Premiums over the par (stated) value of the 
stock issued (including stock dividends).
•  Donations of assets to the corporation by 
stockholders or others.
•  Assessments on stockholders.
b. 1. A stock split effected in the form of a dividend 
is a distribution of corporate stock to present 
stockholders in proportion to each stockholder’s 
current holdings and can be expected to cause a 
material decrease in the market value per share 
of the stock. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 
43 specifies that a distribution in excess of 20% 
to 25% of the number of shares previously out­
standing would cause a material decrease in the 
market value. This is a characteristic of a stock 
split as opposed to a stock dividend, but, for 
legal reasons, the term “ dividend”  must be 
used for this distribution. From an accounting 
viewpoint, it should be disclosed as a stock split 
effected in the form of a dividend because it 
meets the accounting definition of a stock split 
as explained above.
2. The stock split effected in the form of a di­
vidend differs from an ordinary stock dividend 
in the amount of other paid-in capital or retained 
earnings to be capitalized. An ordinary stock
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dividend involves capitalizing (charging) re­
tained earnings equal to the market value of the 
stock distributed. A stock split effected in the 
form of a dividend involves no charge to re­
tained earnings or other paid-in capital if the par 
(stated) value of the stock is reduced in inverse 
proportion to the distribution. If the stock’s par 
(stated) value is not reduced in inverse propor­
tion to the distribution of stock, other paid-in 
capital or retained earnings would be charged 
for the par (stated) value of the additional shares 
issued.
Another distinction between a stock div­
idend and a stock split is that a stock dividend 
usually involves distributing additional shares 
of the same class of stock with the same par or 
stated value. A stock split usually involves dis­
tributing additional shares of the same class of 
stock but with a proportionate reduction in par 
or stated value. The aggregate par or stated 
value would then be the same before and after 
the stock split.
A declared but unissued stock dividend should 
be classified as part of corporate capital rather 
than as a liability in a statement of financial 
position. A stock dividend affects only capital 
accounts; that is, retained earnings are de­
creased and contributed capital is increased. 
Thus, there is no debt to be paid, and, conse­
quently, there is no severance of corporate as­
sets when a stock dividend is issued. Further­
more, stock dividends declared can be revoked 
by a corporation’s board of directors any time 
prior to issuance. Finally, the corporation usu­
ally will formally announce its intent to issue a 
specific number of additional shares, and these 
shares must be reserved for this purpose.
c. Accounting for this stock option plan will reduce net 
earnings if compensation expense is to be recognized. 
If the option price equals or exceeds the stock’s mar­
ket price at the measurement date, which is the date of 
grant for a traditional stock option plan, no compensa­
tion is recognized, and, accordingly, there is no effect 
on net earnings.
If the option price is less than the stock’s market 
price at the measurement date, the difference is con­
sidered compensation. This compensation should be 
recognized as an expense of one or more periods in 
which an employee performs services. The period or 
periods benefitted may be specified in the plan or may 
be inferred from the terms or from the past pattern of 
such plans. Compensation expense would, of course, 
reduce net earnings each period.
Earnings per share computations are based on 
adjusted net earnings divided by adjusted number of 
shares. The adjusted net earnings are affected as dis­
cussed above. The adjusted number of shares may 
include potential common stock represented by these 
options, thereby diluting the earnings per share be­
cause the options are common stock equivalents.
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ACCOUNTING PRACTICE—PART I
November 3, 1976; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. d 10. d 19. b 28. c
2. a 11. b 20. d 29. b
3. c 12. c 21. b 30. a
4. c 13. c 22. d 31. b
5. b 14. d 23. a 32. b
6. a 15. c 24. c 33. a
7. a 16. d 25. b 34. d
8. b 17. c 26. b 35. a
9. b 18. d 27. c 36. c
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Accounting Practice— Part I
Schedule 1 Schedule 4
Taxable Ordinary Income-Building Rental Net Gain or (Loss) From Sale of Capital Assets
Rental income 
Expenses:
$14,000
Utilities and maintenance Sale of house:
($8,000 X 50%) $4,000 Sales price $50,000
Interest on mortgage Adjusted basis 30,000
($5,000 X 50%) 2,500 Realized gain $20,000
Property taxes ($4,000 x  50%) 2,000 Cost of new house $55,000Depreciation 
($100,000 40 X 50%) 1,250 Recognized gain
9,750 Common stock purchased
Taxable ordinary income—building rental $ 4,250 in 1972
Common stock purchased 
in 1973
Common stock purchased 
in 1975
Nonbusiness bad debt
Schedule 2 Net long-term loss Net gain from sale of
Taxable Ordinary Income-Retail Carpet Business capital assets
Short­
term
Long­
term
$850
(540)
310
(200)
$110
None
$(1,550)
1,350
$ (200)
Profit per accounting records 
Adjustment to depreciation deducted 
on stitching machine:
Depreciation if bonus depre­
ciation deducted:
Bonus depreciation 
($3,000 X 20%) $600
Depreciation for 1975
($3,000 -  $600 X 10%) 240
$16,000 Answer 4
Depreciation per accounting 
records ($3,000 x  10%)
$840
300
a. 1.
Quality Company
WORK SHEET TO RECONCILE 
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES 
AND CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF A 
CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE
Year Ended December 31,
540
Taxable ordinary income—retail carpet business $15,460
Schedule 3
Taxable Ordinary Income-Carpet-Installing Business
Profit per accounting records 
Adjustment for automobile expense 
not deducted:
$9,000
Depreciation ($1,260 x  50%) $630
Gasoline ($490 x 50%) 245
Maintenance and repairs 
($60 X 50%) 30
License and registration 
fees ($40 x 50%) 20
Taxable ordinary income— 
carpet-installing business
925
$8,075
Income before income taxes, 
before adjustments 
Adjustments:
Depreciate certain equip­
ment over eight-year 
life instead of ten-year 
life (Schedule 1) 
Correct 1974 error 
Record 1975 provision for 
doubtful accounts 
($58,500,000 X 0.2%) 
Increase estimated war­
ranty liability 
Effect of change in ac­
counting principle from 
expensing to capitaliz­
ing relining costs on the 
year of the change 
(Schedule 2)
Net adjustments 
Income before income taxes 
and cumulative effect of a 
change in accounting prin­
ciple, after adjustments
1975 1974
$4,030,000 $3,330,000
(25,000)
180,000 (180,000)
(117,000)
(170,000) —
184,000
52,000 (180,000)
$4,082,000 $3,150,000
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Schedule 1
C o m p u ta tio n  o f  A d ju s te d  D e p re c ia t io n
Cost of equipment (no salvage value) $1 ,000,000
Depreciation based on ten-year life $ 100,000
Depreciation based on eight-year life 125,000
Adjustment $ 25,000
S ch ed u le  2
C o m p u ta tio n  o f  E ffec t o f  C h a n g e  in  A cco u n tin g  
P r in c ip le  F ro m  E x p en sin g  to  C a p ita liz in g  
R elin in g  C o s ts  on  th e Y ea r  o f  th e  C h a n g e
Capitalization of Furnace B $300,000
Depreciation on Furnace B  based on
five-year life ($300,000 x 20%) (60,000)
Depreciation on Furnace A  based on
five-year life ($280,000 x  20%) (56,000)
Adjustment $184,000
2.
Q u a lity  C o m p a n y
CUMULATIVE EFFECT BEFORE INCOME 
TAXES OF CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLE FROM EXPENSING TO 
CAPITALlZING RELINING COSTS
F o r  th e  Y e a r  E n d e d  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5
Capitalization of Furnace A  
Depreciation on Furnace A  based on 
five-year life ($280,000 x 20%) 
Adjustment
$280,000
(56,000)
$224,000
5. Book value per share of common stock:
Total stockholders’ 
equity less liquidat­
ing value of preferred 
stock
Common shares issued 
and outstanding at 
December 31, 1975
= $259,000,000
10,000,000 = $25.90
6. Earnings per share on common stock:
Net income less divi­
dends on preferred
stock______________  = $ 20,000,000
Average common shares 10,000,000 
issued and out­
standing during 1975
=  $2.00
7. Price-earnings ratio on common stock:
$ 10.00
Market value of common 
stock
Earnings per share on 
common stock
$ 2.00 = 5 to 1
8. Dividend-payout ratio on common stock:
Dividends on common
stock____________
Net income less divi­
dends on preferred 
stock
$ 12,000,000
$20,000,000 = 60%
b. 1. Current (working capital) ratio:
Total current assets = $250,000,000 =
Total current liabilities
2. Quick (acid-test) ratio:
Total quick (acid-test)
assets____________
Total current liabilities
$ 75,000,000 3.33 to 1
_  $121,500,000 
$ 75,000,000
3. Number of days’ sales in average receivables:
$100,000,000
Average accounts 
receivable
Sales on account 
300 business days
4. Inventory turnover:
Cost of goods sold 
Average inventories
$ 2 ,000,000 = 50 days
= $490,000,000 
$140,000,000
Answer 5 
a. 1.
M ik is  C o m p a n y
INCOME TAX SECTION OF INCOME STATEMENT
F o r  th e  Y e a r  E n d e d  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5
Provision for current income taxes (S ch ed u le  1 ) $500,000 
Provision for deferred income taxes:
Excess of depreciation for income tax 
reporting over depreciation for fi­
nancial statement reporting 
($50,000 X 48%) $24,000
Excess of product warranty expense 
for financial statement reporting 
over product warranty expense for 
income tax reporting (S ch ed u le  2 )  (28,800) 
Unremitted earnings of wholly owned
foreign subsidiary (S ch ed u le  3 )  14,000
Investment tax credits recognized 
(S ch ed u le  4 )
9,200
25,000
$534,200
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Schedule 1
Computation of Provision for 
Current Income Taxes
Schedule 4
Computation of Investment Tax Credits Recognized
Provision for current income taxes (ex­
clusive of investment tax credits) $600,000
Investment tax credits taken for income
tax reporting in 1975 (100,000)
Provision for current income taxes $500,000
Schedule 2
Computation o f Excess o f Product Warranty Expense for 
Financial Statement Reporting Over Product Warranty Ex­
pense for Income Tax Reporting, Net of Income Tax Effect
Accrued estimated losses from product war­
ranty contracts at December 31, 1974
Payments made in 1975 (expense for income 
tax reporting)
Accrued estimated losses from product war­
ranty contracts at December 31, 1975 
($200,000 X 130%)
Amount charged to expense in 1975 for finan­
cial statement reporting
Amount charged to expense in 1975 for finan­
cial statement reporting
Payments made in 1975 (expense for income 
tax reporting)
Income tax effect
Excess of product warranty expense for finan­
cial statement reporting over product war­
ranty expense for income tax reporting, net 
of income tax effect
Schedule 3
Computation o f Unremitted Earnings of Wholly Owned 
Foreign Subsidiary, Net o f Income Tax Effect
Income from wholly owned foreign subsidiary 
before United States and foreign income 
taxes $175,000
Income tax effect 48%
Total income taxes to be provided 84,000
Income taxes included in provision for current
income taxes 70,000
Unremitted earnings of wholly owned foreign
subsidiary, net of income tax effect $ 14,000
$200,000
250,000
50,000
260,000
$310,000
$310,000
250,000
60,000
48%
$ 28,800
Unamortized deferred investment tax credits at 
December 31, 1974
Investment tax credits deferred for financial 
statement reporting in 1975
Unamortized deferred investment tax credits at 
December 31, 1975
Investment tax credits amortized during 1975
Investment tax credits taken for income tax re­
porting in 1975
Investment tax credits recognized
$375,000
100,000
475,000
400,000
75,000
100,000 
$ 25,000
2. Information in the fact situation that was not 
used to determine the answer to 1 above was as 
follows:
•  Estimated tax payments of $550,000. Be­
cause this was a payment against a liability, 
there was no effect on Mikis’s income state­
ment for the year ended December 3 1 ,  1975.
•  Commitments for the purchase of fixed as­
sets of $450,000. Because this was merely a 
commitment and not a liability of Mikis, 
there was no effect on Mikis’s income state­
ment for the year ended December 31, 1975.
•  Goodwill amortization of $20,000. Because 
the amortization was not deductible for in­
come tax reporting, it was a permanent dif­
ference.
•  Premiums paid on officers’ life insurance of 
$80,000. Because this expense was not de­
ductible for income tax reporting, it was a 
permanent difference.
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b. 1.
North Salem Company 
INVESTMENTS ACCOUNT
December 31, 1975
Investment in Yorktown: 
Original investment 
Net income ($750,000 x 40%) 
Dividends paid (500,000 x 
40% X $0.50)
Investment at December 31, 
1975
Investment in Mahopac: 
Original investment and in­
vestment at December 31, 
1975
$2,400,000
300,000
( 100,000)
$2,600,000
450,000
$3,050,000
North Salem Company 
INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975
Investment in Yorktown:
Net income ($750,000 x 40%)
Investment in Mahopac:
Dividends received for third quarter 
(15,000 X $0.30)
Dividends received for fourth quarter 
(15,000 X $0.30)
$300,000
$4,500
4,500
9,000
$309,000
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November 4, 1976; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. d 9. a 17. e 25. b
2. c 10. d 18. b 26. a
3. c 11. a 19. b 27. b
4. b 12. b 20. b 28. a
5. c 13. c 21. c 29. e
6. d 14. d 22. b 30. b
7. c 15. c 23. d 31. b
8. b 16 . c 24. c
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Th e  D e x te r  P ro d u c tio n  C o m p a n y
QUANTITY OF PRODUCTION REPORT
J u n e 1 9 7 5
M a ch in in g F in ish in g
D e p a r tm e n t D e p a r tm e n t
Quantity to Be Accounted for:
Work-in-process, June 1, 1975
Put into process 80,000
Transferred from preceding department — 60,000
To be accounted for 80,000 60,000
Quantity Accounted for as Follows:
Transferred out 60,000 50,000
Work-in-process, June 30, 1975 20,000 8,000
Spoiled in production — 2,000
Total accounted for 80,000 60,000
Equivalent Units of Production:
Materials;
Completed 60,000 50,000
In-process 20,000 8,000
Spoiled — 1,000 (2,000 X 50%)
80,000 59,000
Labor;
Completed 60,000 50,000
In-process 10,000 (20,000 X 50%) 5,600 (8,000 X 70%)
Spoiled — 1,000 (2,000 X 50%)
70,000 56,600
Overhead;
Completed 60,000 50,000
In-process 5,000 (20,000 X 25%) 5,600 (8,000 X 70%)
Spoiled — 1,000 (2,000 X 50%)
65,000 56,600
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*Cost in Machining Department 2,000 x  $6.00 = $12,000 58,000 =  $.21
Equivalent costs in Finishing Department:
Material 1,000 x  $1.50 = $1,500 ÷  58,000 =  .03
Labor 1,000 x  2.50 =  2,500 ÷  55,600 = .04
Overhead 1,000 X .45 =  450 ÷  55,600 =  .01
$.29
b.
COST OF PRODUCTION REPORT
June 1975
Machining
Department
Finishing
Department
Cost Per Unit Cost Per Unit
Cost in Preceding Department:
Transferred in during June — — $360,000 $ 6.00
Cost in Current Department:
Additional cost for spoilage .29*
Material $240,000 $3.00 88,500 1.50
Labor 140,000 2.00 141,500 2.50
Overhead 65,000 1.00 25,700 .45
Total departmental costs 445,000 6.00 255,700 4.74
Cumulative cost total $445,000 $6.00 $615,700 $10.74
Transferred to next department $360,000 $6.00 $537,000 $10.74
Work-in-process, June 30, 1975 85,000 78,700
Cumulative cost distribution $445,000 $615,700
3.
4.
6.
Standard quantity o f raw materials allowed:
Actual production 
Standard raw materials per unit 
Standard quantity o f raw materials allowed 
Actual quantity of raw materials used:
Standard quantity
Unfavorable (debit) material quantity variance ($1,000 variance x  $1 standard price per pound) 
Actual quantity of raw materials used 
Standard hours allowed:
Actual production 
Standard hours per unit 
Standard hours allowed 
Actual hours worked:
Standard hours allowed
Favorable (credit) direct labor efficiency variance ($800 variance ÷  $4 standard hours per unit) 
Actual hours worked 
Actual direct labor rate:
Standard direct labor rate
Unfavorable (debit) direct labor rate variance ($760 variance 3,800 hours actually worked) 
Actual direct labor rate 
Actual total overhead;
Standard overhead (4(KK) units produced X $3 standard overhead rate per unit)
Unfavorable (debit) overhead variance 
Actual total overhead
4,000 units 
x 6  pounds
24,000 pounds
24,000 pounds 
+  1,000 pounds
25,000 pounds
4,000 units 
X 1 hour
4,000 hours
4 ,000 hours 
(200) hours 
3,800 hours
$4.00  
+ .20 
$4.20
$ 12,000
500
$12,500
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Royal Company and Subsidiary 
WORK SHEET TO PREPARE CONSOLIDATED 
STATEMENT OF RETAINED EARNINGS AND BALANCE SHEET
As of December 31, 1975
Royal Butler Consolidating Adjustments Minority
Company Company Totals and Eliminations Interest Consolidated
STATEMENT OF RETAINED EARNINGS Dr. (Cr.) Dr. (Cr.) Dr. (Cr.) Debit Credit Dr. (Cr.) Dr. (O .)
Balance, January 1, 1975
Royal Company $(2,100,000) — $(2,100,000) (2) $20,000 $2,080,000
Butler Company
Minority interest in retained earnings
— $ (640,000) (640,000)   (4)  (9)
12,000
628,000
o f Butler Company (9) $157,000 $(157,000)
Net income (925,000) (300,000) (1,225,000)   (2) 10,000  (3) 16,000
J (5) 4,000   (4) 12,000 (852,600)
(7) 75,000 ( 8) 600
 (10) 312,000
Minority interest in net income (8) 200
o f Butler Company (10) 78,000 (78,200)
Minority interest in dividends 
o f Butler Company 
Dividends 170,000 100,000 270,000
(12) 25,000
(12) 100,000
25,000
170,000
Balance, December 31, 1975 $(2,855,000) $ (840,000) $(3,695,000) $1,086,000 $ 363,800 $(210,200) $(2,762,600)
BALANCE SHEET
Assets
Cash $ 486,000 $ 249,600 $ 735,600 (6) 45,000 $ 780,600
Accounts receivable 235,000 185,000 420,000 (6) 45,000 375,000
Inventories 475,000 355,000 830,000 (5) 4,000 826,000
Machinery and equipment 2,231,000 530,000 2,761,000 2,761,000
Investment in stock of Butler Company 954,000 — 954,000 (3) 16,000 (1) 40,000
(12) 75,000 (7) 75,000
(9) 471,000
(10) 234,000
(11) 225,000
Investment in bonds of Butler Company 58,000 — 58,000 (8) 58,000
Patents (1) 40,000 (2) 30,000 10,000
$ 4,439,000 $ 1,319,600 $ 5,758,600 $4,752,600
Liabilities and Owners’ Equity 
Accounts payable $ (384,000) $ (62,000) $ (446,000) $(446,000)
Bonds payable — (120,000) (120,000) (8) 60,000 (60,000)
Unamortized discount on bonds payable 
Common stock
— 2,400 2,400 (8) 1,200 1,200
Royal Company (1,200,000) — (1,200,000) (1,200,000)
Butler Company
Minority interest in common stock
— (250,000) (250,000) (11) 250,000
o f Butler Company (11) 62,500 (62,500)
Contributed capital — (50,000) (50,000) (11) 50,000
Minority interest in contributed
capital o f Butler Company (11) 12,500 (12,500)
Retained earnings (brought forward) (2,855,000) (840,000) (3,695,000) 1,086,000 363,800 (210,200) (2,762,600)
Minority interest $285,200 (285,200)
$(4,439,000) $(1,319,600) $(5,758,600) $1,622,000 $1,622,000 $4,752,600
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Royal Company and Subsidiary 
ADJUSTING AND ELIMINATION ENTRIES
December 31, 1975
(Not Required)
Debit Credit
( 1)
Patents
Investment in stock of Butler Com­
pany
To adjust for patent acquired and incor­
rectly charged to the investment ac­
count.
(2)
Net income—Royal Company
Retained earnings—Royal Company, 
January 1, 1975 
Patents
To adjust for amortization of patent for 
period 1973-1975 (amortization 
base— 4 years)
Prior years $20,000
1975 10,000
$30,000
(3)
Investment in stock of Butler Company 
Net income—Royal Company
To remove from the investment account 
the gain portion of proceeds from the 
sale of 5% of Butler Company stock.
(4)
Retained earnings—Butler Company, 
January 1, 1975 
Net income—Butler Company
To eliminate intercompany profit in 
opening inventory of Royal Com­
pany:
$52,000÷ 130% = $40,000
$52,000 -  $40,000 = $12,000 profit
(5)
Net income—Royal Company 
Inventory—Butler Company
To eliminate intercompany profit in end­
ing inventory of Butler Company: 
$24,000 ÷ 120% = $20,000 
$24,000 -  $20,000 = $4,000 profit
Debit Credit
$40,000
$40,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
16,000
16,000
12,000
12,000
4,000
4,000
(6)
Cash
Accounts receivable
$45,000
$45,000
To record intercompany payment in­
transit on December 31, 1975.
(7)
Net income—Royal Company 75,000
Investment in stock of Butler Com­
pany 75,000
To reclassify dividends received on 
Royal’s investment that was incor­
rectly credited to dividend income.
(8)
Bonds payable 60,000
Unamortized discount on bonds payable 1,200
Net income 600
Minority interest in net income of Bu­
tler Company 200
Investment in bonds of Butler Com­
pany 58,000
To eliminate intercompany bond hold­
ings and to record in consolidation, 
imputed gain on presumed retirement 
of bonds as follows:
Portion of Butler Company 
bonds payable, ac­
quired by Royal Com­
pany ($120,000 X 
50%) $60,000
Unamortized discount on 
bonds payable relating 
to bonds acquired by 
Royal Company
($2,400 X 50%): (1,200)
Net carrying value 58,800
Cost of Royal Company’s
investment 58,000
Imputed gain on pre­
sumed retirement of 
bonds payable $ 800
Minority interest portion of
gain ($800 x  25%) $ 200
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D e b it  C re d it
Retained earnings— Butler Com pany $628,000
M inority interest in  retained earnings 
o f  Butler Com pany
Investm ent in stock o f Butler Com pany 
To elim inate subsidiary retained earn­
ings as follows:
Reported retained earnings $640,000 
A djustm ent per entry 4 — 12,000
$628,000
(9)
$157,000
471,000
( 10)
Net income— Butler Com pany 
M inority interest in net income o f 
Butler Com pany
Investm ent in stock o f B utler C om ­
pany
To elim inate subsidiary net incom e as 
follows:
Reported net income 
A djustm ent per entry 4
$300,000 
+ 12,000 
$312,000
(11)
Com m on stock— Butler Com pany 
Contributed capital— Butler Com pany 
M inority interest in com m on stock o f 
Butler Com pany
M inority interest in contributed capi­
tal o f  Butler Com pany 
Investm ent in stock of B utler Com­
pany
To elim inate subsidiary com m on stock 
and contributed capital.
( 12)
Investm ent in stock o f B utler Com pany 
M inority interest in dividends o f  Butler 
Com pany
D ividends— Butler Com pany 
To elim inate subsidiary dividends.
312,000
78,000
234,000
250,000
50,000
6 2 ,500
12,500 
225,000
75 ,000
2 5 ,000
100,000
Answer 5
C en tu ry  C o m p a n y
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME
F o r  th e  T w o  Y ea rs  E n d e d  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 5  a n d  
D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 4
1 9 7 5 1 9 7 4
N et sales 
Cost o f  sales 
G ross profit on sales 
Operating expenses 
O perating income 
O ther revenue and (expenses): 
Interest revenue 
Gain on sale o f plant 
Loss due to flood damage
Incom e from  continuing opera­
tions before income taxes 
Less provision for incom e taxes 
Incom e from  continuing opera­
tions
Discontinued operations:
(Loss) from  operations o f  dis­
continued office equipm ent 
division
Less applicable income taxes
Gain on disposal o f office 
equipm ent division 
Less applicable incom e taxes
N et income
$7,080,000 $5 ,670,000
4,000,000 3,400,000
3,080,000 2 ,270,000
1,050,000 550,000
2,030,000 1,720,000
70,000 40,000
130,000 —
(420,000) —
(220,000) 40,000
1,810,000 1,760,000
905,000 880,000
905,000 880,000
— (420,000)
— 210,000
— (210,000)
110,000 —
55 ,000
55,000
$ 960 ,000 $ 670,000
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November 4, 1976; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. c 11. b 21. c 31. a
2. a 12. c 22. c 32. d
3. b 13. a 23. a 33. b
4. c 14. b 24. b 34. b
5. b 15. b 25. a 35. c
6. a 16. b 26. a 36. c
7. c 17. d 27. c 37. c
8. b 18. a 28. d 38. a
9. c 19. a 29. b 39. d
10. d 20. d 30. a 40. c
Answer 3
41. b 51. c
42. c 52. c
43. c 53. a
44. d 54. a
45. a 55. c
46. c 56. c
47. a 57. c
48. c 58. d
49. b 59. c
50. b 60. b
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a. When a client uses statistical sampling to estimate 
inventories, the auditor should perform procedures 
similar to the following:
(1) The auditor should review the client’s proce­
dures and methods for determining inventories 
to ascertain that they are sufficiently reliable to 
produce results substantially the same as those 
that would be obtained by a 100% inventory 
count.
(2) The auditor should be satisfied that the statisti­
cal sampling plan to be used by the client has 
statistical validity, that it will be properly ap­
plied, and the planned precision and reliability, 
as defined statistically, will be reasonable in the 
circumstance.
(3) The auditor should ascertain that proper steps 
have been taken to ensure that all parts and sup­
plies in the warehouse are included in the per­
petual inventory record. This would normally 
be checked in advance of the physical count.
(4) The auditor should be present when the sample 
is drawn to make sure that the requirements for 
random selection are properly observed and that 
all items in the inventory have an equal or de­
terminable probability of selection.
(5) The auditor must be present to observe counts 
and must be satisfied with the client’s counting 
procedures. The inventory observation can be 
made either during or after the year end of the 
period under audit if well-kept perpetual records 
are maintained and the client makes periodic 
comparisons of physical counts with such rec­
ords.
(6) The auditor should review the statistical evalua­
tion and be satisfied that the estimated value of 
the precision at a given level of reliability meets 
the materiality requirements set for the audit.
b. In addition to the above, the following standard audit 
procedures for verification of physical quantities 
should be performed whether the client conducts a 
periodic physical count for all or part of its inventory:
(1) Review and be satisfied with the client’s physi­
cal inventory-taking procedures.
(2) Observe the physical count.
(3) Make test counts where appropriate.
(4) Trace selected count data to the inventory com­
pilation.
Answer 4 (5) Select items from compilation and trace them to 
original count data.
(6) Select items from the warehouse at random and 
trace these items to the perpetual inventory rec­
ord.
(7) Verify footings.
(8) Compare inventory compilation amounts to the 
subsidiary ledger control and investigate sig­
nificant differences.
(9) Ascertain that there was a proper purchases and 
sales cutoff.
(10) Review the treatment of merchandise in transit 
and consigned merchandise.
(11) Confirm merchandise in warehouses.
(12) Perform an overall analytic review of inven­
tories.
(13) Account for all client inventory count sheets.
(14) Be sure inventory items are properly classified, 
in good condition, and of proper quality.
Answer 5
The typical engagement letter generally includes the 
following:
(1) The name and address of the person or persons 
who retained the auditor to perform the auditing 
services.
(2) An opening paragraph that confirms the under­
standings of the auditor and the client.
(3) A summary of significant events that lead to the 
retention of the services of the auditor.
(4) A general description of the CPA firm that will 
conduct the examination.
(5) A statement that the examination will be per­
formed in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards.
(6) A description of the scope of the services to be 
rendered, which should establish the nature of 
the engagement.
(7) Any scope restrictions or special limitations and 
their effect on the auditor’s report.
(8) A statement regarding the auditor’s responsibil­
ity for the detection of fraud.
(9) An indication of the possible use of client per­
sonnel in connection with the audit work to be 
performed.
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(10) A statement that the auditor will provide a man­
agement letter if required in the circumstances.
(11) The method and timing of billings as well as 
billing rates and fee arrangements.
(12) Space for the client representative’s signature, 
which indicates “ acceptance” of the letter and 
the understandings, therein.
The benefits of preparing an engagement letter include 
the avoidance of possible problems between the CPA and 
the client concerning (1) the scope of the work, (2) the 
service to be rendered, and (3) the audit fee. In addition, the 
“ in-charge”  auditor conducting the examination can avoid 
misunderstanding the nature and scope of the engagement if 
the engagement letter is included in the permanent section
of the audit working papers. The letter should eliminate 
misunderstandings and confusion about the type of financial 
statements to be examined, the estimated report date, and 
the type of opinion expected. In this respect, the letter les­
sens any problems associated with the first standard of field 
work, which requires the work to be adequately planned and 
assistants to be properly supervised. In addition to avoiding 
possible misunderstandings, any legal problems relating to 
the auditor’s failure to perform certain procedures can be 
reviewed with reference to the contractual commitment as­
sumed. (For example, if scope limitations prevent the au­
ditor from performing normal audit procedures, the auditor 
cannot be legally responsible if an irregularity is not de­
tected when clearly it would have been detected if such 
procedures were performed.)
The engagement letter is also useful as a reference 
document when preparing for future engagements.
Answer 6
Brief Description of 
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Holmes’s Actions Resulting 
in Failure to Comply With 
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
General Standards
(1) The examination is to be performed by a person or 
persons having adequate technical training and profi­
ciency as an auditor.
(2) In all matters relating to the assignment, an indepen­
dence in mental attitude is to be maintained by the 
auditor or auditors.
(3) Due professional care is to be exercised in the per­
formance of the examination and the preparation of 
the report.
(1) It was inappropriate for Holmes to hire the two stu­
dents to conduct the audit. The examination must be 
conducted by persons with proper education and ex­
perience in the field of auditing. Although a junior 
assistant has not completed his formal education he 
may help in the conduct of the examination as long as 
there is proper supervision and review.
(2) To satisfy the second general standard, Holmes must 
be without bias with respect to the client under audit. 
Holmes has an obligation for fairness to the owners, 
management, and creditors who may rely on the re­
port. Because of the financial interest in whether the 
bank loan is granted to Ray, Holmes is independent in 
neither fact nor appearance with respect to the as­
signment undertaken.
(3) This standard requires Holmes to perform the audit 
with due care, which imposes on Holmes and 
everyone in Holmes’s organization a responsibility to 
observe the standards of field work and reporting. 
Exercise of due care requires critical review at every 
level of supervision of the work done and the judg­
ments exercised by those assisting in the examination. 
Holmes did not review the work or the judgments of 
the assistants and clearly failed to adhere to this 
standard.
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Brief Description of 
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Holmes’s Actions Resulting 
in Failure to Comply With 
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Standards of Field Work
(1) The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, 
if any, are to be properly supervised.
(2) There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the 
existing internal control as a basis for reliance thereon 
and for the determination of the resultant extent of the 
tests to which auditing procedures are to be restricted.
(3) Sufficient, competent evidential matter is to be ob­
tained through inspection, observation, inquiries, and 
confirmations to afford a reasonable basis for an opin­
ion regarding the financial statements under examina­
tion.
Standards of Reporting
(1) The report shall state whether the financial statements 
are presented in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles.
(2) The report shall state whether such principles have 
been consistently observed in the current period in 
relation to the preceding period.
(3) Informative disclosures in the financial statements are 
to be regarded as reasonably adequate unless other­
wise stated in the report.
(4) The report shall either contain an expression of opin­
ion regarding the financial statements taken as a 
whole or an assertion to the effect that an opinion 
cannot be expressed. When an overall opinion cannot 
be expressed, the reasons therefor should be stated. In 
all cases where an auditor’s name is associated with 
financial statements, the report should contain a 
clear-cut indication of the character of the auditor’s 
examination, if any, and the degree of responsibility 
he is taking.
(1) This standard recognizes that early appointment of the 
auditor has advantages for the auditor and the client. 
Holmes accepted the engagement without considering 
the availability of competent staff. In addition, 
Holmes failed to supervise the assistants. The work 
performed was not adequately planned.
(2) Holmes did not study the system of internal control 
nor did the assistants conduct such a study. There 
appears to have been no audit examination at all. The 
work performed was more an accounting service than 
it was an auditing service.
(3) Holmes acquired no evidence that would support the 
financial statements. Holmes merely checked the 
mathematical accuracy of the records and summarized 
the accounts. Standard audit procedures and tech­
niques were not performed.
(1) Holmes’s report made no reference to generally ac­
cepted accounting principles. Because Holmes did not 
conduct a proper examination, the report should state 
that no opinion can be expressed as to the fair presen­
tation of the financial statements in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
(2) Holmes’s report makes no reference to the consistent 
application of accounting principles. Holmes’s im­
proper examination would not enable such an expres­
sion on consistency.
(3) Management is primarily responsible for adequate 
disclosure in the financial statements, but when the 
statements do not contain adequate disclosures the 
auditor should make such disclosures in the auditor’s 
report. In this case both the statements and the 
auditor’s report lack adequate disclosures.
(4) Although the Holmes report contains an expression of 
opinion, such opinion is not based on the results of a 
proper audit examination. Holmes should disclaim an 
opinion because he failed to conduct an examination 
in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan­
dards.
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To the Board of Directors of 
The Excelsior Corporation
We have examined the balance sheets of the Excelsior 
Corporation at December 31, 1975, and December 31, 
1974, and the related statements of income and retained 
earnings for the years then ended. Our examinations were 
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan­
dards and, accordingly, included such tests of the account­
ing records and such other auditing procedures as we consi­
dered necessary in the circumstances.
On January 15, 1974, the corporation issued deben­
tures in the amount of $10,000,000 for the purpose of 
financing expansion of plant facilities. The debenture 
agreement restricts the payment of future cash dividends to 
earnings after December 31, 1980.
The corporation declined to present statements of 
changes in financial position for the years ended December 
31, 1975, and December 31, 1974. Presentation of such 
statements summarizing the corporation’s financing and in­
vesting activities and other changes in its financial position 
is required by Opinion No. 19 of the Accounting Principles 
Board.
As discussed in footnote 11 of the financial statements, 
the corporation is the defendant in a lawsuit relating to (state 
type of litigation). The ultimate outcome of the lawsuit can­
not presently be determined, and no provision for any liabil­
ity that may result has been made in the financial state­
ments.
Answer 7 In our opinion, except for the omission of the deben­
ture information discussed in the second paragraph and ex­
cept that the omission of statements of changes in financial 
position results in an incomplete presentation as explained 
in the third paragraph and subject to the effects, if any, on 
the financial statements of the ultimate resolution of the 
litigation discussed in the preceding paragraph, the 
aforementioned financial statements present fairly the fi­
nancial position of Excelsior Corporation at December 31, 
1975, and December 31, 1974, and the results of its opera­
tions for the years then ended in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis 
after restatement for the change, with which we concur, in 
the method of accounting for long-term construction con­
tracts as described in footnote 12 of the financial statements.
Roscoe, CPA 
(Signed) 
March 15, 1976
Item that need not be part of the auditor’s report
The only item in "other information’’ that is not part of the 
above auditor’s report is Roscoe’s failure to perform normal 
accounts receivable audit confirmation procedures. Such 
procedures are required, but if circumstances such as the 
timing of the auditor’s work make it impracticable or im­
possible to perform them, the auditor can use alternate pro­
cedures to obtain satisfaction concerning the validity of the 
accounts receivable. If alternate procedures are used, the 
auditor need not make reference in the report to them or to 
the omission of normal procedures.
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B U S I N E S S  LA W  
(Commercial Law)
N ovem ber 5 , 1976; 8:30 A .M . to 12:00 M .
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. b 9 . b 17. d 25. b
2. a 10. b 18. c 26 . c
3. d 11. a 19. b 27 . d
4. a 12. c 20. d 28. a
5. d 13. c 21. b 29 . d
6. c 14. b 22. d 30. d
7. a 15. a 23. a 31. c
8. c 16. c 24. c 32. d
Answer 3
33. d
34. c
35. a
36. b
37. d
38. b
39 . d
40 . c
41 . c
42. c
43 . a
44. c
45 . d
46 . c
47. a
48 . d
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Answer 4
a . A lthough corporate law is quite liberal on the subject 
o f boards o f  directors’ discretion on declaration of 
dividends, the facts in this circum stance indicate an 
abuse o f discretion. Thus, the preferred shareholders 
have a valid cause o f action against the board. This 
m ay take the form  o f  a suit by an individual preferred 
shareholder o r a class action to com pel the paym ent o f 
current and past dividends. Despite the fact that the 
preferred shares are noncum ulative, when the m otiva­
tion is clearly an abuse o f discretion, the courts will 
act to protect the preferred shareholders for dividends 
not declared in the past.
F urtherm ore, Section 10(b) o f the 1934 Se­
curities Exchange A ct and Rule 10b-5 promulgated 
thereunder have undoubtedly been violated. One ob­
jective o f the act is to protect the investing public 
against market m anipulation and other fraudulent acts 
and practices. Rule 10b-5 provides that “ it shall be 
unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by use 
o f  any means or instrumentality o f interstate com ­
m erce or o f  the m ails, or o f  any facility o f any na­
tional securities exchange, (1) to em ploy any device, 
scheme or artifice to defraud. . . . ”  Clearly the facts 
revea l such a “ sc h e m e .”  F in a lly , the com m on 
shareholders could resort to  their com m on-law  rights 
to bring a shareholder derivative action for any dam ­
ages to  the corporation and could seek to  have the 
directors rem oved for breach o f  their fiduciary duty to 
the corporation.
N o accum ulated earnings tax is applicable since 
the accum ulated earnings credit is $150,000 less prior 
years’ accum ulations.
b . 1. Each o f the three promoters in question is liable
to M abry for the am ount o f the difference be­
tween stated par value ($10) and w hat they ac­
tually paid ($5). The M odel Business Corpora­
tion A ct provides that par m ust be paid without 
qualification, and M abry’s knowledge o f  the 
fact that less than par was paid does not prevent 
recovery.
2. U nder the M odel Business Corporation A ct, 
M abry has no right o f recovery against the pur­
chasers who bought from  the prom oters, assum­
ing the purchases were not fraudulent ( i .e ., 
were m ade in good faith).
c. 1. The m ajor legal difference between a m erger
and a consolidation relates to the continued ex­
istence o f the corporations involved. In the case
Answer 5
a.
o f  a m erger o f two corporations, one corpora­
tion, the acquiring corporation, survives. The 
acquired corporation, on the other hand, trans­
fers all its assets to  the acquiring corporation. 
Consequently, it is absorbed by the survivor and 
dissolves. Th e surviving corporation takes all 
the assets and assumes all the liabilities o f  the 
acquired corporation. W hen two corporations 
consolidate, how ever, both corporate parties to 
the consolidation transfer their assets to a new 
corporation and then both dissolve. Liabilities 
o f  each o f  the two consolidating corporations 
are valid against the new consolidated corpora­
tion.
The m ajor legal procedures that m ust be fol­
low ed in order to accom plish a m erger o r con­
solidation under applicable corporate statutory 
law are essentially these:
(a) Approval o f the plan o f  m erger o r con­
solidation m ust be given by the boards of 
directors o f  the tw o corporations who are 
parties to  the m erger or consolidation.
(b) Tim ely written notice m ust be given to all 
shareholders o f record. A copy o r sum ­
mary o f  the plan m ust accom pany the 
notice to  shareholders.
(c) Approval m ust be given by a m ajority o f 
the shareholders o f each corporation who 
are entitled to vote on the proposed plan 
of m erger o r consolidation. Some states 
require a higher percentage for approval.
(d) The articles of m erger or consolidation 
m ust be properly filed by an appropriate 
officer o f each corporation.
1. W alker has no rights against First Com m erce. 
First Com m erce validly obeyed its custom er’s 
stop order. H ence, under the circum stances it 
had no potential liability to  W alker.
2. W alker, as a holder in due course, has a valid 
claim  against M arvel. The defense in question 
is a mere personal defense and as such is not 
available against a holder in  due course. Fur­
therm ore, W alker may collect in full; both the 
cash  and antecedent indebtedness constitute 
“ value”  under the Uniform Com m ercial Code.
3. M arvel has the right to recover any dam ages for 
loss from  W ilcox because W ilcox acted in a
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b. 1.
fraudulent m anner by m isrepresentation fol­
low ed by concealm ent o f goods that did not 
conform  to the contract. The fact that W ilcox 
was acting in an agency capacity w ill not relieve 
him  from  liability to  M arvel.
4. Barton is liable to  M arvel for the actions taken 
by its agent, W ilcox, who acted in a fraudulent 
m a n n e r. T h e  b as ic  ru le  e s ta b l is h in g  the  
principal’s liability for his agent’s tort is appli­
cable. Furtherm ore, Barton received the benefit 
o f the $3 ,000 cash paid on the check and credit 
for the balance on its indebtedness owing to  
W alker.
T he e m b e z z le r , D a v id so n , is  lia b le  
w hichever party bears the ultimate loss.
to
Answer 6
a. 1.
2. Fenner Corporation would normally be able to 
recover $600 per check from  Beacon National 
because it has a real defense (m aterial altera­
tion), which is valid even against a holder in 
due course. H ow ever, Beacon National has a 
possible defense o f contributory negligence by 
Fenner on the basis that Fenner did not exercise 
proper safeguards to prevent im proper use o f 
the check-im printing m achine. The U niform  
Com m ercial Code provides that any person who 
by his negligence substantially contributes to a 
m aterial alteration o f  the instrum ent is p re­
cluded from  asserting the alteration against a 
holder in due course or against a drawee or 
other payor who pays the instrum ent in good 
faith and in accordance with the reasonable 
co m m e rc ia l s ta n d a rd s  o f  th e  d ra w e e ’s o r 
payor’s business. In any event, Fenner is still 
liable to  the extent o f the original am ount o f 
$125 per check.
3. N o rm a lly , B e a c o n  N a tio n a l m u s t c re d it 
Fenner’s account for the overpaym ents. It in 
turn has an action against the parties endorsing 
the instrum ents based upon a  breach of their 
warranty that there were no m aterial alterations. 
H ow ever, as discussed above, the possible de­
fense  o f  con tribu to ry  neg ligence w ould  be 
equally applicable here.
4 . Sm ith, as a holder in due course, has the same 
rights and liabilities as Beacon National as they 
are given above.
Field warehousing is a very practical and useful 
device used essentially as a financing arrange-
b.
m ent rather than a storage operation. The term  
connotes the use o f the debtor’s own facilities or 
p rem ises (his “ fie ld ” ) as the p lace o f  the 
warehouse. Thus, the expense in m oving and 
s to r in g  th e  p ro p e r ty  in  an in d e p e n d e n t 
warehouse is avoided. An area is norm ally set 
aside and fenced in , and signs are posted indi­
cating the creation o f  such a relationship. Locks 
a re  ty p ic a l ly  c h a n g e d , and  a b o n d ed  
warehousem an is put in charge of the operation 
to control the segregated field warehouse. The 
w arehousem an m ay be an em ployee o f  the 
d eb to r or an  em p loyee o f  an in d ep en d en t 
w arehouse. Typically , negotiable warehouse 
re c e ip ts  a re  issu ed  c o v e rin g  th e  p ro p e rty  
w arehoused, and these are retained by the cred­
itor as collateral for a loan or other form  of 
credit. So long as a bona fide field warehousing 
arrangem ent is  entered into and m aintained, its 
validity is well recognized. The ch ief elements 
necessary to  validate such an arrangem ent are 
the independence o f  the field warehouseman 
and his control over the property subject to  the 
arrangem ent. In  fact, this is a type o f  pledge, 
and through the warehousem an, the  lender m ust 
have physical dom inion  over the p roperty . 
Tem porary relinquishm ent o f  the property to the 
debtor for lim ited purposes such as labelling or 
packaging is permitted.
2. The usual method o f  perfecting the security in­
terest o f  the lender in such an arrangem ent is the 
physical dom inion and control over the prop­
erty, as in a pledge. H ow ever, the Uniform  
Com m ercial Code also perm its filing a financ­
ing statem ent as an  additional m ethod o f per­
fecting the security interest o f the lender.
3. M errill’s rights are clearly subordinate to  the 
claim s o f the prior interest o f  the other creditor 
who has duly perfected his security interest by 
filing. M errill’s rights w ill have value only to 
the extent that the raw  m aterials are w orth more 
than the prior creditor’s claim .
Yes. An insurable interest in  the life o f another is 
present here since the firm  had a substantial economic 
interest in the life of Balsam  at the tim e the policy was 
procured. It is well recognized that an entity has the 
requisite standing to  procure insurance on its key par­
ticipants. Certainly a general partner qualifies as a key 
p artic ipan t. In ad d itio n , th e  fund ing  o f  buy-ou t 
agreements is essential in many instances, and insur­
ance law  recognizes this econom ic necessity. The in­
surable interest required for a  life insurance policy 
n eed  on ly  ex is t a t th e  in cep tio n  o f  th e  po licy . 
B alsam ’s subsequent retirem ent does not invalidate it.
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The fact that Balsam misrepresented his age will 
not cause the loss of the entire insurance proceeds. 
The general rule provides that such a misrepresenta­
tion merely reduces the amount recoverable to that 
which the premiums would purchase if the correct age 
had been stated.
c. 1. Anderson’s insurable interest equals the extent 
of the mortgage debt outstanding. Thus, his re­
covery is limited to the $52,000 debt outstand­
ing plus accrued interest on the debt, but the 
total recovery cannot exceed $60,000, the max­
imum coverage under the policy.
2. Upon payment, Victory is subrogated to the 
rights of Anderson and will succeed to 
Anderson’s rights to receive payments under the 
terms of the mortgage and mortgage bond. If 
Drum Corporation fails to continue the pay­
ments, Victory may foreclose on the mortgage.
Answer 7
a. The Securities Act of 1933 provides that it is unlawful 
for any person, directly or indirectly, to sell a security 
in interstate commerce unless a registration statement 
for such security is in effect. Here, there was no reg­
istration statement in effect with respect to the Darius 
shares sold by Archer; thus, these shares appear to 
have been sold in contravention of the registration 
requirement of the 1933 act.
It might be argued, however, that these unregis­
tered shares were sold pursuant to an exemption from 
the registration requirements of the 1933 act. One 
exemption is that accorded “ transactions by any per­
son other than an issuer, underwriter or dealer.’’ The 
term “ underwriter” generally means any person who 
has purchased from an issuer with a view toward, or 
offers or sells for an issuer in connection with, the 
distribution of any security. For purposes of determin­
ing whether a person is an underwriter, an “ issuer” 
includes, in addition to the corporation issuer-in-fact, 
any person directly or indirectly controlling the corpo­
rate issuer. Here, Lynn owns 55% of the shares of 
Darius Corporation and is, thus, a person in control of 
the issuer. Archer, having purchased for its own ac­
count 18,000 shares from Lynn and having resold the 
shares within a week, most likely would be an under­
writer under the 1933 act. The reason is that Archer 
appears to have purchased Darius Securities from an
issuer with a view to distributing them to the public. 
Lynn is deemed to be an issuer of Darius securities 
because he is a controlling shareholder. Similarly the 
sale of 50,000 shares by Archer as agent for Lynn 
would appear not to come within this exemption be­
cause Archer has made a sale for an issuer in connec­
tion with the distribution of the Darius shares to the 
public.
Another exemption from registration under the 
1933 act is the one granted for “ brokers’ transac­
tions.”  Generally, this exemption applies to ordinary 
brokers’ transactions, that is, where neither the seller 
nor his broker solicits orders to buy the security in­
volved, where the broker does no more than execute 
the order to sell as agent, and where the broker re­
ceives no more than the customary broker’s commis­
sion. Here, in connection with the sale of Lynn’s
50,000 shares, Archer solicited buyers for Darius 
shares. And regarding the 18,000 shares, Archer 
purchased them as principal for its own account rather 
than as agent on behalf of Lynn. For these reasons, 
the brokers’ transactions exemption would not appear 
to be available in the given circumstances.
Yes. Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, it is 
unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the 
use of any means of interstate commerce or the mails, 
in connection with the purchase or sale of any se­
curity, to employ any manipulative or deceptive de­
vice or fraudulent scheme or practice, or to misstate, 
or omit to state, any material fact. The purchases by 
Archer from Lynn in multiple transactions and the 
subsequent circulation of a story that there was active 
demand for Darius shares would be considered a man­
ipulative or deceptive device to raise the price of the 
stock for personal gain at the public’s expense.
Yes. To prevent the unfair use of inside information 
that may have been obtained by a beneficial owner of 
more than 10% of any class of equity security of the 
issuer, the 1934 act provides that any profit realized 
by the beneficial owner from any purchase and sale of 
that security within any period of less than six months 
shall be recoverable by the issuer. Here, Lynn has 
purchased and sold 68,000 Darius common shares 
within a six-month period, while owning up to 55% of 
Darius common stock. Thus, Lynn would be liable 
under this provision to pay Darius the profits he 
realized on these transactions.
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(Theory of Accounts)
November 5, 1976; 1:30 to 5:00 P.M. 
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. a 12. a 23. a 34. a
2. a 13. b 24. a 35. c
3. c 14. c 25. d 36. c
4. c 15. a 26. c 37. d
5. b 16. c 27. c 38. c
6. b 17. c 28. a 39. a
7. b 18. d 29. d 40. b
8. d 19. b 30. d 41. b
9. b 20. c 31. b 42. a
10. d 21. b 32. c 43. b
11. c 22. d 33. b 44. a
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a . The theory underlying consolidated financial state­
ments is that two or more legally separate entities are 
treated as one economic unit. In form they are distinct 
companies, but, in substance, they are viewed as one 
because of the control exercised by the parent com­
pany and other factors. The purpose of consolidated 
financial statements is to reflect transactions between 
the consolidated entity and outside parties, such as 
customers. Therefore, transactions among the related 
companies (intercompany transactions) do not affect 
the final statements.
To issue consolidated financial statements, the 
parent company must control the subsidiary com­
panies. Control, in this sense, is defined as owning 
more than 50% of the voting stock. While this is the 
form of control, the substance must also be consi­
dered. If the two conflict, substance must prevail. In 
other words, factors in addition to control must be 
considered before consolidated financial statements 
can validly be issued. The factors include the follow­
ing: the expectation of continuity of control; the de­
gree of existing restrictions upon the availability of 
assets and earnings of a subsidiary; the general coin­
cidence of accounting periods; the degree of 
homogeneity in the assets and operations of the other 
companies (although the importance of this is reduced 
by segment reporting); and whether control is opera­
tional or not. If these conditions do not appear to 
warrant consolidated financial statements, such 
statements should not be issued even though the form 
of control—more than 50% ownership—exists.
A company may own less than 50% of another 
company and still exercise control in substance. In 
this case, though, form is accorded greater weight 
than substance because consolidated financial state­
ments would not be permitted. This situation illus­
trates the recognition of form over substance.
b. The equity method of accounting for investments in 
common stock involves increasing or decreasing the 
investment account for the investor’s share of the 
investee’s reported earnings or losses (after adjust­
ment for intercompany profits) and decreasing the in­
vestment account when the investor receives di­
vidends from the investee. The investor’s earnings, 
therefore, are increased by the investee’s reported 
earnings for the period (substance), whether or not 
these earnings are actually distributed by the investee 
(form). In other words, substance is recognized over 
form for reporting an investor’s share of an investee’s 
earnings.
The equity method is assumed to be appropriate 
if an investor can influence the operating or financial 
decisions of the investee. In form, such influence im­
Answer 3 plies ownership of more than 50% of the voting stock 
of the investee. In substance, though, such influence 
can be present even if the stock ownership in the 
investee is less than 50%. Again, substance prevails 
over form because the equity method of accounting 
for the investment is required when an investor owns 
at least 20% of the voting stock of an investee, unless 
there is evidence that the investor cannot exercise sig­
nificant influence over the investee.
c. Leases that are equivalent to an installment purchase 
of the property must be recorded as such on the books 
of the lessee, who is assumed, in substance, to be 
acquiring property. The property and related obliga­
tion (liability) initially must be included in the 
lessee’s statement of financial position at the dis­
counted amount of the future rents and other pay­
ments. The lessee would then charge interest expense 
and depreciation expense each year instead of rent 
expense. In form, this is a lease agreement; in sub­
stance, it is equivalent to a purchase because certain 
criteria are met. In the absence of these established 
criteria, the lease is treated as an operating lease with 
no capitalization required and rent expense charged 
annually. In this latter case, the agreement is a lease 
in form and substance.
This decision on whether or not to record the 
acquisition of an asset and incurrence of a liability is 
based on the substance of what the lessee is assumed 
to be acquiring. If the lessee is assumed to be acquir­
ing equity in the asset, the lease should be considered 
a purchase. If the lessee is assumed to be acquiring 
current service value of the asset, the lease should not 
be considered a purchase.
Accounting for leases by lessors is also governed 
by the feature of substance over form. The lessor may 
be investing in property and leasing the property to 
earn a return on the investment (financial institution), 
or may be leasing property to facilitate the sale or use 
of its own manufactured product (manufacturer or 
dealer lessor), or may be leasing the property for prof­
it (leasing company). The first two reasons cited 
above for leasing usually meet specified criteria to 
treat the lease as a financing lease if the lessor is a 
financial institution or a sale if the lessor is a manufac­
turer or dealer. Although these criteria are not exactly 
the same, they both view the substance as not being 
an operating lease. In substance, the financial institu­
tion is assumed to hold a receivable rather than 
the property leased; the manufacturer or dealer is 
assumed to have sold the property leased. Again the 
discounted value of the future rental receipts must be 
used to set up the receivable or reflect the sale. If the 
lessor is assumed to be leasing property for profit, the 
lease is treated as such in substance as well as form; 
that is, it is assumed to be an operating lease.
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Leases can be viewed as a specific example of 
long-term noncancelable commitments. Such com­
mitments other than leases do not have to be 
capitalized even though many of them, in substance, 
represent an acquisition of an asset and incurrence of 
the related liability. In this case, form prevails over 
substance.
Sometimes the owner of property sells the prop­
erty to another party and simultaneously leases it 
back. Although the sale and lease are legally distinct, 
this sale-and-leaseback transaction is, in substance, a 
single transaction, a borrowing and secured transac­
tion, and should be accounted for as such. Any mater­
ial gain or loss on the sale of the property should be 
amortized over the lease rather than be recognized 
immediately.
d. The theory underlying required earnings-per-share 
calculations is that various securities (convertible se­
curities, options, and warrants) that are not common 
stock in form may be treated as equivalent to common 
stock in substance if certain specified conditions pre­
vail. The concept that a security may be the equiva­
lent of common stock has evolved to meet the report­
ing needs of investors in corporations that have issued 
certain types of convertible and other complex se­
curities, A common stock equivalent is a security 
which is not, in form, common stock, but which con­
tains provisions to enable its holder to become a 
common stockholder and which, because of the terms 
and the circumstances under which it was issued, is in 
substance equivalent to a common stock. Neither 
conversion or exercise, nor the imminence of conver­
sion or exercise is necessary to cause a security to be a 
common stock equivalent, but the existence of the 
option to convert is essential.
Once the definition has been established for a 
common stock equivalent, all convertible bonds and 
convertible preferred stock appear to be common 
stock equivalents in form. Again, though, substance 
prevails because a test must be met to determine this 
status. To be a common stock equivalent, at issuance 
the security must have a cash yield that is less than 
66-2/3% of the then current bank prime interest rate. 
Although this criterion is somewhat arbitrary, it is an 
attempt to estimate a comparable rate for a similar 
security of the issuer with no conversion option. In 
other words, it is an attempt to add substance to the 
definition used for a common stock equivalent. Be­
cause of the “ only at issuance” measurement date, 
this can also result in form over substance—that is, 
subsequent events could make other securities the 
equivalent of common stock even though they failed 
the test at issuance.
The earnings-per-share calculations must be 
shown on the bottom of a company’s earnings state­
ment, The financial statements of a company are his­
torical in nature, and, therefore, one might expect that 
earnings-per-share calculations are historical in form 
because they appear on these historical financial 
statements. In substance, though, the earnings-per- 
share calculations are pro forma because they are 
based on assumed conversion of securities and as­
sumed exercise of options.
Although the inherent theory underlying 
earnings-per-share calculations relies on substance 
over form, there are specific instances where form 
prevails over substance. Convertible securities (bonds 
and preferred stock) are treated differently from se­
curities with detachable warrants. The convertible se­
curities are classified as common stock equivalents 
based on the facts when they are issued; the warrants 
are classified according to conditions at each period. 
These securities are different in form but similar in 
substance because the proceeds from the exercise of 
the warrants can be used to purchase the original bond 
or preferred stock leaving the firm in the same posi­
tion as when convertible securities are converted.
Answer 4
a. 1. Valuation of assets is a significant issue because 
of its effect on the statement of financial posi­
tion and the statement of earnings. The valua­
tion method used affects the measurement of 
total assets and the timing and amount of 
periodic net earnings. This relationship between 
asset valuation and measurement of net earnings 
is referred to as “ articulation” between these 
two financial statements,
2. Historical-cost valuation reports assets at their 
acquisition cost (net of depreciation, depletion, 
or amortization, if applicable) and is the total of 
exchange prices to obtain an asset and render it 
suitable for use. Such valuation is measured by 
the cash or cash equivalent sacrificed in ex­
change for the asset. There is an inherent as­
sumption that a stable monetary unit exists.
Because acquisition cost is the vital meas­
urement, that amount for limited life assets is 
allocated on a reasonable basis to future periods 
as expense or as a factor in the cost of goods 
sold (if inventory). It is, therefore, the actual 
past purchase price that affects the future 
period’s measurement of net earnings under the 
matching concept. Because of this emphasis on 
matching each period’s revenue and expense, 
the earnings statement emerges as the primary 
financial statement based on a transactions ap­
proach and the statement of financial position 
becomes partly a statement of unallocated past 
costs for nonmonetary assets.
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Concerning allocation to the earnings 
statement under historical-cost valuation, gains 
are normally recognized in the period they are 
realized through sale or use. Unrealized gains 
are not considered. Unrealized losses, theoreti­
cally, should be treated the same as unrealized 
gains; nevertheless, conventional accounting 
practice permits recognition of some unrealized 
losses. This inconsistent treatment is justified 
under the doctrine of conservatism.
Historical cost adjusted to reflect general 
price-level changes is a valuation method that 
uses the historical cost (previously discussed) of 
nonmonetary assets and applies a general price- 
level index to reflect changes in the standard 
unit of purchasing power, the dollar, so that the 
information reported is not biased by changes in 
the ability of the dollar to command goods and 
services. In this way, information reported in 
successive periods (time-series data) would be 
expressed in terms of a constant unit of meas­
ure. Nonmonetary assets are, therefore, stated 
in terms of the units of general purchasing 
power as of the date of the statement. These 
adjusted amounts do not measure any form of 
“ current value’’ except by coincidence.
Monetary assets (cash, accounts receiva­
ble, etc.) are fixed claims to units of purchasing 
power that ate the same as the units of dollars. 
Nonetheless, holding net monetary assets 
(monetary assets in excess o f monetary 
liabilities) during a period of rising prices 
causes a general price-level loss because these 
assets represent a fixed claim to reduced pur­
chasing power. A general price-level gain oc­
curs by holding net monetary assets during 
periods of falling prices (or by being a net debt­
or in periods of rising prices). These general 
price-level losses and gains would be shown on 
a company’s earnings statement. They reflect, 
in part, the stewardship of management during a 
period of changing price levels.
Discounted-cash-flow valuation is one method 
that yields a “ current-value’’ measurement. 
Under this approach, assets are reported at the 
present value of their expected future net cash 
inflows. Thus, it is considered a future ex­
change price. It reflects the notion that assets 
represent future service potential (economic 
benefits) and an attempt should be made to 
measure this potential (benefit) for reporting.
When using the discounted-cash-flow ap­
proach, net earnings would be equal to the dis­
counted amount of stockholders’ equity at the 
beginning of the period multiplied by the rate 
used to discount the future net cash flow. This
reflects the amount that could be paid out to 
stockholders and still leave the business as 
“ well o f f ’ at the end of the period as it was at 
the beginning of the period.
Market-price valuation yields a different 
“ current-value’’ measurement. Under this ap­
proach, assets are reported at their present 
realizable sales prices at the date of the state­
ment of financial position. These selling prices 
should be market selling prices of similar assets 
under conditions of orderly sales, rather than 
liquidation selling prices under conditions of 
forced sales. Use of current market selling 
prices is an indicator of present cash equivalents 
of the assets and reflects existing market alter­
natives; such use does not assume that these 
assets will necessarily be sold at those prices.
When using the market-price approach, net 
earnings would equal net assets (assets minus 
liabilities) at the end of the period plus capital 
withdrawals and dividends, less capital addi­
tions and net assets at the beginning of the 
period. Net earnings are, therefore, based on 
the valuation of the firm’s assets (and liabilities) 
because these assets generate such earnings. 
Net earnings are not based on a transactions 
approach and, therefore, do not include arbi­
trary cost allocations to an accounting period.
Replacement-cost valuation yields another, and 
different “ current-value’’ measurement. Under 
this approach, assets are reported at the market 
price quoted to acquire them (replacement in 
kind). Current replacement cost, which may be 
approximated by using a specific price index or 
by appraisals, reflects supply and demand for 
the specific asset(s) in question. Replacement- 
cost valuation can be based upon either re­
placement in kind or replacement of equivalent 
services or benefits.
When using the replacement-cost ap­
proach, net earnings include earnings computed 
by the transactions approach and gains or losses 
from holding assets (and liabilities) whose 
purchase prices rise or fall. The earnings state­
ment thus contains some unrealized items (from 
a conventional viewpoint). Part of the tradition­
ally determined net earnings would, under 
replacement-cost accounting, be reclassified as 
holding gains or losses. The earnings statement 
would show earnings from operations by de­
ducting from current revenue the cost to replace 
the goods and services consumed in generating 
that revenue, plus holding gains or less holding 
losses resulting from changes in the replace­
ment cost of the resources (and obligations) 
held.
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b.
Valuation of Land
on Statement General Replacement
o f Financial Position Price Level Cost
December 31, 1974 $40,000 $40,000
December 31, 1975 44,000 (1) 52,000
Gain on Earnings Statement
1974 — __
1975 — 12,000 (3)
1976 20,000 (2) 16,000 (4)
Total $20,000 $28,000 (5)
(1) $40,000 X 1 1 0  = $44,000 100
(2)
120
$40,000 X           = $48,000 valuation before sale
100
$68,000 -  $48,000 = $20,000 gain
(3) $52,000 -  $40,000 = $12,000
(4) $68,000 -  $52,000 = $16,000
(5) The total gain ($28,000) under the replacement-cost 
concept is the same amount reported under conven­
tional historical-cost valuation, but the timing of the 
reporting differs. The latter would report the full gain 
when the land was sold in October 1976; the former 
reports an unrealized holding gain during 1975.
Answer 5
a. 1. When using LIFO, the most recently incurred 
costs are included in cost of goods sold on the 
earnings statement, and the earlier costs are in­
cluded in the inventory reported on the state­
ment of financial position. When using FIFO, 
the earlier costs are included in cost of goods 
sold on the earnings statement, and the later, 
more current costs are included in the inventory 
on the statement of financial position.
If all prices remain constant and inventory 
quantities remain constant, there will be no ef­
fect upon net earnings or working capital result­
ing from the use of LIFO rather than FIFO.
If prices are rising and inventory quantities 
remain constant or increase, LIFO will produce 
a larger cost of goods sold and a smaller net 
earnings. The change from FIFO to LIFO 
would, thus, reduce net earnings. Likewise, ris­
ing prices yield a lower LIFO inventory cost on 
the statement of financial position than the cor­
responding FIFO inventory cost. Therefore, the 
change to LIFO would reduce working capital.
If prices are falling and inventory quan­
tities remain constant or increase, LIFO would 
produce a smaller cost of goods sold and, there­
fore, a larger net earnings than FIFO. The 
change to LIFO would, thus, increase net earn­
ings. Likewise, falling prices yield a higher 
LIFO inventory cost on the statement of finan­
cial position than the corresponding FIFO in­
ventory cost. Therefore, the change to LIFO 
would increase working capital.
If inventory quantities decrease, the rela­
tive effects of using LIFO rather than FIFO 
cannot be determined without giving considera­
tion to the direction of price changes and the 
magnitude of the inventory change.
2. The use of FIFO as an inventory method results 
in recognizing all elements of earnings at the 
time of sale. Holding gains (or losses) are com­
bined with the operating (trading) earnings and 
are not separately identified. Holding gains 
arise from holding inventory during periods of 
rising prices. Operating earnings result from 
selling a product at a price above current cost.
Under FIFO, the operating cycle is viewed 
as cash to merchandise and back to cash again; 
therefore, reported earnings should be net of 
goods (actually) sold. An assumed FIFO cost 
flow generally is a good approximation of 
specific identification for most goods in most 
industries. According to FIFO proponents, 
FIFO generally matches the actual cost of the 
(actual) goods sold with the revenue produced.
Because FIFO ignores the cost of the re­
placement of the inventory at possible higher 
prices (in a period of rising prices), it includes a 
“ paper” profit that is not really available for 
distribution to owners because it is needed to 
replace inventory.
The use of LIFO as an inventory method 
matches the most recently incurred costs with 
the revenue produced. It, therefore, largely ex­
cludes holding gains from the reported earnings 
if inventory quantity remains constant or in­
creases. Reported earnings from the period are 
more likely to include a deduction for goods 
sold in an amount that approximates more 
closely the higher cost required to replace in­
ventory (during periods of rising prices) and, 
thereby, represent the distributable earnings ac­
cruing to the owners under the going-concern 
concept. The operating cycle is viewed as mer­
chandise to cash and back to merchandise. In 
other words, LIFO proponents claim that the 
actual flow of goods should not be a determi­
nant of net earnings.
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b. The account “ Reserve for Replacement of LIFO In­
ventory” may also be called “ Excess of Replacement 
Cost over LIFO Cost of Basic Inventory Temporarily 
Liquidated.” The use of this account arises when 
there are less units in ending inventory than in begin­
ning inventory for a company using LIFO. This sale 
of part of the inventory results in matching some 
older, lower costs (assuming rising prices) with cur­
rent revenues. Furthermore, if the inventory is re­
placed, the new inventory cost would exceed the 
prior, basic inventory cost, because replacement 
would be at higher prices. In other words, this decline 
in inventory would lead to the reporting of an amount 
of net earnings that is distorted simply because re­
placement did not occur prior to the end of the ac­
counting period.
Assuming that the inventory decline is tempor­
ary, LIFO proponents would suggest avoiding this 
potential distortion by charging cost of goods sold 
with current costs even though some of the goods sold 
may have been carried at older, lower costs. The re­
serve account is then credited for the excess of the 
current replacement cost over the LIFO carrying cost 
for the inventory temporarily liquidated, as the alter­
native account title implies. When this inventory is 
replenished, the temporary reserve (credit) is re­
moved, and the goods acquired are placed in inven­
tory at their old LIFO costs. While it exists, the re­
serve account should be shown among the current 
liabilities on the statement of financial position to cur­
rently reflect the expected reduction of reported work­
ing capital of this amount when the goods are re­
placed.
Under the dollar-value LIFO method, changes in 
actual units are ignored, and the concern shifts to 
dollars invested in inventories. This often permits 
rather drastic shifts in inventory mix without causing 
a recovery of any of the older LIFO costs. This may 
be affected by the number of inventory pools a firm 
establishes; the fewer the inventory pools, the less 
likelihood of any invasion of LIFO base costs.
Answer 6
a. Operations research (OR) is a collective effort of 
many types of talent concentrating on the application 
of the scientific method to the development of predic­
tive models that describe the stable patterns of order 
underlying certain business operations. OR uses quan­
titative information to aid management in solving ex­
ecutive problems and is primarily a tool for planning. 
OR is not a unique discipline but a collection of vari­
ous quantitative techniques.
OR usually involves a research team represent­
ing such various disciplines as accounting, mathema­
tics, engineering, psychology, and statistics. This in­
terdisciplinary approach aids in problem solving be­
cause of the additional backgrounds and dimensions 
introduced into the research team.
OR teams usually deal with executive problems 
that affect an entire company and all its interrelated 
departments. The concern is not so much with 
specific departmental problems, but with either such 
regularly recurring situations, as inventories or such 
special problems as a review of plant location.
Accountants are potentially useful members of 
an OR team in three major areas—problem identifica­
tion, model building, and solution control. An ac­
countant is usually in an ideal position to identify 
executive problems that might be solved by OR tech­
niques because he is familiar with the overall business 
and the financial information system and in constant 
contact with all segments of a company.
OR techniques involve a quantitative presenta­
tion of data to management to aid decision making 
and thus are reliable only to the extent of the data used 
in the models. Much of this data is furnished by the 
accountant, for example, cost and pricing data or­
ganized by product, measurement of earnings, assets, 
and liabilities, and information for projections and 
forecasts.
To help build a model, the accountant must be 
able to identify and provide relevant and reliable data 
and to explain the various interrelationships to other 
OR team members. Furthermore, he must be able to 
analyze the data and estimate future trends.
An accountant can also provide a control on the 
validity of the models. Such control involves help in 
making the models acceptable, keeping the cost of the 
models within reason, and advising the rest of the OR 
team based on the professional experience and knowl­
edge of that particular company.
b. 1. Linear programming is a quantitative method 
for selecting an optimum plan. It is an efficient 
search procedure for finding the best solution to 
a problem containing many interacting vari­
ables. The desired objective is to maximize 
some function (e.g., sales, contribution margin, 
profits, machine utilization) or to minimize 
some function (e.g., costs, idle time). Determi­
nation of the optimum objective is usually sub­
ject to various constraints or restrictions on pos­
sible alternatives. These constraints describe 
availabilities, limitations, and relationships of 
resources to alternatives.
The key assumption is linearity, which 
prevails in two respects. First, the profit or cost 
associated with one unit of product or activity is 
assumed to be the same for all identical units. 
Second, resource inputs per unit of activity are 
assumed the same for all units. Another as­
sumption inherent in linear programming is that 
all factors and relationships are deterministic.
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Accounting data such as sales price, con­
tribution margin, or cost factors would be used 
in determining the objective—to maximize 
sales, contribution margin, or earnings or to 
minimize cost. Accounting data would also be 
used to establish the constraints. Such con­
straints might include one or more of the follow­
ing: machine capacity, labor force, quantity of 
output demanded, time, or capital.
Once the data are available, the linear 
programming model (equations) might possibly 
be solved graphically if no more than two vari­
ables are involved. When the model contains 
many variables and constraints, the solution 
may require the use of a computer.
Economic order quantity (EOQ) is the inventory 
purchase order size that minimizes total annual 
order (setup) costs and holding (carrying) costs 
associated with this inventory item. The essence 
is to determine how much to order, not when to 
order. The assumptions generally characterizing 
EOQ models are as follows: demand is predict­
able and uniform during the period; the new 
order arrives at a predictable time after it is 
placed; and all inventory-related costs are 
known and constant.
Accounting data would be used to provide 
the specific items included in the general 
categories of costs. For example, order costs 
would include costs of placing and receiving an 
order, costs of preparing necessary machinery, 
and transportation costs. Holding costs include 
handling, storage, insurance, interest, taxes, 
and obsolescence. Shortage costs include extra 
purchasing costs, uneconomic production runs, 
and disruptions of production. The most sig­
nificant costs in this category are lost sales and 
reduced customer goodwill, but these latter 
costs are not part of traditional accounting rec­
ords. These items are still an important part of 
the EOQ model.
Program evaluation and review technique 
(PERT) is a formal, probabilistic diagram of the 
interrelationships of a complex time series of 
activities. In many business situations, there are 
a number of different activities that must be 
performed in a specified sequence in order to 
accomplish some project. Some of the activities 
may be in series (for example, market research 
cannot be performed before the research design 
is planned), whereas others may be parallel (for 
example, the engines for a ship can be built at 
the same time the hull is being constructed). For 
a large, complex project, the complete set of 
activities will usually contain a combination of 
series and parallel elements.
4.
The essence of PERT is to aid a manager in 
planning and controlling a project. For planning 
purposes prior to the start of the project, the 
PERT technique allows a manager to calculate 
the expected total amount of time required to 
complete the entire project. The technique high­
lights the bottleneck activities in the project so 
that the manager may either allocate more re­
sources to them or keep a careful watch on them 
as the project progresses. For purposes of con­
trol after the project has begun, the technique 
provides a way of monitoring progress and cal­
ling attention to those delays in activities that 
will delay the project’s completion date.
Two types of information must be known 
or estimated for each activity in the project: 
first, the sequencing requirements—that is, the 
set of activities that must be completed prior to 
beginning a given activity and second, the time 
required for each activity. The first type of in­
formation is assumed to be readily ascertain­
able. The second type may be assumed to be 
either known or uncertain. If uncertain, the 
PERT model is somewhat more complex.
Accounting data would provide total costs 
for each activity in the project. Such costs be­
come relevant in analyzing possible time/cost 
trade-offs in the PERT model. For example, an 
activity’s required time may be shortened by 
adding more people to the activity thereby in­
creasing the cost. These total cost data should 
be part of the accounting data.
Regression analysis refers to the measurement 
of the average amount of change in one variable 
that is associated with unit increases in the 
amounts of one or more other variables. When 
only two variables are studied, it is simple re­
gression. When more than two variables are 
studied, it is multiple regression. The purpose 
of regression analysis is to predict values of the 
dependent variable based on the given values of 
the independent variable.
Regression analysis assumes that the rela­
tionship between the dependent variable and in­
dependent variable will persist thereby validat­
ing the prediction. It also assumes that there is 
usually a linear relationship between the vari­
ables and that there is a reasonably uniform dis­
persion of points about the regression line.
Accounting data would provide the 
amounts for the variables needed for the 
analysis. For example, if management wants to 
predict direct-labor cost based on the size of the 
order, data must be accumulated about the 
direct-labor cost at various order sizes. Ac­
counting data should provide the amounts 
needed for the variables to prepare the analysis.
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a. Deficiencies in the Statement of Earnings and Re­
tained Earnings
Purchase discounts—These should preferably be 
shown as a reduction of purchases in the cost-of- 
goods-sold computation. While some accountants 
treat purchase discounts as financing revenue, most 
accountants would argue that a company theoretically 
cannot generate revenue by purchasing goods.
Gain on increased value o f investments in real 
estate—This is an unrealized gain that does not ap­
propriately belong on a corporation’s earnings state­
ment.
Gain on sale of treasury stock—This is not part of an 
earnings statement, but it should be treated as an in­
crease to a paid-in capital account.
Correction o f error in last year’s statement—This 
should be treated as a prior-period adjustment; it 
should be added, net of applicable income tax effect, 
as an adjustment to the beginning retained earnings.
Gain on sale of fixed asset—Two possible deficien­
cies are identified. First, this type of gain is not an 
extraordinary item because it does not meet the condi­
tions of being unusual and infrequent; it should be 
shown among the ordinary items. Second, assuming 
an item is properly classified as an extraordinary item, 
it should be shown net of the applicable income tax 
effect as per requirements of intraperiod tax alloca­
tion.
Income tax expense—One can logically assume that 
there were timing differences during the fiscal year 
necessitating the use of interperiod tax allocation pro­
cedures. Under this condition, the components of in­
come tax expense relating to amounts currently pay­
able and to tax effects of timing differences should be 
separately disclosed per disclosure requirements of 
Accounting Principles Board opinions.
Depreciation expense (Note 1)—Oberlin changed its 
method of depreciation. Such a change should be ac­
counted for as a change in accounting principle requir­
ing the following steps:
•  The cumulative effect of the change on the 
beginning retained earnings should be in­
cluded in net earnings of the period of the 
change. This cumulative effect should be 
shown separately between earnings before ex­
traordinary items and net earnings.
•  The effect of adopting the new accounting 
principle on earnings before extraordinary 
items and on net earnings (and related per- 
share amounts) of the period of the change 
should be disclosed.
Answer 7 Equity method—The investment in Gray should be 
accounted for under the equity method. Oberlin’s 
earnings should reflect its share of Gray’s earnings for 
the year because the ownership exceeds 20%, per 
APB Opinion 18.
Earnings per share—These amounts must be shown 
on the face of the earnings statement. They have been 
omitted from Oberlin’s statement. Because there is a 
simple capital structure in this situation, only a single 
series (primary) of earnings-per-share figures are re­
quired rather than a series of figures for primary and 
fully diluted earnings per share.
b. Deficiencies in the Statement of Financial Position
Accounts receivable, net—The allowance for doubt­
ful accounts should be shown either parenthetically or 
as a contra-asset account for disclosure.
Inventory—The basis for valuation of the inventory 
needs to be disclosed.
Land and building, net—Two deficiencies are iden­
tified. First, land and building accounts should be 
shown separately because land is not depreciable. 
Second, the accumulated depreciation on the building 
must be disclosed.
Investments in real estate (current value)—Assets are 
appropriately valued at historical cost with the current 
value indicated parenthetically or in a footnote if 
management so desires.
Investment in Gray, Inc.—This should be reported 
based on the equity method rather than the cost 
method because the ownership exceeds 20%, per 
APB Opinion 18.
Goodwill—This should be amortized as an expense 
each period for financial accounting purposes in ac­
cordance with APB Opinion 17.
Discount on bonds payable—This should be a 
contra-liability account rather than an asset because 
the discount is a valuation adjustment of the liability.
Stock dividend payable—This should be classified as 
part of stockholders’ equity rather than as a liability 
because it does not involve a distribution of corporate 
assets.
Due to Grant, Inc.—This is a possible loss contin­
gency but does not meet the conditions of Statement 
of Financial Accounting Standards Board No. 5 that 
requires accrual by a charge to earnings. Therefore 
the contingency should be disclosed in a footnote, or 
management may appropriate a portion of retained 
earnings, as it did. Such appropriation, however, 
should be included in the stockholders’ equity section 
and not shown as a liability.
Liability under employee pension plan—A footnote 
should be added disclosing facts about the plan, the
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funding policies, and the annual provision for pension 
cost. Apparently such cost is included in the general 
and administrative expenses on the earnings state­
ment.
Bonds payable (including portion due within one 
year)—The interest rate and maturity date should be 
disclosed. The portion due within one year should be 
reclassified as a current liability so that working capi­
tal will not be distorted.
Common stock—The number of shares authorized, 
issued, and outstanding, and the par (or stated) value 
should be disclosed.
c. General Comments
Statement of changes in financial position—Oberlin 
Corporation should also prepare a statement of
changes in financial position, including a summary of 
changes in each element of working capital or cash 
depending on which approach is more appropriate. 
Such a statement of changes in financial position is 
required if the corporation issues an earnings state­
ment and a statement of financial position because it 
discloses certain information not readily attainable 
from these other statements.
Supporting schedules—Oberlin could prepare 
schedules showing the composition of cost of goods 
sold, selling expenses, and general and administrative 
expenses. The schedules could be attached to the 
earnings statement for better disclosure.
Accounting policies—A corporation is required to 
disclose its accounting policies, e .g ., inventory 
method. This is usually done as a footnote.
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Unofficial Answers to Examination 
May 1977
ACCOUNTING PRACTICE— PART I
M ay 4 , 1977; 1:30 to 6:00 P .M .
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. c 11. c 20. d 29. c
2 . b 12. b 21. a 30. d
3 . d 13. b 22. c 31 . a
4. b 14. c 23. a 32. b
5. b 15. a 24. c 33. c
6. a 16. d 25. d 34. a
7. b 17. d 26 . b 35. c
8 . a 18. d 27 . b 36. c
9 . b 19. a 28. b 37. d
10. a
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Answer 3
R ite  M a n u fa c tu rin g  C o rp o ra tio n  
COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME
F o r  th e Y e a r  E n d e d  D e c e m b e r  3 1 , 1 9 7 6
Income before income taxes (per books) $843,410
Add unallowable deductions:
Payment of estimated federal in­
come tax $ 25,000
Provision for bad debts 7,200
Excess depreciation recorded on
books (S ch ed u le  1 )  2,450
Loss on sale of treasury stock 700
S ch ed u le  2
Less nontaxable income and addi­
tional deductions:
Proceeds of life insurance policy 100,000 
Bad debt writeoffs less re­
coveries of 1975 writeoffs 
($7,800-$900) 6,900
Federal taxable income before spe­
cial deductions and adjustments 
Contributions carryover
(S ch ed u le  2 )  37,407
Dividends received credit (85% x
$3,000) (2,550)
Federal taxable income 
Components of federal taxable income: 
Ordinary income
Net long-term capital gains (S ch ed u le  3 )
35,350
878,760
106,900
771,860
34,857
$806,717
$802,417
4,300
$806,717
C o m p u ta tio n  o f  C o n tr ib u tio n s  C a rry o v e r
Federal taxable income before special deduc­
tions and adjustments
Contributions to various recognized charita­
ble organizations
Federal taxable income without regard to 
contributions deduction and special de­
ductions
Contributions to various recognized charita­
ble organizations
Allowable contributions deduction 
($851,860 X 5%)
S ch ed u le  3
N e t  L o n g -T erm  C a p ita l  G a in s
Gain on exchange of land for Rite’s 
own common stock 
Section 1231 gain on sale of die cast­
ing machine:
Gain reported in ordinary income 
Depreciation recorded on machine 
(recaptured, Section 1245 gain) 
Section 1231 gain
Loss on sale of marketable securities
$771,860
80,000
$851,860
$ 80,000
42,593 
$ 37,407
$4,000
$6,750
4,750
2,000
(1,700)
$4,300
S c h e d u le  1
D e sc r ip tio n  o f  P ro p e r ty  
Miscellaneous equipment 
Factory building 
Forming machine 
Trucks
Shaping machine 
Electrical wiring 
Grinding machine
Total depreciation
Depreciation estimate recorded on books 
Excess depreciation recorded on books
S ch ed u le  o f  D e p r e c ia t io n — 1 9 7 6
C o s t  o r
D e p re c ia tio n  
A llo w e d  o r M e th o d  o f
O th e r D a te A llo w a b le C o m p u tin g D e p re c ia tio n
B a sis A c q u ire d in  P r io r  Y ea rs D e p re c ia tio n L ife F o r  1 9 7 6
$ 80,000 7/1/69 $52,000 S/L 10 yrs. $ 8,000
135,000 7/1/69 19,500 S/L 45 yrs. 3,000
12,000 7/1/72 4,200 S/L 10 yrs. 1,200
8,800 7/1/72 7,700 S/L 4 yrs. 1,100
19,600 7/1/75 980 S/L 10 yrs. 1,960
3,800 7/1/75 190 S/L 10 yrs. 380
29,000
$288,200
7/1/76 — S/L 10 yrs. 2 ,000*
 1,350**
18,990 
21,440 
$ 2,450
* Additional first year depreciation—limited to $2,000 (20% o f $10,000 o f investment). 
**Normal depreciation ($29,000 — $2,000 =  $27,000 X 10% x  ½ yr.).
Salvage value o f $1,000 was disregarded because it was less than 10% o f cost.
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a. Austin Company
STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY SECTION 
OF BALANCE SHEET 
AFTER QUASI-REORGANIZATION 
(CORPORATE READJUSTMENT) 
December 31, 1976
Common stock; par value $5 per share; au­
th orized, issued, and outstanding 350,000 
shares $1,750,000
Additional paid-in capital from reduction in
par value of common stock (Schedule 1) 100,000
Retained earnings from December 31, 1976
(Schedule 2) —0—
Total stockholders’ equity $1,850,000
Schedule 1
Computation o f Additional Paid-In Capital
Balance at December 31, 1976 $ 800,(X)0
Reduction in par value of common stock
(350,000 shares x  $5 per share) 1,750,000
Elimination of deficit in retained earnings
($450,000 + $2,000,000) (2,450,000)
Balance at December 31, 1976 after quasi-
reorganization (corporate readjustment) $ 100,000
Schedule 2
Computation o f Retained Earnings
Balance (deficit) at December 31, 1976 $ (450,(X)0)
Writedown of property, plant, and equip­
ment (2,000,000)
Elimination of deficit in retained earnings 2,450,000
Balance at December 31, 1976 after quasi-
reorganization (corporate readjustment) $ —0—
b. 1. Partnership o f Gary, Jerome, and Paul 
DIVISION OF NET INCOME
For the Year Ended December 31, 1976
Salaries
Interest on average 
capital balances 
(Schedule 1)
Remainder divided 
equally
Division of net in­
come
Gary Jerome Paul Total
$12,000 $10,000 $ 8,000 $30,000
7,200 9,600 13,800 30,600
19,200 19,600 21,800 60,600
3,133 3,133 3,134 9,400
Computation of Interest on 
Average Capital Balances
Gary:
$ 80,000 X 8% for 6 months 
$100,000 X 8% for 6 months
Jerome:
$120,000 X 8%
Paul:
$180,(X)0 X 8% for 9 months 
$ 150,000 X 8% for 3 months
$ 3,200 
4,000 $ 7,200
9,600
10,800
3,000 13,800
$30,600
b. 2. Partnership o f Gary, Jerome, and Paul 
CAPITAL BALANCES
December 31, 1976
Gary Jerome Paul Total
Balance at 
January 1, 
1976 $ 80,000 $120,000 $180,000 $380,000
Additional in­
vestment 20,000 20,000
Withdrawal — — (30,000) (30,000)
Net income 22,333 22,733 24,934 70,000
Regular draw­
ings (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (30,000)
Balance at De­
cember 31, 
1976 $112,333 $132,733 $164,934 $410,000
c, Peters, Inc. and Subsidiary
CONSOLIDATED STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY 
SECTION OF BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1976
Common stock; par value $5 per share; au­
thorized 1,000,000 shares; issued and 
outstanding 800,000 shares 
Additional paid-in capital 
Retained earnings (Schedule 1)
Total stockholders’ equity
Schedule 1
$ 4,000,000 
8,000,000 
15,600,000 
$27,600,000
Computation o f Retained Earnings
Balance at December 31, 1975 (before the 
business combination):
Peters $11,000,000
Clarkin 4,000,000
$22,333 $22,733 $24,934 $70,000
Net income:
Peters
Clarkin
Dividends
Balance at December 3 1 , 1976
1,150,000
350,000
$15,000,000
1,500,000
(900,000)
$15,600,000
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Answer 5
a.
Schedule 1
Putnam Company
MARKETABLE SECURITIES
December 31, 1976
Bart Corporation, 500 shares of $200 par 
value 6% cumulative preferred stock, at 
cost (market value $120,000)
Behrend Corp., 500 shares of $3 no-par con­
vertible preferred stock, at cost (market 
value $117,000)
Behrend Corp., 1,000 shares of common 
stock, at cost (market value $116,000) 
Bella Company, 11,000 shares of common 
stock, at cost (market value $264,000*) 
Chockey, Inc., 6,000 shares of common 
stock, at cost (market value $91,000)
*10,000 shares + 10% stock dividend x $24
b. Putnam Company
LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS
December 31, 1976
Gilch Incorporated, 300, $1,000 face value, 
8% bonds at amortized cost (market value 
$332,000) (Schedule 1)
Neville Company, 100,000 shares of com­
mon stock, at cost plus equity from date 
of acquisition less amortization of good­
will (market value $1,605,000) 
(Schedule 2)
Long-term loan to Neville Company
$ 110,000
112,500
112,500
200,000
90,000
$625,000
$ 324,180
1,606,000
500,000
$2,430,180
Computation of Amortized Cost of Bonds
Cost of 300, $1,000 face value, 8% bonds of 
Gilch Incorporated, including accrued in­
terest, at date of purchase 
Accrued interest—April 1 to June 1, 1976 
($300,000 X 8% = $24,000 ÷ 6)
Cost of 300, $1,000 face value, 8% bonds of 
Gilch Incorporated
Amortization—June 1 to December 31, 1976 
($26,000 X 7/100)
$330,000
4,000
326,000
1,820
$324,180
Schedule 2
Computation o f Investment in Neville Company
Cost of 100,000 shares of Neville common 
stock, at date of purchase 
Amortization of goodwill from purchase of 
Neville common stock ($400,000 ÷ 40) 
Putnam’s share of Neville’s net income 
($90,000 X 40%)
Dividends declared by Neville (100,000 X
$0 .20)
$1,600,000
( 10,000)
36,000
(20,000)
$1,606,000
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c. Putnam Company
TRANSACTIONS AFFECTING INCOME 
STATEMENT
For the Year Ended December 31, 1976
Dividends received from Behrend 
Corp. on June 10, 1976 (1,000 
X $3)
Dividends received from Dempsey 
Co. on April 15, 1976 for stock­
holders of record on March 31, 
1976 (4,000 X $0.30) 
Dividends received from Dempsey 
Co. on July 15, 1976 for stock­
holders of record on June 30, 
1976 (4,000 X $0.30)
Gain on sale of 4,000 shares of 
Dempsey Co. common stock; 
Selling price (4,000 x $7) 
Cost
Life insurance expense for presi­
dent’s life insurance policy: 
Premiums
Increase in cash surrender 
value
Gain on settlement of policy on 
president’s life:
Face value of policy 
Cash surrender value of pol­
icy at date of death 
($42,000 + $1,300) 
Interest on Gilch Incorporated 
bonds:
Accrued interest—April 1 to 
June 1, 1976 (Schedule 1) 
Interest received October 1, 
1976 ($300,000 X 8% ÷ 
2)
Accrued inte rest—October 1 
to December 31, 1976 
($300,000 X 8% ÷ 4) 
Amortization on Gilch Incorporated 
bonds (Schedule 1)
Amortization of goodwill from pur­
chase of Neville common stock 
(Schedule 2)
Putnam’s share of Neville’s net in­
come (Schedule 2)
Total
$ 28,000 
24,000
100,000
$ 3,000
1,200
1,200
4,000
(Not Required)
Items not included in answer 5 above:
1. There should be no accrual for the unpaid dividends 
on Bart Corporation, $200 par value 6% cumulative 
preferred stock.
2. There should be no gain on the conversion of 500 
shares of Behrend Corp. $3 no-par convertible prefer­
red stock into 1,000 shares of Behrend Corp. common 
stock.
3. None of the changes in market values should be re­
flected in Putnam’s income statement.
2,500
1,300 (1,200)
43,300 56,700
(4,000)
12,000
6,000 14,000
(1,820)
( 10,000)
36,000
$103,080
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May 5, 1977; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. c 9. b 16. a 24. d
2. b 10. b 17. c 25. a
3. c 11. a 18. c 26. b
4. a 12. d 19. d 27. b
5. c 13. b 20. d 28. e
6. b 14. c 21. b 29. b
7. a 15. c 22. a 30. b
8. b 23. c 31. b
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Answer 3
Income
Statement
Balance Sheet 
December 31. 1976
No.
1.
Explanation
Cash and accounts receivable misstated
Dr. (Cr.)
2. Adjustment of allowance for uncollectibles: 
Adjust balance at December 31, 1976 $ 14,500
3. Merchandise inventory—misstated: 
December 31, 1975 
December 31, 1976
7,000
3,000
4. Machinery cost—incorrect: 
Adjustment of cost 
Adjustment of depreciation
(14,500)
1,450
5. 1975 rent expense—inconect: 
Adjustment for rent deposit
Prepaid rent (last month)
Record leasehold improvement
Amortization expense 8,000
6. Bond discount—incorrect: 
Record discount
Amortization of discount 600
7. Adjustment of cost of land:
Sale of building for scrap
Gain on issuance of treasury stock—incorrect
2,000
5,000
8. Prepaid advertising (75,000)
9. Pension expense—misstated— A (810,000)
10. Reversal of contingency loss provision (100,000)
Dr. (Cr.) Account
$ 1,500 Cash
( 1,500) Accounts receivable
(14,500) Allowance for uncollectible accounts
( 7,000) Retained earnings
( 3,000) Merchandise inventory
14,500 Machinery
( 1,450) Accumulated de preciation
6,000 Rent deposit
( 6,000) Retained earnings
12,000 Prepaid rent
(12,000) Retained earnings
80,000 Leasehold improvements
(80,000) Retained earnings
8,000 Retained earnings
(16,000) Leasehold improvements
( 6,000) Retained earnings
6,000 Bond discount
600 Retained earnings
(1,200) Bond discount
( 2,000) Land
( 5,000) Capital in excess of par value
75,000 Prepaid advertising and promotion
810,000 Deferred pension cost
100,000 Estimated contingency loss
Schedule A
ADJUSTMENT OF PENSION EXPENSE
(Not Required)
Pension expense recorded $970,000
Less correct amount of pension expense:
Normal cost $ 70,000
Past service cost ($900,000 x
10%) 90,000 $160,000
Adjustment—representing deferred
pension cost $810,000
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a. 1. Arcadia Corporation
COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED NET PROFIT 
FROM OPERATIONS AFTER EXPANSION 
OF MONTANA FACTORY
Montana factory—
Sales $2,100,000
Fixed costs:
Factory 336,000
Administration 121,000
Variable costs 672,000
Allocated home office costs 175,000
Total 1,304,000
Estimated net profit from operations 796,000
Texas factory—estimated net profit
from operations 540,000
Home office expense allocated to Maine
factory (100,000)
Estimated net profit from operations $1,236,000
Answer 4 a. 3. Arcadia Corporation
COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED NET PROFIT 
FROM OPERATIONS AFTER SHUTDOWN 
OF MAINE FACTORY
Estimated net profit from operations: 
Texas factory 
Montana factory
Less home office expense allocated 
to Maine factory
Estimated net profit from operations
b. 1. Net Initial Outlay Before 
Income Taxes
Cost of new equipment 
Cost of conversion
Less resale value of present equipment 
Net initial outlay
$540,000
410,000
950,000
100,000 
$850,000
$175,000
5,000
180,000
40,000
$140,000
a. 2. Arcadia Corporation
COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED NET PROFIT 
FROM OPERATIONS AFTER NEGOTIATION 
OF ROYALTY CONTRACT
Texas factory $ 540,000
Montana factory 410,000
Estimated royalties to be received
(30,000 X $4) 120,000
1,070,000
Less home office expense allocated
to Maine factory 100,000
Estimated net profit from operations $970,000
Net Present Value of Investment 
Before Income Taxes
Annual operating costs excluding depreciation:
With present equipment $ 78,000
With new equipment 45,000
Annual cash savings before income taxes $ 33,000
Present value of future savings
(33,000 X 5.019) $165,627
Net initial outlay 140,000
Net present value of investment $ 25,627
b. 2. The investment in new equipment should be made as 
the present value of future savings is greater than the 
net initial outlay.
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Area Corporation
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
For the Year Ended December 31, 1976
Sources financial resources
Working capital provided from operations:
Net income
Add (deduct) items not requiring an outlay of working capital 
Equity in net income of Zip Corporation 
Depreciation expense 
Amortization expense
Loss on sale of Reading Company common stock 
Loss on sale of machinery and equipment 
Working capital provided from operations 
Working capital provided from other sources:
Sale of investment in Reading Company 
Sale of machinery and equipment 
Financial resources not affecting working capital:
Securities issued (at market value) to acquire investment 
in Zip Corporation:
Preferred stock 
Common stock
Total financial resources provided
Uses of financial resources
Working capital applied:
Purchase of patent 
Declaration of cash dividends 
Purchase of machinery and equipment 
Capital expenditures to machinery and equipment 
Investment in Zip Corporation 
Financial resources not aff ecting working capital:
Investment in Zip Corporation 
Total financial resources used 
Increase in working capital
$496,000
$(135,000)
66,600
3,000
13,000
1,200
26,000
3,200
10,500
28,800
10,000
181,000
81,000
15,000
72,000
(51,200)
444,800
29,200
39,300
$513,300
359,000
39,300
398,300
$115,000
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M ay 5, 1977; 8:30 A .M . to  12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. d 11. b 21. a 31. d
2. d 12. a 22. a 32. a
3. a 13. c 23. a 33. b
4. d 14. d 24. c 34. b
5. a 15. d 25. a 35. b
6. d 16. d 26. d 36. b
7. a 17. a 27. c 37. a
8. b 18. a 28. b 38. c
9. c 19. d 29. d 39. c
10. d 20. d 30. d 40. d
Answer 3
41. d 51. d
42. a 52. c
43. d 53. a
44. a 54. c
45. b 55. a
46. a 56. c
47. d 57. b
48. c 58. d
49. a 59. c
50. d 60. c
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Answer 4
a. There are two forms of accounts receivable confi rma­
tion requests; the “positive” form and the “nega­
tive” form.
A positive form asks the debtor to respond 
whether or not the debtor is in agreement with the 
information on the confirmation request. A negative 
form asks the debtor to respond only if the debtor 
disagrees with the information on the confirmation 
request. The negative form generally requires 
follow-up by the auditor in the form of practicable 
alternative procedures that are used to obtain neces­
sary evidence.
The use of the positive form is preferable when 
individual account balances are relatively large, when 
there is reason to believe that there may be a substan­
tial number of accounts in dispute, or with inac­
curacies or irregularities.
The negative form is useful when internal control 
surrounding accounts receivable is considered to be 
effective, and a large number of small balances is 
involved, and the auditor has no reason to believe that 
persons receiving the requests are unlikely to give 
them consideration.
b. A debtor’s acknowledgment of indebtedness does not 
indicate whether the indebtedness is collectible. A
good indicator of collectibility is an aging schedule. 
Generally, the older an account is, the less likely it 
will be collected. An aging schedule should age ac­
counts according to date of sale (billing date) or ac­
cording to date of maturity (payment date). The aging 
schedule should segregate past-due and current ac­
counts.
Dodge should review, analyze, and interpret the 
aging schedule to determine whether the client’s al­
lowance for doubtful accounts is adequate. Material 
differences, if any, should be adjusted by the client.
In connection with the aging review and interpre­
tation, Dodge should investigate all accounts receiva­
ble losses of preceding periods and the amounts of 
uncollectible accounts charged off in the current 
period to determine if the bad debt rate is increasing, 
and if charge-offs because of uncollectibility are 
properly approved. After a review of correspondence, 
minutes, and collection procedures, and after discus­
sions with the appropriate client credit and collection 
officials, Dodge should prepare an estimate of the 
possible collection losses and compare the estimate to 
the amount of the recorded allowance. Where neces­
sary Dodge should review client credit files as well as 
reports of external credit agencies. Dodge should also 
examine subsequent cash receipts to ascertain what 
portion of amounts owing at the balance sheet date 
have actually been collected in the subsequent period.
Answer 5
Code
Number
2.
Actions to Be Taken by Auditor
The auditor should use the standard 
bank cash confirmation form to confirm both 
bank balances.
The auditor should compare the bank 
balances to the amounts on the confirmations 
returned by the banks and to the bank state­
ments. Differences should be investigated.
The auditor should ascertain why Bank 
A has a cash balance that was not transferred 
to the general account.
The auditor should arrange to obtain di­
rectly from each bank copies of the bank 
statements and related documents for sub­
sequent weeks through the auditor’s cutoff 
date.
The auditor should examine the bank 
statements of the subsequent week to ascer­
tain whether these deposits have been prop­
erly credited to the account of Toyco. Dis­
crepancies should be investigated.
The auditor should review the status of 
these deposits by examining the bank state­
ments of the subsequent week to ascertain 
whether these deposits were properly resub­
mitted and credited to the proper bank ac­
count.
Code
Number
4.
Actions to Be Taken by Auditor
The auditor should review the fre­
quency of such invalid deposits and recom­
mend that the company strengthen control in 
this area.
The auditor should examine all sales 
and deposit documents that were prepared on 
December 29, 1976. Since no journal entry 
was made on that date for Bank A, the au­
ditor should trace postings of the day’s sales, 
and if there was a misposting, the auditor 
should recommend that the client adjust the 
accounts.
If there were no Bank A credit card 
sales on December 29, 1976 (which is un­
likely), the $2,000 bank deposit should not 
have been credited to the Toyco bank ac­
count. If so, the auditor should suggest that 
Toyco contact the bank to adjust the bank 
error.
The auditor should compare the docu­
ments that support the Bank B ledger debit of 
$5,400 to those that support the $5,500 de­
posit to the bank account. Differences should 
be accounted for and adjustments should be 
made where necessary.
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Code
Number
6 .
7.
Actions to Be Taken by Auditor
The bank charge should be explained. 
The auditor should discuss the item with the 
client and, if necessary, the client should 
contact the bank for an explanation.
If the item is incorrectly charged by the 
bank the auditor should examine the bank 
statement of the subsequent week to see if 
the item was properly adjusted.
If the charge is correct the auditor 
should suggest that the client adjust the ac­
counts to properly reflect the charge.
The auditor should examine the client’s 
accounting records to determine why the 
cash transfer from Bank B to the depository 
bank account was not recorded in the com­
pany’s books of account.
The auditor should verify the Bank B 
service charge by referring to the original 
agreement between Toyco and the bank 
when the account was opened.
The auditor should also verify why 
there is no charge for Bank A and, if neces­
sary, suggest that an adjustment be made to 
record the charge.
Code
Number
8.
10.
Actions to Be Taken by Auditor
The auditor should obtain reasons why 
chargebacks for stolen cards have not been 
recorded and should examine the internal 
control over the acceptance of credit cards. A 
count of all documents on hand should be 
conducted and the total amount of the 
chargebacks should be verified. All 
chargebacks should be recorded so that ad­
justed sales and cash balances can be prop­
erly reflected in the financial statements.
The auditor should examine the bank 
statements of the subsequent week to ascer­
tain whether all sales returns for the preced­
ing week have been recorded by the banks. 
The auditor should ascertain why these 
documents have not been sent to the bank for 
processing.
The auditor should ascertain that these 
unadjusted amounts agree with the general 
ledger account balances.
Answer 6
Situation
Number Applicable GAAS of Reporting
Discussion of Relationship o f Client 
Situation to Standard of Reporting and 
to Leer’s Report
1. The report shall state whether generally ac­
cepted accounting principles have been con­
sistently observed in the current period in 
relation to the preceding period.
Informative disclosures in the financial 
statements are to be regarded as reasonably 
adequate unless otherwise stated in the re­
port.
Variations between periods in the terms used to express 
changes in financial position, such as changing from net 
working capital to cash, constitute a change in the applica­
tion of accounting principles and involve the consistency 
standard. When such a change occurs and the auditor deems 
it to be material, the auditor’s opinion should include a 
consistency exception. The client may present comparative 
financial statements by restating the statements of the prior 
year to conform with the current year’s presentation. The 
restatement should be disclosed and the auditor should refer 
to the change in the auditor’s report. The auditor’s concur­
rence with the change should also be included in the au­
ditor’s report.
Information essential to a fair presentation in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles should be set 
forth in the financial statements that include the related 
footnotes. Terms of loan agreements are essential informa­
tion that should be disclosed in the financial statements or in 
the footnotes. When the client declines to disclose essential 
data or to incorporate it by reference in the footnotes, the 
auditor should provide such information in the auditor’s 
report, usually in a middle paragraph, and the report should 
be appropriately qualified.
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Discussion o f Relationship o f Client 
Situation to Standard o f Reporting and 
to Leer's Report
3. The report shall state whether the financial 
statements are presented in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
The improper presentation of material amounts of minority 
interest in net income and retained earnings constitutes a 
departure from generally accepted accounting principles. 
Although the minority shareholders should look to the the 
subsidiary’s financial statements for information, the minor­
ity interest presented on the consolidated statements is sig­
nificant information for the readers of those statements. Be­
cause of the departure from generally accepted accounting 
principles, which violates the first standard of reporting, the 
auditor should express a qualified or adverse opinion. The 
auditor’s report should disclose in a separate paragraph all 
the substantive reasons for the qualified or adverse opinion 
and the principal effects of the subject matter on financial 
position, results of operations, and changes in financial po­
sition.
Answer 7
a. Reliability and precision are statistical terms that are 
interdependent and inseparable. Precision is ex­
pressed as a range of values, plus or minus, around 
the sample result, and “ reliability,”  or confidence, is 
expressed as the proportion of such ranges from all 
possible similar samples of the same size that would 
include the actual population value. Stated in another 
way, precision expresses the range or limits within 
which the sample result is expected to be accurate, 
while reliability expresses the mathematical probabil­
ity of achieving that degree of accuracy.
The terms are usefully adapted to the auditor’s 
purposes by relating precision to materiality and re­
liability to the reasonableness of the basis for the au­
ditor’s opinion.
b. (1) At the 95% confidence level the auditor can be
assured that the estimated population total is not 
in error by more than or less than $39,200.
P = N X R X SE 
P = 1,000 X 1.96 X
1.96 X  200   10 1=1,000 X 1.96 X 20 = $39,200
(2) The auditor can be 91.988% confident that the 
estimated population total is not in error by 
more than or less than $35,000.
P = N X R X SE
P
R =  N X SE 
R = 91.988%
  $35,000 
1 ,000 X 20 = 1.75
c. (1) The estimated population total, or point esti­
mate, based on the preliminary sample data 
would be equal to the arithmetic mean multi­
plied by the number of items in the population 
or $4,000 X 1,000 = $4,000,000.
(2) If the original sample is sufficient, the auditor 
would be willing to accept an accounts receiva­
ble balance that is within plus or minus $35,000 
from this amount. The auditor would be willing 
to accept an accounts receivable balance any­
where between $3,965,000 ($4,000,000 — 
$35,000) and $4,035,000 ($4,000,000 + 
$35,000). If the client’s accounts receivable ba­
lance is not within this range, the auditor could 
not accept the client’s balance based on the 
work performed on the preliminary sample 
items. The auditor would likely extend the sam­
ple by selecting additional items until the re­
corded amount fell within the precision limits. 
The additional sample items would have to 
change the sample mean by an amount suffi­
cient enough to make the point estimate accept­
able.
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BU SIN ESS LAW  
(Commercial Law)
May 6, 1977; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. b 9. c 17. c 25. c
2. d 10. d 18. a 26. c
3. c 11. b 19. d 27. d
4. d 12. b 20. c 28. d
5. c 13. b 21. a 29. a
6. c 14. d 22. c 30. b
7. c 15. a 23. a 31. b
8. b 16. c 24. b 32. b
Answer 3
33. a 41. b
34. b 42. d
35. c 43. b
36. d 44. a
37. c 45. a
38. c 46. c
39. c 47. a
40. b 48. d
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Answer 4
a .  No. The disclaim er of opinion will not absolve the 
CPA firm  from  liability. The auditor was negligent by 
failing either to take adequate m easures to  determ ine 
whether the leasehold im provem ents existed o r to 
give notice that their existence had not been verified. 
As a  result o f  such negligence and the bank’s reliance 
upon the report, the CPA firm  would be liable to  the 
bank.
An auditor generally will not be held responsible 
for lim itations on the audit if  the auditor’s report gives 
adequate notice o f them . A  disclaim er o f opinion is 
the means used by the auditor to  give adequate notice 
of lim itions. A lthough the CPA firm  attem pted to  dis­
claim  an opinion on the financial statem ents, the 
w ording in the auditor’s report was sufficiently un­
clear that it is doubtful a court would find the report 
accom plished its intended purpose. The disclaim er 
said only that the " actual cost”  o f  the improvem ents 
could not be determ ined, and the explanation strongly 
im plied that the  improvements actually existed and 
had  substantial value (by use o f such phrases as 
" were found”  and " work was done” ) when in  fact 
they did not exist. Consequently, the report  was m is­
leading.
b . Y es. The individual partners o f the CPA firm  are 
liable even though they did not take part in the audit. 
A  partnership is an entity that is an association o f two 
or m ore persons as co-owners to  carry on a business 
for profit. All partners are jo in tly  and severally liable 
and therefore personally responsible for the firm ’s 
liability to  the bank. The individual partners may have 
to  satisfy the bank’s claim  from  their personal assets, 
even though they d id  not personally take part in  the 
audit.
c . Determ ination o f the liability o f  a CPA to third parties 
requires balancing tw o conflicting recognized in ­
terests o f  the law:
(1) The CPA ’s reasonable right to  self-protection 
from  claim s o f  unknow n persons whom the 
CPA has no reason to suspect would rely on his 
report, and
(2) The im portant public policy o f protecting third 
patties who rely upon financial statements from  
the adverse effects o f incom petent perform ance 
by professionals.
The Ultramares case in 1931 firm ly established 
the doctrine o f  privity o f  contract leaving a CPA liable 
for simple or ordinary negligence only to  a client. 
However, the opinion in that case indicated that a 
CPA could be liable to  third parties if  the conduct o f 
the exam ination or preparation o f the auditor’s report 
involved fraud or negligence so gross as to perm it an 
inference o f fraud.
An additional basis upon which a third party 
could recover is as a third-party beneficiary. This rela­
tionship would be found in  cases where it was clearly 
in d ic a te  that the engagem ent was undertaken  for and 
was intended to  benefit the third party, typically a 
lender.
The position o f  courts in  upholding the doctrine 
o f  privity o f  contract began to change in the  1950s and 
1960s. Court decisions began to reflect the view that 
CPAs owe a duty o f care not only to  their own clients 
but also to those w hom  they should  know will rely on 
their reports in the transactions for which these reports 
are prepared. The courts began to rule that the CPA is 
liable for negligence for careless financial m isrep­
resen ta tions re lied  upon  by foreseen  and lim ited 
classes o f persons. This extended the C PA ’s liability 
to third parties for sim ple or ordinary negligence to 
reasonably lim ited and reasonably definable classes 
o f  persons whom the CPA m ight reasonably expect 
w ould rely upon his report.
Answer 5
a. Partnership property is property originally con­
tributed to  the partnership or subsequently ac­
quired with partnership funds. It may be teal 
property o r personal property. As such, it be­
longs to the partnership directly (title is vested 
in the partnership) o r indirectly, and as such, it 
is held in  a " tenancy in  partnership”  which is a 
form  o f  jo in t tenancy borrowed from real prop­
erty law  and adapted to partnership needs. The 
main legal characteristic o f such jo in t ow ner­
ship is the tight o f survivorship in the rem aining 
partners upon the death o f one o f the partners. 
Another im portant rule regarding partnership 
property  is that partners have equal rights to 
possess partnership property for partnership use 
unless otherw ise agreed. According to section 
26 o f the U niform  Partnership  A ct, " A  part­
ner’s interest in the partnersh ip  is his share o f 
the profits and surplus, and the same is personal 
p roperty .”
The distinction between partnership prop­
erty and partnership interest is im portant be­
cause a partner’s right in  specific partnership 
property is neither assignable nor attachable un­
less for a partnership debt. Finally, it is not 
inheritable, and heirs, w idows, and next o f kin 
canno t validly claim  rights to specific partn e r­
ship property. On the other hand, a partner’s 
interest in the partnership is assignable, inherit­
able, and attachable.
Since the trucks were purchased with partn e r­
ship funds and tide was placed in the partner­
ship nam e, the trucks were in fact partnership 
property, and Grady did not own any o f  the 
th ree partnersh ip  trucks. C onsequently , the 
partnership w ill prevail m tw o differing sets o f 
circum stances. First, if  the buyer had actual 
notice that Grady had no authority to sell the 
truck , the partnership could reclaim  the truck. 
A n express lim itation on G rady’s authority if
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know n to the other party will be param ount. 
The only factual inform ation given is that the 
truck was registered in the partnership nam e; 
how ever, this would not norm ally be sufficient 
in and o f itself to give the buyer notice o f  the 
fact that G rady could not sell it on behalf o f the 
partnership.
S econd , the  partnersh ip  w ill prevail if  
there is no express authority and the sale ex­
ceeds the partner’s apparent authority to enter 
into the contract. The  truck was held in the 
partnership’s nam e and is not an inventory as­
set. That is, it is not an asset that one would 
expect to  be sold by such a  partnership in  the 
ordinary course of its business. If  the average 
buyer dealing with the partnership would have 
reason to know that such sales are not m ade by a 
single partner without the consent o f  the other 
partners, then the buyer does not obtain good 
title.
3. Yes. G rady has acted wrongfully in respect to 
his obligations to  the partnership and to  his fel­
low  partners. Grady did  not own the asset and 
thus his sale is wrongful. He has in  fact com m it­
ted the tort  o f  conversion and is liable to the 
partnership . O ther theories m ight be an implied 
obligation to  return the m oney on the basis of 
money wrongfully had or received, o r that he 
merely holds the money in  trust for the benefit 
o f the partnership. U nder any o f  the above 
th e o rie s , rec o v ery  o f  the  p ro ceed s by the  
partnership would be proper.
b . Unless there is an express prohibition against the as­
signm ent o f a partner’s partnership interest stated in 
the partnership agreem ent, it is assignable. This rule 
applies whether all or part o f  the partnership interest is 
assigned. Probably the m ost com m on situation in 
which a partner assigns his partnership interest is in 
connection  w ith  co lla te ra liz ing  a personal loan. 
Therefore, barring an express prohibition o r a clause 
requiring the consent o f the other partners. Richard 
m ay assign his interest.
A s a result o f the above assignm ent, Richard 
remains a partner. A lthough Richard has assigned his 
partnership in terest he still rem ains a partner and re­
tains all o f the rights, privileges, perquisites, duties, 
and liabilities he form erly had  vis-a-vis the partner­
ship and his fellow partners. The assignee (Sm ith) has 
only the right to  R ichard’s share o f the profits in  the 
event o f  a default. He would succeed to Richard’s 
rights, in whole o r in part, upon the dissolution and 
winding up o f the partnership or upon its bankruptcy. 
Smith does not, how ever, succeed to  R ichard’s right 
to access to the partnership’s books and records.
Answer 6
a .  The problem  Flint Charcoal C om pany faces is a pos­
sible violation o f  the Robinson-Patman A ct. The act
sharp ly  proscribes p rice  d iffe ren tia ls  w here they 
" may tend to lessen com petition or create a m onop­
o ly”  in  interstate com merce. Here we have a so- 
called secondary line price discrim ination between 
com peting buyers. The wholesalers, who also sell at 
retail, have an obvious price advantage over com pet­
ing retailers. In such a case, injury to com petition is 
presum ed. The Robinson-P at m an A ct contains sev­
eral defenses. F irst, cost savings resulting from  sales 
in larger quantities are perm itted to be passed on to 
the buyer. In the case o f Flint, how ever, the price 
differential is not entirely due to  cost savings attribut­
able to quantity orders. Therefore, the quantity dis­
count defense w ould fail.
The Robinson-Patm an A ct also permits a price 
discrim ination if  it is made in  good faith to m eet a 
legal price charged by a com petitor. Since Better Buy 
sells only to  wholesalers a t the same price, Better Buy 
is not engaging in illegal price discrim ination. The 
facts also indicate that F lint’s price reduction was 
m ade in good faith to meet Better Buy’s price, and 
thereby retain its wholesale custom ers. F lin t’s price 
reduction was not a violation of the Robinson-Patm an 
Act.
The fact situation described poses obvious violations 
o f the Sherman Act. F irst, the four com peting antenna 
m anufacturers entered into an illegal " contract, com ­
bination , o r consp iracy”  in  restraint o f interstate 
com m erce when they agreed to  lim it their output. 
This is akin to price fixing  and is, per se, illegal. The 
fact that the understanding was oral does not matter, 
nor does it matter that their goal was to elim inate 
destructive price cutting or charge reasonable prices. 
Additionally, the agreem ent am ong the four antenna 
m anufacturers to  allocate cu s to m e rs am ong them ­
selves is another clearly anticom petitive device which 
has been placed in the, per se, illegal category. The 
anticom petitive effects are so obvious that this kind of 
conduct has been held to be without legal justifica­
tion.
The problem  raised by the facts is whether the price­
fix in g  a rran g em en t en g ag ed  in  by G enera l P en 
Com pany is illegal. N orm ally, price fixing is, per se, 
illega l . H ow ever, Congress originally perm itted an 
exception to  this blanket prohibition. In effect, the 
price-fixing agreem ent was legal if  there was (1) a 
state law perm itting resale price maintenance (a  m an­
ufacturer fixing the m inim um  price at which purchas­
ers could sell); (2) free and open com petition among 
other makers o f  the product; and (3) one o r m ore retail 
sellers agreeing to retail price m aintenance. The facts 
o f the case indicate that General Pen com es with in the 
scope of the prior " fair trade”  laws. However, in 
1975, Congress am ended the law  concerning resale 
price maintenance and rem oved the exception previ­
o u sly  p e rm itte d  u n d e r  th e  S h erm an  A c t. C o n ­
sequently , resale price maintenance (vertical price fix­
ing) is now illegal. Thus, Double Discount has a valid 
cause of action against General Pen based upon the 
am ended statute.
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Answer 7
a. 1. A. Viscount Machine Manufacturing, Inc. 
Viscount has a preference which is voidable 
under the bankruptcy laws. The trustee can at­
tack the security interest asserted by Viscount 
because it was not perfected until December 15, 
1976, which is less than four months prior to the 
filing of the petition in bankruptcy against MIB. 
The preference is voidable because the creditor 
had reasonable cause to believe that the debtor 
was insolvent in the bankruptcy sense. There­
fore, his secured position with respect to the 
tractor trailers will be denied, and he is placed 
in the general creditor category with respect to 
his $9,000 claim.
B. Second National County Bank
Second National is a bona fid e  secured creditor 
and as such will be paid in full ($280,750) from 
the proceeds of the sale of the real estate. The 
balance of the proceeds ($9,250) will be added 
to the funds which potentially are available to 
the general creditors.
C. Marvel Supply Company
Marvel Supply is a general creditor in the 
amount of $5,000. Filings made after the date 
of bankruptcy are invalid. The $5,000 cash 
payment does not present a problem in that it 
merely represents a contemporaneous exchange 
of one type of the debtor’s assets for another at 
fair market value.
D. Sixty-Jive wage earners
The wage earners are entitled to a priority of 
$400 each, payable after administration costs 
but before taxes. Each employee is entitled to a 
priority not to exceed $600 for wages earned 
within the three months preceding the filing of 
the bankruptcy petition.
E. Federal, state, and local taxing authorities 
The unpaid taxes in question are also a priority 
item. They rank after the administration costs 
and the wage earners’ claims. It should be noted 
that wage earners’ claims which are entitled to 
priority and taxes which became due within 
three years preceding bankruptcy are not dis­
charged in a bankruptcy proceeding.
F. Administration costs
As indicated above, administration costs (court, 
attorneys’, trustees’, and accountants’ fees, 
etc.) are entitled to the first priority available 
against the unsecured assets of the debtor.
G. Various general creditors 
The general creditors are entitled to a pro rata 
distribution of MIB’s assets after all secured 
creditors and priority items are paid.
a. 2. Computation o f Bankruptcy Dividend
Assets Available to General 
Creditors
Before adjustments (G) $ 850,000
Increased by excess proceeds from
sale of real estate (B) _____ 9,250
Subtotal 859,250
Less priorities:
Administrative costs (F)
Sixty-five wage earners (D)
Federal, state, and local 
taxing authorities (E)
Total assets available to 
general creditors
$12,000
26,000
6,800 44,800
$ 814,450
Liabilities of  General 
Creditors
As stated (G)
Increased by:
Viscount’s claim (A) 
Marvel’s claim (C) 
Total
$1,614,900
$ 9,000 
5,000 14,000 
 $1,628,900
Assets available ($814,450) liabilities 
applicable ($1,628,900) = 50% on the dollar; 
that is, 50 cents per dollar will be paid to gen­
eral creditors.
b. 1. Yes. Both Super, the seller, and Friendly, who 
financed many of the purchases by Super’s cus­
tomers, qualify as “ purchase money security’’ 
lenders. The Uniform Commercial Code pro­
vides that a security interest is a “ purchase 
money security interest’’ to the extent that it 
is—
(a) taken or retained by the seller of the col­
lateral to secure all or part of its price; or
(b) taken by a person who, by making ad­
vances or incurring an obligation, gives 
value to enable the debtor to acquire 
rights in or the use of collateral if such 
value is in fact so used.
Those items financed by Super meet the re­
quirements of (a) and those items financed by 
Friendly meet the requirements of (b).
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b. 2. A nonpossessory security interest is one in 
which the lender or seller does not have posses­
sion of the property subject to the security in­
terest. In such situations, the lender or seller 
perfects the security interest against third parties 
by filing a financing statement. An exception is 
made for the purchase-money security interest 
relating to consumer goods (for example, in­
stallment sales to the consumer) wherein the 
lender or seller is protected against other cred­
itors of the debtor (but not bona fide consumer
purchasers for value from the debtor) without 
the necessity of filing a financing statement. 
Hence, bothersome and costly paperwork is 
eliminated unless the secured party wishes to 
protect itself from a fraudulent sale by the con­
sumer to a bona fide consumer purchaser for 
value. The risk is relatively unimportant in rela­
tion to the cost of filing, consequently many 
sellers and commercial lenders assume this risk 
themselves.
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A CCO UNTING  THEORY  
(Theory of Accounts)
May 6, 1977; 1:30 to 5:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. c 12. a 23. a 34. a
2. b 13. c 24. b 35. d
3. b 14. d 25. c 36. b
4. a 15. c 26. b 37. b
5. a 16. b 27. d 38. b
6. d 17. b 28. c 39. b
7. c 18. d 29. d 40. c
8. d 19. c 30. a 41. a
9. d 20. a 31. b 42. b
10. b 21. d 32. a 43. c
11. c 22. a 33. c 44. d
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Answer 3
a . Both the purchase method and pooling-of-interests 
method of reporting business combinations are in ac­
cordance with generally accepted accounting princi­
ples. However, the two methods are not interchange­
able and a combination must be accounted for as a 
purchase unless all of the characteristics of a pooling 
of interests are present. In order for a business combi­
nation to be considered a pooling of interests it must 
have nine basic characteristics and not have entered 
into any of the three types of transactions that are 
inconsistent with a pooling of interests. If any of the 
characteristics are missing or any transaction that is 
inconsistent with a pooling of interests has taken 
place, the business combination must be accounted 
for as a purchase.
b. Because the information given is incomplete with re­
spect to the business combination of Hanover and 
Case, a final determination of which accounting 
method must be used cannot be made. From the in­
formation given it can be determined that three of the 
requisite characteristics have been met for a pooling 
of interests business combination. The three charac­
teristics disclosed in the facts of the question are as 
follows:
1. Hanover and Case are autonomous in that 
neither has been a subsidiary or division of 
another company within the preceeding two 
years.
2. Each company is independent of the other com­
pany in that neither has an investment in the 
common stock of the other in excess of 10%.
3. Hanover is exchanging its common stock for 
substantially all of the common stock of Case. 
The Accounting Principles Board has defined 
“ substantially”  to mean 90% or greater of the 
outstanding common stock of the combining 
company (Case) at the date the plan is consum­
m a te . Hanover is to receive 100% of the out­
standing common stock of Case, but for pur­
poses of the 90% requirement this amount must 
be reduced by the amount of Case stock held by 
Hanover at th e date toe plan is initiated (5%). 
Also, the common shares of Hanover owned by 
Case must be converted to equivalent shares of 
Case using the exchange rate agreed upon by 
the terms of toe combination and toe resultant 
amount deducted from the amount of Case 
shares to be received by Hanover. The equiva­
lent percentage of Case common stock is 4% 
(the 2% of Hanover stock held by Case con­
verted at an exchange rate of one share for two 
shares). The sum of toe two deductions is 9% 
which results in a 91% exchange of Case stock.
c. In addition to the information given, th e following six 
characteristics and the absence of three types of trans­
actions must be considered in order to make a deter­
mination as to which accounting method must be 
employed in accounting for this combination.
1. The combination must be effected in a single 
transaction or within one year under a specified 
plan.
2. Within the preceding two years, and between 
toe dates that a plan of combination was in­
itiated and consumated the equity interests of 
the voting common stock was not changed in 
contemplation of the business combination. 
Changes in contemplation of effecting the com­
bination may include distributions to stockhold­
ers and additional issuances, exchanges, and re­
tirements of securities.
3. If either of the combining companies reacquires 
common stock, the acquisitions must be in ac­
cordance with a systematic pattern established 
over the prior two years (or in accordance with 
toe adoption of a new stock option or compensa­
tion plan if less than two years) and not in con­
templation of toe business combination.
4. The shareholders within each combining com­
pany maintain toe same relative interest with 
respect to toe other shareholders within the 
combining company.
5. The common stock of toe resulting combined 
company conveys immediate voting rights with 
no restrictions upon toe shareholders.
6. Th ere are no contingencies as to the number of 
shares to be issued in exchange for toe substan­
tial interest of the combining company after toe 
date the plan of combination is initiated.
Further, the combination must not contain provi­
sion for the following three transactions:
1. The combined corporation agrees directly or in­
directly to retire or reacquire all or part of the 
common stock issued to effect the combination.
2. The combined corporation agrees to enter into 
other financial arrangements for the benefit of 
the former stockholders of one of toe combining 
companies, such as a guaranty of loans secured 
by stock issued in the combination, which in 
effect negates the exchange of equity securities.
3. The combined corporation intends to dispose of 
a significant part of the assets of the combining 
companies within two years after the combina­
tion other than disposals in the ordinary course 
of business of toe formerly separate companies 
or to eliminate duplicate facilities or excess 
capacity.
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a. Fund accounting is an accounting system that clas­
sifies the resources of an entity in accordance with (1) 
activities or objectives specified by donors; (2) regula­
tions, restrictions, or limitations imposed by sources 
outside the entity; or (3) directions issued by the gov­
erning board. Resources are accounted for in separate 
funds, which are self-balancing sets of accounts for 
recording assets, liabilities, fund balances, and 
changes in fund balances.
The use of fund accounting is consistent with the 
concept that the accounting entity is an economic unit 
that has control over resources, accepts respon­
sibilities for making and carrying out commitments, 
and conducts economic activity. Separate entities 
(funds) are used to manage the resources to achieve 
these separate purposes and goals. The creation of 
funds to separately account for specific resources in­
dicates that fund accounting embraces the entity con­
cept.
b. Accrual accounting refers to the method of accounting 
whereby revenues are reported when earned and ex­
penses are reported when materials or services are 
consumed in earnings determination. The modified 
accrual basis of accounting is a method of accounting 
that is used by governmental units for certain budget­
ary funds such as the general, special revenue, and 
debt service funds. Modified accrual recognizes rev­
enues when received in cash except in the following 
two instances:
1. When revenues are of a type susceptible to ac­
crual, they should be accrued. There are two 
basic tests that revenues must satisfy to be con­
sidered susceptible to accmal—availability and 
measurability. Availability refers to the ability 
of the accrued funds to be used to satisfy obliga­
tions of the governmental unit related to the 
year of accrual. Measurability refers to the abil­
ity to quantify the amount to be accrued with a 
high degree of certainty. Most types of revenues 
for a governmental unit do not meet the two 
criteria stated above. Generally, only items bill- 
able by the governmental unit, such as water, 
sewage, and trash removal, resulting in a valid 
receivable should be accrued. However, each 
type of revenue generated within a governmen­
tal unit should be reviewed in light of the two 
basic criteria for possible accrual.
2. Some revenues of a material amount, even 
though not susceptible to accrual should be re­
corded prior to actual receipt. Generally, mate­
rial amounts of revenues otherwise not recorded 
until received should be accrued if receipt is 
delayed beyond the normal time of receipt. An 
example of this type of circumstance is a mate­
rial amount of sales taxes that were due (to be
Answer 4 received in cash) prior to, but not received until 
after, the date of the financial statements. Con­
versely, material amounts of revenues received 
prior to the time due should be deferred until the 
appropriate period.
Under the modified accrual method of account­
ing expenditures are recorded on an accrual basis ex­
cept in the following instances:
1. Disbursements for inventory type items that 
may be considered expenditures at the time of 
purchase or at the time the items are used.
2. Prepaid expenses, such as unexpired insurance, 
normally should be recorded as an expenditure 
when paid.
3. Interest on long-term debt, commonly ac­
counted for in debt service funds, normally 
should be recorded as an expenditure on its due 
date.
4. The encumbrance method of accounting may be 
adopted as an additional modification. Under 
this method, estimated amounts taken from 
purchase orders or contracts are recorded prior 
to actual disbursement. During the year, if there 
is a difference between the reserve for encum­
brances and the liability, an adjustment is made 
to an appropriate account. However, if the dif­
ference between the encumbrance and the ex­
penditure is discovered in a subsequent period, 
the adjustment is made to a sundry expenditure 
account in the period in which the difference 
became known. Any remaining balance in the 
encumbrance account is treated as an expendi­
ture at year end.
5. Unused vacation and sick leave expense may be 
disclosed in a footnote rather than accrued.
A voluntary health and welfare organization 
must use the accrual method, and not the modified 
accrual method, for a fair presentation of financial 
position and results of operations in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
c. A voluntary health and welfare organization uses a 
separate fund or funds to account for fixed assets. 
This fund is generally termed the “ Land, Buildings, 
and Equipment” fund.
Fixed assets acquired through purchase by the 
general fund or unrestricted donations are shown at 
cost (or fair value at date of donation) as assets of the 
fund with a corresponding amount credited to an ap­
propriate fund balance account. Fixed assets donated 
with restrictions placed upon them by their donors as 
to usage or disposal should be recorded in a donor- 
restricted fund until such restrictions have been re­
moved. When no more restrictions are attached to the
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asset, its attendant basis should be transferred to the 
Land, Buildings, and Equipment fund.
The purpose of a voluntary health and welfare 
organization is to provide a service to th e community. 
Because there are usually numerous voluntary health 
and welfare organizations competing for donations, it 
is only proper that donors be able to evaluate the cost 
of the services provided in an effort to see which 
organizations use donations most efficiently. The use 
of fixed assets in an organization represents a cost of 
providing a service, and so it is appropriate for a 
voluntary health and welfare organization to show de­
preciation as a cost of providing its service to the 
community.
The Land, Buildings, and Equipment fund re­
cords any gain or loss on the sale of fi xed assets as 
income of the fund. If the proceeds of the sale are not 
legally required to be reinvested in fixed assets, the 
funds should be transferred to the unrestricted fund by 
entries reflected as direct additions and reductions to 
the respective fund balances.
Governmental units, on the other hand, do not 
create a separate fund for fixed assets. If fixed assets 
are acquired for use in a trust, enterprise or in­
tragovernmental service fund, these assets are in­
cluded within the fund and depreciated in a similar 
maimer and for the same purpose as in a commercial 
enterprise.
If fixed assets are acquired for use by a fund 
other than the above funds within a governmental 
unit, the assets are recorded in the general fixed assets 
group of accounts (not a fond). The general fixed 
assets group of accounts is a memorandum record of 
fixed assets maintained for stewardship purposes 
only.
In governmental accounting, except in the three 
types of funds mentioned earlier, the cost of a fixed 
asset is matched against revenues in the period of 
acquisition. This is done to reflect the outflow of 
funds (stewardship concept) within a given period. 
Since the cost of the fixed asset is matched with rev­
enues in this maimer, depreciation is not called for. 
However, even if depreciation were computed, it 
would not affect any fund balance.
A governmental unit does not recognize a gain or 
loss on the sale of fixed assets (other than the three 
types of funds that use fu l l accrual accounting) and 
the proceeds from the sale are recorded in an operat­
ing fund with a corresponding credit to miscellaneous 
revenues or revenues from sale of fixed assets.
Answer 5
Statement I
The function of financial accounting is to provide quantita­
tive financial information intended to help make economic 
decisions about a business enterprise. Measurement of net 
earnings is certainly one aspect of foe above generalization. 
Nonetheless, it is not possible to measure true net earnings 
because of foe flexibility permitted by generally accepted
accounting principles and because of the estimates and 
judgment factors inherent in foe financial accounting pro­
cess. The intent behind generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples is to fairly present net earnings. Other financial 
statements, foe statement of financial position and the 
statement of changes in financial position, are definitely 
related to foe earnings statement of a company. Although 
each financial statement discloses a different aspect of the 
company, all of these financial statements are based on foe 
same underlying data. These financial statements, there­
fore, inherently articulate with each other.
Revenues are gross increases in assets or gross de­
creases in liabilities resulting from an enterprise’s 
earnings-directed activities that can change owners’ equity. 
In other words, revenues are more than just an inflow of 
cash; not all cash inflows are revenues, for example, bor­
rowing money or issuing capital stock. It is incorrect to state 
that revenues are realized when they are recognized. These 
concepts should be distinguished. Revenues are theoreti­
cally earned throughout foe entire production and distribu­
tion process, although the recognition or recording is gener­
ally based on more practical considerations. Revenues are 
realized when evidenced by other new liquid assets. Re­
venue recognition refers to recording revenues in foe ac­
counts.
The general procedure followed in foe sales basis of 
revenue recognition clearly recognizes revenues when they 
are realized. The production basis of revenue recognition is 
a variation from foe sales basis because foe former tends to 
recognize revenues when they are earned, as opposed to 
realized. The production basis, for example, percentage- 
of-completion contracts, is justifiable if total profit can be 
reasonably estimated and ultimate realization is reasonably 
assured.
To foe extent possible, expenses should be matched 
with revenues; nevertheless, such cause and effect associa­
tion is not always possible. Some expenses are recognized 
by systematic and rational allocation to periods. Other ex­
penses are recognized because their incurrence provides no 
discernible future benefits.
Product expenses (manufacturing expenses), whether 
variable or fixed, should be assigned to foe product. Period 
expenses, whether variable or fixed, are generally those that 
are far removed from production, for example, marketing, 
general, and administrative expenses, and are, therefore, 
assigned to foe period.
Statement II
Measurement of financial position is one aspect of foe func­
tion of financial accounting, nonetheless, financial account­
ing strives for fair presentation rather than " accurate”  pre­
sentation. The term " accurate” is invalid because of foe 
flexibility permitted by generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples and because of foe estimates and judgment factors 
inherent in the accounting process.
A statement of financial position is actually a mixture 
of various valuations for assets and liabilities. For example, 
monetary assets, such as, cash and accounts receivable, are 
generally reflected at net realizable value; fixed assets are 
generally reflected at historical cost; long-term liabilities are 
generally reflected at present value at inception; and leases
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are also generally reflected at present value. Deferred taxes 
are reflected at a nondiscounted amount.
Inventories should be reflected at lower-of-cost-or- 
market valuation. FIFO, LIFO, and average cost are not 
methods of inventory valuation. They are assumptions re­
garding the flow of units or costs and are all based on 
historical costs. Consiste n cy is a vital part of the financial 
accounting process; but consistency does not preclude an 
accounting change if such a change is warranted. Therefore 
there will be circumstances in which the need for consis­
tency will be superceded by other needs such as preferred 
methods of accounting or economic reality.
A statement of financial position should not have a 
separate section for reserves. The three types of reserves 
cited (depreciation, product warranty, and retained earn­
ings) should be classified among the assets, liabilities, and 
stockholders’ equity sections as explained below. The use 
of the term “ reserve” in these cases is not proper. The 
generally accepted meaning of reserve indicates that an 
amount of retained earnings has been appropriated for a 
specifi c purpose.
A depreciation reserve should be called “ allowance for 
depreciation” or “ accumulated depreciation.”  It is estab­
lished by charging an expense and should be classified as a 
contra-asset account.
A reserve for product warranty is established by charg­
ing an expense and should be classified as a liability. It 
should be considered current or noncurrent depending on 
the amounts estimated to be liquidated each future period.
A retained earnings reserve is established by charging 
retained earnings. It does not affect net earnings. It is 
merely an appropriation of retained earnings and should be 
so reflected on a statement of financial position as part of 
stockholders’ equity.
Statement III
Financial statement analysis is the judgmental process 
which aims to evaluate the current and past financial posi­
tions and results of operations of a company with the prim­
ary objective of determining the best possible estimates and 
predictions about future conditions and performance. The 
process of financial statement analysis consists of applying 
analytical tools and techniques to financial statements in 
order to derive from them measurements and relationships 
that are significant and useful for decision making. This 
definition stresses two aspects. First, financial statement 
analysis is intended to aid decision making which is usually 
future oriented. The past is used as a guide to the future. 
Second, while ratios are an important tool of the analyst, 
they are not the only such tool. Other tools and techniques 
of financial statement analysis include comparative finan­
cial statements showing year-to-year amount changes, index 
number trend series showing year-to-year percentage 
changes, and common-size financial statements showing 
percentage relationships within a given statement. Other 
tools also include cash forecasts, analysis of changes in 
financial position, analysis of variation in gross margin, and 
analysis of cost-volume-earnings (profit) relationships.
The use of financial ratios involves more than merely 
comparing the results to a predetermined standard. Other
sources of comparison are industry averages and trends 
within the company.
The current ratio cannot be computed as monetary as­
sets divided by monetary liabilities because “ monetary” is 
not synonymous with “ current.”  A monetary asset or liabil­
ity is an account that will be received or paid in a predeter­
mined fixed amount of dollars regardless of the effect of 
inflation or deflation. Examples of monetary assets and 
liabilities include cash, accounts receivable (current and 
noncurrent) in stated amounts of cash, and accounts payable 
and other debt (current and noncurrent) in stated amounts of 
cash. A nonmonetary asset or liability is an account that is 
not stated in a fixed amount of dollars, and can be adjusted 
subsequent to its creation to reflect the effects of inflation or 
deflation. An example of a nonmonetary asset is inventory. 
In the event that prices increase, the sales price of that 
inventory can be adjusted accordingly. The elements of the 
current ratio, therefore, contain both monetary and non­
monetary components and cannot be defined as monetary 
assets divided by monetary liabilities. A current ratio of 2:1 
is considered good for many companies, but such an evalua­
tion is a function of the type of company and industry. 
Therefore, a blanket standard is misleading. It is better to 
view standard performance in terms of ranges rather than 
single amounts. In other words, a predetermined standard 
range may be from 1.8:1 and 2.2:1. A company’s ratio that 
falls outside this range, either below or above, should be 
carefully analyzed. In other words, a higher ratio is not 
necessarily advantageous. For example, too high a current 
ratio may indicate excessive idle funds which should be put 
to better use.
The current ratio is not dynamic and does not measure 
fund flows. It is a static concept which compares certain 
elements at a point in time. It measures the ability of present 
current assets to cover existing current liabilities. It is prob­
ably more a test of liquidation than of a going concern 
because current assets and current liabilities are, in reality, 
revolving, that is, being continuously replaced with new 
current assets and new current liabilities. This replacement 
is better evaluated by future activity, such as, sales, earn­
ings, or working-capital flow, than by a static measure.
Answer 6
a. The asset measurement concept is applied for short­
term receivables by giving consideration to the uncer­
tainty of collecting amounts due. An uncollectable 
amount for all receivables is estimated. The estimate 
is charged to earnings and is included in an offset or 
contra account which represents a valuation mea­
surement of the receivables. The contra account re­
duces the receivables to estimated net realizable 
value. The estimate includes professional judgment 
and generally takes into consideration past experience 
and forecasts of future business activity. There are 
two widely used and generally accepted methods of 
estimating the allowance or val uation amount for un­
collectible accounts. One method is a statement of 
financial position approach where the estimate is 
based on the age and characteristics of the outstanding 
receivables at the year end. The other method is an
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b.
earnings statement approach that estimates (usually 
based on a percentage of net credit sales) the bad debt 
expense associated with the revenue of the period.
The statement of financial position approach 
emphasizes asset realization while the earnings state­
ment approach emphasizes the matching concept. 
Both approaches should be applied within the 
parameters set by the accounting concepts of conser­
vatism and matching. If the principle statement used 
for analysis of estimated uncollectible accounts re­
ceivable is the statement of financial position or fi­
nancial position approach, the resultant bad debt ex­
pense must also be reviewed in light of the matching 
concept. Conversely, if the principle analysis of esti­
mated bad debt expense is based upon the statement 
of earnings or earnings statement approach, the resul­
tant net balance of accounts receivable must be re­
viewed with respect to the concept of conservatism. 
Both methods generate an allowance that prices or 
values the future collectibility of the receivables and 
thus satisfi es the asset measurement concept.
The asset measurement concept for long-term re­
ceivables is also satisfied by determining collectibility 
and in addition by valuing such receivables at prices 
that reflect discounted future exchange prices. This is 
accomplished by using an appropriate rate of interest 
or discount rate to compute the present value of the 
expected future cash to be received. In the case of 
short-term receivables, the discounted cash flow 
technique, while applicable, is generally not mate­
rially different from the actual amount to be received 
since the period of time until collection is short.
Receivables are monetary assets. Monetary assets in­
clude cash and claims to cash that are fixed in terms of 
numbers of dollars regardless of changes in prices. 
During a period of inflation, prices, in general, tend 
to rise for available goods and services. Another way 
of expressing this is to state that the purchasing power 
of the unit of exchange (the dollar) declines in a 
period of rising prices (during a period of inflation). A 
company holding the monetary asset “ cash”  would 
thus be holding an asset that has declined in terms of 
purchasing power. This is also true for a company 
with significant receivables. During a period of infla­
tion, the company holding receivables will be holding 
an asset that has declined in value. The receivable will 
be settled in fixed dollar amounts which will buy less 
goods and services. Thus, a company sustains a 
“ loss”  during an inflationary period when it holds 
monetary assets such as receivables.
The following example shows how this ‘‘loss’’ is 
computed:
A long-term receivable at January 1, 1976, was 
$100,000, and during that year there was 10% 
inflation. In terms of purchasing power, on De­
cember 31, 1976, it would take $110,000 to 
obtain the same amount of goods or services 
that could have been purchased for $ 100,000 on 
January 1, 1976. The dollar amount of the loss
is computed as the difference between the cost 
of a set amount of goods or services at any 
given point in time and the cost for the same 
goods or services at a given reference point in 
time ($100,000 x 10% = $10,000 loss or 
$100,000 X 110% = $110,000 -  100,000 = 
$10,000 loss).
Answer 7
a. Capital budgeting involves planning and controlling 
long-term expenditures. Such long range planning 
generally involves a project orientation; that is, every 
potential long-term investment is viewed as an indi­
vidual project.
Capital budgeting as opposed to short-term 
budgeting generally involves greater size, risk, and 
uncertainty because of its long-term nature. Further­
more, a capital-budgeting decision may affect other 
budgeting decisions. For example, the capital­
budgeting decision may affect and be affected by cash 
budgets.
Capital budgeting may be used for evaluating the 
following types of projects: acquiring fixed assets; 
adding a product, segment, or new markets; imple­
menting an advertising or research and development 
program; developing executive or employee training 
programs; implementing efficiency improvements, 
customer service programs, or environmental control 
programs; and extinguishing debt.
b. The basic difference between the payback (payout) 
method and the net present-value method of capital 
budgeting concerns the recognition of the time value 
of money. The payback method, which ignores the 
time value of money and all cash flows beyond the pay­
back period for the project, is the measure of the time 
it will take to recover in net cash inflow the initial 
capital investment. Payback does not measure profit­
ability but does measure the amount of time necessary 
to generate an amount of net cash inflow equal to the 
original cost of the asset.
The net present-value method of capital budget­
ing does inherently consider the time value of money. 
This method involves comparing the present value of 
all future cash inflows and outflows of a given project 
using some minimum desired rate of return. Future 
cash flows are discounted to the present value at the 
minimum rate, as in the cost of capital. A positive 
result implies that the project’s rate of return exceeds 
this minimum rate, while a negative result indicates 
that the project’s rate of return is less than this 
minimum rate. This method does not derive the proj­
ect’s rate of return, but merely tests the rate against a 
minimum rate. As with all methods of capital budget­
ing, the results are most often compared with alterna­
tive courses of action in an attempt to institute the 
plan of action that will maximize the return to the 
company.
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c . The cost o f capital concept em braces the idea that for 
a specific project to be acceptable to a com pany the 
expected rate o f  return from that project should equal 
or exceed the return currently being generated by the 
existing capital o f the company. Theoretically, a proj­
ect yielding the cost o f  capital rate w ill leave the 
“ value”  o f the firm  unchanged. Actual measurem ent 
of this rate is a com plex and controversial issue. Cost 
o f capital is essentially the cost o f using various 
sources of funds. For debt, a stated or “ reasonable”  
interest rate is usually sufficient. For preferred stock, 
there is usually a stated dividend. Common stock and 
retained earnings, though, usually involve no out-of- 
pocket costs. H ere, though, there is an opportunity 
cost o f sacrificing alternative earnings. An attem pt 
should be made to measure such opportunity cost. 
Once cost figures are derived for each elem ent o f debt 
and equity they should be averaged to determine a 
com pany’s weighted-average cost o f capital.
d . Financial accounting data ate not entirely suitable for 
use in capital budgeting for the follow ing reasons:
1. Financial accounting uses the accrual basis. 
Capital-budgeting decisions generally rely on 
estim ates o f cash flow s, rather than accrued 
earnings.
2. Financial accounting is designed to measure
periodic earnings. Capital budgeting is con­
cerned w ith the life o f a given project. Such life 
se ld o m  c o rre sp o n d s  to  u su a l a c c o u n tin g  
periods.
3. Financial accounting m easures the results of 
operations o f com panies or segments o f com ­
panies. W hile these “ entities”  sometim es cor­
respond w ith a capital-budgeting project, in 
m ost cases they will not. The “ en tity”  for fi­
nancial accounting is generally com posed o f 
many interm ingled capital-budgeting projects.
4. Financial accounting capitalizes expenditures in 
accordance w ith rational bases for m atching 
such expenditures against rela ted  revenues. 
Sometimes, such bases are unavailable and fi­
nancial accounting will not defer such expendi­
tures. In other w ords, an expenditure which rep­
resents a capital-budgeting project may be an 
expense rather than an asset acquisition, for fi­
nancial accounting purposes.
5. Financial accounting records may not necessar­
ily be designed to produce differential costs, 
which are generally needed fo r capital budget­
ing.
6. Financial accounting does not recognize oppor­
tunity costs which are an important part o f capi­
tal budgeting.
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ACCOUNTING PRACTICE— PART I
November 2,1977; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. a 11. c 20. a 30. b
2. b 12. c 21. d 31. b
3. b 13. b 22. a 32. c
4. c 14. c 23. b 33. b
5. b 15. b 24. d 34. c
6. b 16. c 25. a 35. d
7. a 17. a 26. c 36. c
8. c 18. c 27. d 37. b
9. b 19. d 28. b 38. b
10. c 29. a 39. c
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Paul Corporation and Its Wholly Owned Subsidiary 
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED 
BALANCE SHEET
December 3 1 , 1976
Answer 3
Assets
Cash (Schedule 1)
Accounts receivable (net) (Schedule 2) 
Inventories (Schedule 3)
Property, plant, and equipment (net) 
(Schedule 4)
Other assets (Schedule 5)
Goodwill (Schedule 6)
Total assets
Liabilities and stockholders’ equity
Accounts payable and other current 
liabilities (Schedule 7)
Long-term debt (Schedule 8)
Other liabilities (Schedule 9)
Common stock, par value $ 1.00 per share 
(Schedule 10)
Additional paid-in capital (Schedule 11) 
Retained earnings (Schedule 12)
Total liabilities and stockholders’ 
equity
Schedule 1
Paul
Sand
Computation of Cash
$ 4,100,000
2,400,000
3,400,000
17,700,000
310,000
2,765,000 
$10,675,000
$ 2,100,000
6,205,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
6,370,000
$30,675,000
$3,500,000
600,000
$4,100,000
Schedule 3
Paul
Sand
Computation of Inventories
Intercompany profit
($500,000 —  $300,000 X ½ ) 
(Schedule 12)
$ 1,000,000
2,500,000
3,500,000
( 100,000)
$3,400,000
Schedule 4
Paul
Computation of Property, Plant,
and Equipment (Net)
Sand
Excess of fair value over book value at 
date of acquisition (Schedule 6) 
Depreciation thereon (Schedule 12)
$ 2,000,000
3,100,000
5,100,000
13,100,000
(500,000)
$17,700,000
Schedule 5
Paul
Sand
Computation of Other Assets
Excess of book value over fair value at 
date of acquisition (Schedule 6) 
Amortization thereon (Schedule 12)
$ 100,000
500,000
600,000
(300,000)
10,000
$310,000
Schedule 2
Computation of Accounts 
Receivable (Net)
Paul
Sand
Intercompany balance
$1,400,000
1,500,000
2,900,000 
(500,000)
$2,400,000
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Computation of Goodwill
A m ou n t paid  at date o f acquisition  (1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  shares X  $ 1 9 )  
E xcess o f  fair values over b ook  v a lu e s:
Property, plant, and equipm ent (n e t )  
O ther assets
L ong-term  debt
Fair Value 
$ 1 6 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0  
200,000
1 6 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0  
2,200,000 
$ 1 4 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0
B o o k  value o f Sand ($ 1 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0  +  $ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0  +  $ 1 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0 )
U n allocated  excess o f fair value over b ook  value— goodw ill 
A m ortization  for six  m onths
Book Value 
$ 3 ,3 0 0 ,0 0 0
5 0 0 ,0 0 0
3 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0
$ 1,200,000
Excess
$ 1 3 ,1 0 0 ,0 0 0
( 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 )
1 2 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0
4 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 3 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0
3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
$ 1 9 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
(Schedule 4) 
(Schedule 5)
(Schedule 8)
1 6 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0
3 5 ,0 0 0  
$ 2 ,7 6 5 ,0 0 0
Schedule 7
Computation of Accounts Payable
and Other Current Liabilities
Paul
Sand
Intercom pany balance
$ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
1, 100,000
2 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0
( 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 )
$2,100,000
Schedule 8
Computation of Long-Term Debt
Schedule 10
Computation of Common Stock
Paul
Sand
Intercom pany portion— Sand
Schedule 11
$ 10,000,000
1,000,000
11,000,000
( 1,000,000)
$ 10,000,000
Computation of Additional 
Paid-In Capital
Paul
Sand
E xcess o f b o o k  value over fair value at 
date o f acquisition  (Schedule 6) 
A m ortization  thereon  (Schedule 12)
$ 4 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  
2 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0  
  6 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0
(4 0 0 ,0 0 0 )
5 ,0 0 0
$ 6 ,2 0 5 ,0 0 0
Paul
Sand
Intercom pany portion— Sand
$ 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
4 0 0 ,0 0 0
5 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0
(4 0 0 ,0 0 0 )
$ 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
Schedule 9
Computation of Other Liabilities
Paul
Sand
$ 7 5 0 ,0 0 0
2 5 0 ,0 0 0
$1,000,000
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Schedule 12
Computation of Retained Earnings
Paul
Sand
Intercompany portion— Sand
Intercompany profit— inventories 
(Schedule 3)
Depreciation— property, plant, and
equipment (net) (Schedule 4) 
Amortization— other assets (Schedule 5) 
Amortization— goodwill (Schedule 6) 
Amortization— long-term debt 
(Schedule 8)
$7,000,000
2,850,000
9,850,000 
(2,850,000)
7,000,000
( 100,000)
(500,000)
10,000
(35,000)
(5,000)
$6,370,000
Answer 4 
a. 1.
Crystal Company
COMPUTATION OF EXPENSE 
ON OPERATING LEASE
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 1976
Rental expense ($115,000 X 6 months) $690,000
2.
Jackson Company
COMPUTATION OF INCOME BEFORE 
INCOME TAXES ON OPERATING LEASE
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 1976
Rental income ($115,000 X 6 months) $690,000 
Depreciation
($7,000,000 8 years X 6 months) 437,500
$252,500
Roosevelt Company
COMPUTATION OF INCOME BEFORE 
INCOME TAXES ON LEASE 
RECORDED AS A SALE
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 1976
Profit on sale:
Sales price (Schedule 1) 
Cost of equipment
Interest income (Schedule 2)
Schedule 1
$3,520,800
3,000,000
$520,800
73,020
$593,820
Computation of Purchase Price of Equipment
Equal annual payment 
Present value of an annuity of $1 in
advance for 8 periods at 10%
$ 600,000
X 5.868 
$3,520,800
Schedule 2
Computation of Interest Expense
Purchase price of equipment $3,520,800
Payment made on October 1, 1976 600,000
2,920,800
Interest rate 10%
Interest expense (October 1 ,  1976 to
October 1, 1977) 292,080
Interest expense applicable to
1976 (3 months) 25%
$ 73,020
b. 1.
Truman Company 
COMPUTATION OF EXPENSE 
ON LEASE RECORDED AS A PURCHASE
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 1976
Depreciation ($3,520,800 
(Schedule 1) ÷  8) 
Interest expense (Schedule 2)
$440,100
73,020
$513,120
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c.
Franklin Company’s Foreign Subsidiary 
TRANSLATION OF SELECTED CAPTIONS INTO 
UNITED STATES DOLLARS
December 3 1 , 1976 and December 3 1 , 1975
Translation United States
L CU Rate Dollars
December 3 1 , 1976
Accounts receivable (net) 40,000 LCU 1.5 LCU t o  $ l $26,667
Inventories, at cost 80,000 1.7 LCU t o  $l 47,059
Property, plant, and equipment (net) 163,000 Schedule 1 86,000
Long-term debt 100,000 1.5 LCU t o  $ l 66,667
Common stock 50,000 2 LCU to $1 25,000
December 3 1 , 1975
Accounts receivable (net) 35,000 1.7 LCU to $ 1 20,588
Inventories, at cost 75,000 2 LCU to $1 37,500
Property, plant, and equipment (net) 150,000 2 LCU t o  $ 1 75,000
Long-term debt 120,000 1.7 LCU t o  $ 1 70,588
Common stock 50,000 2 LCU to $1 25,000
Schedule 1
Computation of Translation of Property, 
Plant, and Equipment (Net) into United States
Dollars at December 3 1 , 1976
Translation United States
LCU Rate Dollars
Land purchased on January 1 ,  1975 24,000 LCU 2 LCU to $1 $12,000
Plant and equipment purchased on
January 1 ,  1975:
Original cost 140,000 2 LCU t o  $ 1 70,000
Depreciation for 1975 (14,000) 2 LCU t o  $ 1 (7,000)
Depreciation for 1976 (14,000) 2 LCU t o  $ 1 (7,000)
112,000 2 LCU t o  $ 1 56,000
Plant and equipment purchased on
July 4 ,  1976:
Original cost 30,000 1.5 LCU to $1 20,000
Depreciation for 1976 (3,000) 1.5 LCU to $1 (2,000)
' 27,000 1.5 LCU t o  $ 1 18,000
163,000 LCU $86,000
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A nsw er 5
a.
Mr. Washington
A D JU S T E D  G R O SS IN C O M E
1976 Calendar Year
Profit from  con su ltin g  business (Schedule 1) 
D ivid en d s from  d om estic  corporations ($ 5 0 0  — 
Interest in c o m e :
Savings accounts  
O bligations o f the U n ited  States
N e t gain from  sa le  o f capital assets (Schedule 2)
R etirem ent benefits
T axab le portion  o f annuity incom e:
A m ou n ts received  ( $ 3 0 0  X 12 m on th s)
A m ou n t excluded
$ 1 0 0  ex c lu sio n )
$ 3 0 0  
200
3 ,6 0 0
2 ,8 8 0
$ 7 ,2 6 0  
4 0 0
5 0 0
9 0 0
12,000
7 2 0
$ 2 1 ,7 8 0
Schedule 1
Computation of Profit From Consulting Business
C onsulting fees
V arious business expenses
A u tom ob ile  exp en ses ($ 1 ,8 5 0  X  4 0 % )
$ 1,000
7 4 0
$ 9 ,0 0 0
1 ,7 4 0
$ 7 ,2 6 0
Schedule 2
Computation of Net Gain From Sale 
of Capital Assets
Short-term  cap ital gains and lo s s e s :
G ain  on  sa le  o f com m on  stock  purchased  in A pril 1 9 7 6  and so ld  in June 1 9 7 6  
L ong-term  cap ital gains and lo s s e s :
G ain  on  sale o f com m on  stock  purchased  in  July 1 9 7 4  
L oss on  sale o f com m on  stock  purchased  in M ay 1975  
G ain on  sale o f  com m on  stock  purchased  in February 1 9 7 6  
and so ld  in D ecem b er  1 9 7 6
N et gain
50%  o f long-term  capital gains and losses
$ 7 0 0
$ 1 ,3 5 0
( 1 ,1 5 0 )
200
4 0 0
1,100
( 200)
$ 9 0 0
90
$ 4 0 ,0 0 0
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0 X  $ 3 ,6 0 0
b. 1.
Accounting Practice— Part I
Mr. and Mrs. Adam 
ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS
1976 Calendar Year
Medical and dental expenses
Medicine and drugs:
Amount paid 
1% of $25,000
Other medical and dental expenses:
Doctor bills 
Dental bills
Hospital bills not compensated by insurance ($2,200 X 20% ) 
Contact lenses
Transportation expenses in connection with medical expenses 
3% of $25,000
$ 275 
250 
25
400
1,600
440
150
70
2,685
750
$1,935
Taxes
Real estate taxes
State income taxes withheld by Mr. Adam’s employer 
State sales taxes paid 
State gasoline taxes
1,100
700
240
75
2,115
Interest expense
Home mortgage
Loan for family car
Finance charges on credit cards
1,400
500
100
2,000
Contributions
Excess of purchase price over fair value of art object purchased at church bazaar
Cash contributed to church
Fair value of used clothing contributed to church
250
260
90
600
Miscellaneous
Union dues 65
$6,715
2. Information in the fact situation that was not 
used to determine the answer to item 1 above is 
as follows:
• Life insurance premium with wife as bene­
ficiary of $300 is not deductible.
• Diaper service for daughter of $220 is not 
deductible.
• Employee portion of social security taxes 
withheld by Mr. Adam’s employer of $895 
is not deductible.
• Debt incurred to buy municipal obligations 
of $300 is not deductible.
Tuition paid to parochial school for son of 
$800 is not deductible.
Cash pledge to nonprofit college paid in Jan­
uary 1977 of $140 is not deductible in 1976.
Fines for illegal parking of $50 are not de­
ductible.
Registration for family car of $25 is not de­
ductible. However, in some states, all or a 
portion of the registration fee may qualify as 
a personal property tax and is deductible to 
that extent.
Driver’s license fee of $10 is not deductible.
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November 3, 1977; 1:30 to 6:00 P.M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. a 9. d 17. c 26. a
2. b 10. a 18. d 27. a
3. d 11. a 19. d 28. c
4. a 12. c 20. c 29. c
5. b 13. b 21. a 30. d
6. c 14. a 22. d 31. a
7. a 15. a 23. d 32. d
8. d 16. c 24. a 33. a
25. d
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Terry Company
SCHEDULE TO COMPUTE COST VARIANCES
For the Month of December 1976
a. Materials Price Variance
Actual cost of materials purchased $1,235,000
Materials purchased at standard cost:
Raw material (600,000
X $2) $1,200,000
Drums (85,000 X $1) 85,000 1,285,000
Favorable variance $ (50,000)
b. Materials Usage Variance
Actual materials used at standard cost:
Raw materials (700,000
X $2) $1,400,000
Drums (60,000 X $1) 60,000 $1,460,000
Standard usage (60,000 X $21) 1,260,000
Unfavorable variance $ 200,000
c. Labor Rate Variance
Actual direct labor cost $ 470,000
Actual hours at standard cost
(65,000 X $7) 455,000
Unfavorable variance $ 15,000
d. Labor Usage Variance
Actual hours at standard cost $ 455,000
Standard hours allowed at standard
cost (60,000 X $7) 420,000
Unfavorable variance $ 35,000
e. The two most common four-variance methods 
of analyzing overhead are as follows :
Method 1
Fixed Factory Overhead Spending Variance 
Actual fixed factory overhead costs
(Schedule A ) $270,000
Budgeted fixed factory overhead costs 275,000
Favorable variance $ (5,000)
Fixed Factory Overhead Volume Variance 
Budgeted fixed factory overhead costs $275,000
Fixed factory overhead applied (standard 
hours allowed at standard fixed cost 
rate—60,000 X $4) 240,000
Unfavorable variance $ 35,000
Answer 3 Variable Factory Overhead Spending Variance 
Actual variable factory overhead costs
(Schedule A) $396,500
Actual hours at standard variable cost
rate (65,000 X $6) 390,000
Unfavorable variance $ 6,500
Variable Factory Overhead Efficiency Variance 
Actual hours at standard variable cost
rate $390,000
Standard hours allowed at standard variable
cost rate (60,000 X $6) 360,000
Unfavorable variance $ 30,000
Method 2
Factory Overhead Spending Variance 
Actual factory overhead $666,500
Budgeted factory overhead based on actual 
hours worked:
Fixed overhead budgeted $275,000 
Variable overhead (65,000
actual hours X $6) 390,000 665,000
Unfavorable variance $ 1,500
Factory Overhead Idle Capacity Variance 
Budgeted factory overhead based on actual
hours worked $665,000
Actual hours at standard combined overhead
rate (65,000 X $10) 
Unfavorable variance
650,000 
$ 15,000
Factory Overhead Variable Efficiency Variance 
Budgeted factory overhead based on actual
hours worked $665,000
Budgeted factory overhead based on 
standard hours allowed:
Fixed overhead budgeted $275,000 
Variable overhead
(60,000 standard
hours X $6) 360,000 635,000
Unfavorable variance $ 30,000
Factory Overhead Fixed Efficiency Variance 
Actual hours at fixed overhead rate
(65,000 X $4) $260,000
Standard hours allowed at fixed overhead
rate (60,000 X $4) 240,000
Unfavorable variance $ 20,000
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Schedule A
COMPUTATION OF FIXED AND 
VARIABLE FACTORY OVERHEAD COST
(Not Required)
Depreciation of building and 
machinery
Supervision and indirect labor* 
Other factory overhead 
Total
Fixed
$230,000
40,000
Variable
$320,000
76,500
$270,000 $396,500
*The change in amount between levels of activity (normal 
capacity and 50 percent of normal capacity) is attributed 
only to the variable cost element.
Therefore—
Change in cost ($680,000 — $360,000) ÷ change in 
units of production (120,000 — 60,000) =  $5⅓ varia­
ble cost element per unit of production.
December variable cost element (60,000
units X $5⅓ ) $320,000
Fixed cost element (by difference:
$360,000 — $320,000) $ 40,000
Answer 4
Dexter Hospital
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO RECORD 
TRANSACTIONS
January 1 , 1976 through December 31 , 1976
Operating Fund Plant Fund Endowment Fund
Account
1. Accounts receivable
Room and board charges 
Charges for other
professional services 
To record gross earnings 
charged to accounts receivable
2. Provision for uncollectible
receivables 
Charity service
Allowance for uncollectible 
accounts
Accounts receivable 
To record deductions from 
gross earnings
3. Operating fund balance
Cash
To record payment of 
mortgage bond
Mortgage bonds payable 
Fund balance investment in 
plant
To record reduction of 
mortgage bonds payable
Dr. Cr.
$ 1,101,000
$780,000
321,000
30,000
15,000
18,000
30,000
15,000
18,000
Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.
$18,000
$18,000
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Operating Fund Plant Fund Endowment Fund
Account
4. C ash
G eneral contributions  
In com e from  endow m ent 
fund  investm ents  
T o  record cash  received
5. E qu ipm ent
F und  balance reserved for  
plant im provem ent 
and replacem ent
C ash
F u n d  b a lan ce investm ent 
in  plant
T o  record acquisition  o f  
new  equipm ent
C ash
A ccu m u lated  depreciation  
—  equipm ent 
F und  b a lance investm ent 
in plant 
E quipm ent
F und balance reserved for  
plant im provem ent 
and replacem ent 
T o  record sa le  o f equ ipm ent 
at a $ 1 ,9 0 0  loss and reduction  
and reclassification  o f  fund  
balance
L oss on  d isp osa l o f p lant assets 
O perating fund  balance  
T o  record lo ss on sale o f  p lant 
fund equipm ent
Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.
$ 5 6 ,5 0 0
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0
6 ,5 0 0
$ 2 6 ,0 0 0
2 6 ,0 0 0
$ 2 6 ,0 0 0
2 6 ,0 0 0
5 0 0
2 1 ,6 0 0
2 ,4 0 0
2 4 ,0 0 0
5 0 0
1 ,9 0 0
1 ,9 0 0
6 . A dm inistrative service
expenses 1 2 0 ,0 0 0
F isca l serv ice exp en se 9 5 ,0 0 0
G eneral serv ice exp en se 2 2 5 ,0 0 0
N ursing  serv ice expense  
O ther profession a l service
5 2 0 ,0 0 0
exp en se 1 6 5 ,0 0 0
Inventory o f  supp lies 6 0 ,0 0 0
A ccru ed  exp en ses payab le 6 ,0 0 0
A ccou n ts payab le  
T o  record issuance o f  vouchers
1 ,1 9 1 ,0 0 0
7. Cash,
A llow an ce  for  u n collectib le
9 8 5 ,0 0 0
accounts 1 1 ,0 0 0
A ccou n ts receivab le  
T o  record co llec tio n  and  
accounts w ritten off
9 9 6 ,0 0 0
8. A ccou n ts payable 8 2 5 ,0 0 0
C ash
T o  record paym ents
8 2 5 ,0 0 0
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Account
9. N ursing  service exp en se  
Inventory o f  supplies  
T o record issuance o f supplies
10. O perating fund  balance  
Plant fund  investm ent 
in com e
T o  record in terest earned  on  
plant fund investm ents
A ccru ed  in terest incom e  
F und  b a lance reserved for  
plant im provem ent 
and rep lacem ent 
T o  record accrued interest 
on  plant fund investm ents
Operating Fund Plant Fund Endowment Fund
Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.
$ 3 7 ,0 0 0
$ 3 7 ,0 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
$ 8 0 0
11. P rovision  for  depreciation  1 1 7 ,0 0 0
D u e to  p lant fund 1 1 7 ,0 0 0
T o  record depreciation  and  
am ount due plant fund
F u n d  b a lance investm ent 
in  p lant
A ccu m u lated  depreciation
—  buildings
A ccu m u lated  depreciation
—  equipm ent 
T o  record depreciation
D u e from  operating fund  
F u n d  b alan ce reserved for  
plant im provem ent 
and rep lacem ent 
T o  record am ount due from  
operating fund  for  
depreciation
12. F isca l service exp en se  6 ,1 0 0
A ccru ed  exp en se  6 ,1 0 0
T o  record accrual at 
D ecem b er  3 1 ,  19 7 6
1 1 7 ,0 0 0
4 4 ,0 0 0
7 3 ,0 0 0
1 1 7 ,0 0 0
1 1 7 ,0 0 0
Note:
T he D ecem b er  3 1 , 1 9 7 5  b alan ce sheet o f D ex ter  H osp ita l presented  in  this p rob lem  w as prepared in accordance w ith  
the A m erican  H osp ita l A sso c ia tio n ’s Chart of Accounts for Hospitals that w as in effect in 1 9 7 5 . U nder that Chart of 
A ccou n ts, it w as appropriate to  m aintain  a separate and distinct p lant fund. T he p reced ing  journal entries con form  to  
the funds and accounts as presented  in the D ecem b er 3 1 , 1975  b a lance sheet.
It should  be noted , how ever, that in  1 9 7 6  the A m erican  H osp ita l A sso c ia tio n  revised  its C hart o f  A ccou n ts  
to  con form  to  the A IC P A ’s Hospital Audit Guide w hich  recom m ended  that unrestricted  fixed  assets be classified  as 
part o f a h osp ita l’s unrestricted  funds. T herefore, an alternative so lu tion  to  this prob lem  w ou ld  b e  to  reclassify  
the beginn ing  balance sheet and prepare journal entries based  on  the reclassified  accounts.
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Answer 5
a. 1.
Investments in subsidiaries
Investment in common stock of Meadow Corporation 
Investment in common stock of Van Corporation 
Cash
To record acquisition of investments in 
Meadow: 800 shares ($50,000 ÷  $50 =  1,000 shares 
X 80% ) @ $70 per share 
Van: 2 ,100  shares ( $ 6 0 , 0 0 0 ÷$20 =  3 ,000  shares 
X 70% ) @  $40 per share
Dehit
$56,000
84,000
Credit
$140,000
Parent’s share of subsidiary income or loss
Investment in common stock of Meadow Corporation 
Equity in subsidiary loss
Investment in common stock of Van Corporation 
Equity in subsidiary income
To record parent’s share of subsidiaries’ income or (loss) 
Meadow: $36,000 X 80% =  $28,800 
Van: ($12,000) X 70% =  ($8,400)
Subsidiaries dividends received
Cash
Investment in common stock of Meadow Corporation 
Investment in common stock of Van Corporation 
To record dividends received from subsidiaries 
Meadow: $16,000 X 80% =  $12,800 
Van
28,800
8,400
8,400
28,800
19,100
12,800
6,300
$9,000 X 70% =  $6,300
Meadow Corporation 3. Computation of Consolidated Retained Earnings
Common stock 
Retained earnings,
$50,000 at December 31 , 1976
December 31, 1976 40,000 Todd Corporation:
$90,000 Retained earnings,
January 1, 1976 $240,000
Minority interest ($90,000 X 20% ) $18,000 Net income from operations— 1976 104,600
344,600
Van Corporation Less: Dividends paid— 1976 (40,000)
Common stock $60,000 304,600
Capital in excess of par value 
Retained earnings,
20,000 Equity in earnings or (loss) of 
subsidiaries:December 31, 1976 19,000 Meadow Corporation 28,800
$99,000 Van Corporation ( 8,400)
Minority interest ($99,000 X 3 0 %) $29,700 Consolidated retained earnings $325,000
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b. 1. On the books of Bond Company at 
December 31, 1976:
Current assets (inventory)
Cost of sales 
Retained earnings
To record change in inventory costing method 
from LIFO to FIFO as follows:
Increase in ending inventory $30,000
Increase in opening inventory 20,000 
Decrease in cost of sales $ 10,000
$30,000
$10,000
20,000
2 .
Gold Corporation 
COMPUTATION OF POOLED 
RETAINED EARNINGS
As of December 31 , 1976
Retained earnings of Cole Company, 
December 31, 1976 
Retained earnings of Bond Company, 
December 31, 1976
Add effect on retained earnings of
change in inventory costing method
Less excess of stated value of new stock
over paid-in capital prior to merger: 
Common stock issued by Gold
Corporation in exchange for 
common stock of Cole and Bond 
Less paid-in capital prior to merger:
Pooled retained earnings,
December 31, 1976
$233,000
296,000
529,000
30,000
559,000
$500,000
Cole Company: 
Common stock $ 50,000
Capital contributed in excess 
of par value 10,000
Bond Company: 
Common stock
60,000
40,000
Capital contributed in excess 
of par value 160,000
200,000 240,000
$319,000
3. On the books of Gold Corporation at 
December 31, 1976:
Current assets
Property, plant, and equipment 
Other assets
Current liabilities 
Long-term debt 
Common stock 
Retained earnings
To record the combination of Cole Company 
and Bond Company as a pooling of interests.
$525,000*
730,000
155,000
$291,000
300,000
500,000
319,000
*Current assets of Cole and Bond plus $30,000 inventory adjustment.
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November 3, 1977; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1
1. a 11. b 21. c 31. b
2. d 12. c 22. d 32. c
3. c 13. c 23. c 33. a
4. d 14. c 24. c 34. c
5. a 15. b 25. d 35. b
6. b 16. c 26. a 36. c
7. d 17. a 27. a 37. b
8. d 18. a 28. b 38. c
9. d 19. a 29. d 39. c
10. d 20. a 30. a 40. a
41. a 51. c
42. d 52. a
43. a 53. c
44. c 54. d
45. d 55. b
46. c 56. b
47. b 57. b
48. a 58. a
49. a 59. d
50. c 60. d
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A nsw er 2
a. An audit program is a set of the auditor’s logically 
planned examination procedures. The audit pro­
gram is the auditor’s plan of action. It serves as an 
outline of those evidence-gathering procedures that 
the auditor will follow during the examination. An 
audit program serves as a record of the work per­
formed during the examination. It represents 
evidence that the examination was conducted in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing stand­
ards. It is a list of the detailed procedures or tech­
niques that the auditor will follow in connection 
with authentication work. Since an audit program 
typically includes steps to gain corroborative evi­
dence, it serves as a list of procedures necessary to 
test actual transactions and resulting balances. A 
typical audit program would include steps that re­
quire the auditor to perform certain techniques.
b. Types of procedures that would be used by the aud­
itor during an examination of financial statements 
are the following;
(1) Observation of activities and conditions.
(2) Physical examination and count.
(3) Confirmation.
(4) Inspection of authoritative documents.
(5) Recomputation (including footings, cross­
footings, extensions, recalculations, etc.).
(6) Retracing (including tracing bookkeeping 
procedures, walking through the system, 
checking data processing flow, agreeing evi­
dence to accounting records, flow-charting, 
checking audit trail, vouching, etc.).
(7) Scanning (including skimming).
(8) Inquiry (including discussion, questioning, 
etc.).
(9) Examination and corroboration of subsidiary 
records (including reconciliation or tie-in to 
control accounts).
(10) Correlation with related information (includ­
ing ratio and trend analysis, analytic review, 
analytic comparisons of actual data with ex­
pected results or norms, etc.).
(11) Testing (including sampling, tests of trans­
actions).
(12) Review of subsequent events (including cutoff 
examination of cash receipts and disburse­
ments in subsequent events period).
(13) Reliance on outside experts.
(14) Examination of legal letters (including ob­
taining legal representations).
Answer 3
a. “Property, Plant & Equipment” normally includes 
only fixed tangible assets. Fixed tangible assets are 
capital assets with useful lives generally in excess 
of one year that are used in the operation of the 
business and that are not purchased for resale pur­
poses. In connection with the examination of prop­
erty, plant, and equipment (PP&E) the auditor 
must be satisfied that—
(1) Internal controls over PP&E and PP&E ac­
quisitions are adequate.
(2) Assets included in PP&E exist and are being 
used in the normal operations of the business.
(3) Assets included in PP&E are owned by the 
company whose financial statements are be­
ing examined.
(4) Assets included in PP&E are not encumbered 
by liens or, if so, the facts are properly dis­
closed in the footnotes to the financial state­
ments.
(5) Depreciation and/or amortization methods 
are proper.
(6) Amounts in the financial statements are in 
substantial agreement with the supporting 
records.
(7) Accounting for additions, disposals, and re­
tirements is proper.
(8) Maintenance accounts do not include items 
that should be capitalized.
(9) The valuation and the disclosure of the 
method of evaluation are acceptable.
(10) Important information relating to the assets 
is properly disclosed.
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b.
Is Audit Adjustment
or Reclassification
Item Required?
No. Yes or No
1. Y es
Reasons Why Audit Adjustment or Reclassification Is Required or Not Required
C om m issions paid to  real estate agents are costs d irectly  related to  the acquisition  o f  
the property and shou ld  be included  in the land cost. C osts o f rem oving, relocating, or  
reconstructing property o f others to acquire p ossession  are costs that are directly  
attributable to  cond ition ing  the property for use and should  be included  in land costs. 
A n adjustm ent is required for  these item s so  that total land costs can  properly  be  
included  in “Property, P lant & E q u ip m en t.”
N o  adjustm ent is required becau se  clearing costs are costs that are directly  attributa­
ble to  con d ition in g  the property for use and should  be included  in land costs w hich  are 
part o f “P roperty, P lant & E q u ip m en t.”
Since clearing costs are costs o f the land, am ounts realized  from  the sale o f m aterials 
recovered , such  as tim ber and gravel, shou ld  be a reduction  o f the cost o f the land  
and should  n ot be recorded as other incom e.
A ll costs relating to  the purchase o f m achinery and equipm ent should  be cap italized . 
F o r purchased  item s such costs w ould  include in voice price, freight costs, and u n load ­
ing charges. R oya lty  paym ents, how ever, should  not be included in the cost o f  the 
m achinery. Such paym ents shou ld  be charged to  exp en ses as they accrue. T he m a­
chinery costs, other than royalty paym ents, shou ld  be included  in “Property, P lant & 
E q u ip m en t.”
A nsw er 4
a. E xam inations o f financial transactions, accounts, 
and reports and com pliance w ith applicable law s 
and regulations shall include sufficient audit w ork  
to  determ ine w hether:
( 1 )  T he audited entity is m aintain ing effective  
c o n trol over revenues, expenditures, assets, 
and liabilities.
( 2 )  T he audited  entity is properly accounting for 
resources, liab ilities, and operations.
( 3 )  T h e financial reports contain  accurate, re­
liable, and usefu l financial data and are fairly  
presented.
( 4 )  T he entity is com p ly in g  w ith the require­
m ents o f applicab le law s and regulations.
b. A  review  o f efficiency and econ om y shall include  
inquiry into w hether, in carrying out its responsi­
b ilities, the audited entity is giving due con sid era­
tion  to conservation  o f its resources and m inim um  
expenditure o f effort. E xam p les o f u n econom ical 
practices or inefficiencies the auditor should  be alert 
to include the fo llow ing:
( 1 )  P rocedures, w hether officially  prescribed or 
m erely fo llow ed , w hich  are ineffective or 
m ore costly  than justified.
( 2 )  D u p lica tion  o f effort by em p loyees or b e ­
tw een  organizational units.
( 3 )  Perform ance o f w ork w hich serves little or 
no usefu l purpose.
( 4 )  Inefficient or unecon om ica l use o f eq u ip ­
m ent.
( 5 )  O verstaffing in relation to  w ork to be done.
( 6 )  F aulty  buying practices and accum ulation  o f  
unneeded  or excess quantities o f property, 
m aterials, or supplies.
( 7 )  W astefu l use o f resources.
c. A  review  o f the results o f program s or activities 
shall include inquiry into the results or benefits 
ach ieved  and w hether the program s or activ ities are 
m eeting estab lished  objectives. T he auditor should  
consider the fo llow ing:
( 1 )  T h e relevance and validity o f the criteria  
used  by the audited  entity to judge effective­
ness in ach iev ing  program  results.
( 2 )  T he appropriateness o f the m ethods fo llow ed  
by the entity  to  evaluate effectiveness in 
ach ieving program  results.
( 3 )  T he accuracy o f the data accum ulated .
( 4 )  T he reliability o f the results obtained.
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A nsw er 5
a. A subsequent event as used in auditing is an event 
or transaction that occurs subsequent to the balance 
sheet date, but prior to the issuance of the financial 
statements and auditor’s report. The subsequent 
event may have a material effect on the financial 
statements and therefore requires adjustment or 
disclosure in the financial statements.
The first type of subsequent events includes 
those events that provide additional evidence with 
respect to conditions that existed at the date of the 
balance sheet and affect the estimates inherent in 
the process of preparing financial statements. This 
type of subsequent event requires that the financial 
statements be adjusted for any changes in estimates 
resulting from the use of such additional evidence.
The second type of subsequent events includes 
those events that provide evidence with respect to 
conditions that did not exist at the date of the bal­
ance sheet but arose subsequent to that date. These 
events should not result in adjustment to the finan­
cial statements but may be of such a nature that dis­
closure of them is required to keep the financial 
statements from being misleading. This does not, 
however, preclude giving effect in the balance sheet, 
with appropriate disclosure to stock dividends or 
stock splits or reverse splits consummated after the 
balance sheet date but before issuance of the finan­
cial statements. Occasionally, the second type has 
such a material impact on the entity that the auditor 
may wish to include in the auditor’s report an ex­
planatory paragraph directing the reader’s attention 
to the event and its effects.
b. Those specific procedures that Michael should ap­
ply, at or near the completion of the field work, to 
transactions occurring in the subsequent events 
period include the following:
(1) Read the latest available interim financial 
statements, compare them with the financial 
statements being reported upon, and make 
any other comparisons considered appropri­
ate in the circumstances. Inquire of officers 
and other executives having responsibility for 
financial and accounting matters whether the 
interim statements have been prepared on the 
same basis as that used for the statements 
under examination.
(2) Inquire of and discuss with officers and other
executives having responsibility for financial 
and accounting matters (limited where ap­
propriate to major locations) as to:
(a) Whether any substantial contingent 
liabilities or commitments existed at 
the date of the balance sheet being 
reported on or at the date of inquiry.
(b) Whether there was any significant 
change in the capital stock, long-term 
debt, or working capital to the date of 
inquiry.
(c) The current status of items, in the fi­
nancial statements being reported on, 
that were accounted for on the basis of 
tentative, preliminary, or inconclusive 
data.
(d) Whether any unusual adjustments have 
been made during the period from the 
balance-sheet date to the date of in­
quiry.
(3) Read the available minutes of meetings of 
stockholders, directors, and appropriate com­
mittees; as to meetings for which minutes are 
not available, inquire about matters dealt with 
at such meetings.
(4) Obtain from legal counsel a description and 
evaluation of any litigation, impending liti­
gation, claims, and contingent liabilities of 
which counsel has knowledge that existed at 
the date of the balance sheet being reported 
on, together with a description and evalua­
tion of any additional matters of such nature 
coming to counsel’s attention up to the date 
the information is furnished.
(5) Obtain a letter of representations, dated as of 
the date of the auditor’s report, from appro­
priate officials, generally the chief executive 
officer and chief financial officer, as to 
whether any events occurred subsequent to 
the date of the financial statements being 
reported on by the independent auditor that 
in the officer’s opinion would require adjust­
ment or disclosure in these statements.
(6) Make such additional inquiries or perform 
such procedures as considered necessary and 
appropriate to dispose of questions that arise 
in carrying out the foregoing procedures, in­
quiries, and discussions.
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November 4, 1977; 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. c 9. c 17. d 25. c
2. c 10. c 18. a 26. c
3. d 11. a 19. b 27. b
4. c 12. c 20. c 28. a
5. b 13. c 21. d 29. b
6. d 14. c 22. a 30. c
7. d 15. a 23. c 31. c
8. b 16. a 24. a 32. a
Answer 3
33. c 41. c
34. d 42. d
35. a 43. c
36. b 44. b
37. b 45. a
38. a 46. b
39. a 47. d
40. d 48. d
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a. 1. The option is not legally binding on Bonanza. 
The issue is whether the option fails for want of 
legal consideration. The option involved here 
must meet the necessary common law require­
ments to establish a legally enforceable contract. 
Since land is the subject matter of the option, it 
is tested under the common law rules as con­
trasted with the more liberal Uniform Commer­
cial Code rule on options. The main pitfall is the 
lack of consideration. Despite the facts that the 
promise was written and was signed by the of­
feror, and that it recited consideration, and mani­
fested a clear intent that it be irrevocable for 30 
days, it is not legally binding. It is not supported 
by actual consideration and, therefore, fails to 
meet the requirements necessary to establish a 
valid contract under common law principles.
Neither the signed written offer, nor the ex­
penditures made by Granville constitute consid­
eration. With respect to the feasibility study, the 
parties did not bargain for the performance of 
such acts and expenditures by Granville in ex­
change for the promise contained in the option. 
The facts indicate that Bonanza had no knowl­
edge that Granville was incurring the expense 
of a feasibility study prior to reaching a decision 
whether to exercise the option.
Although the courts generally are receptive 
to a formal satisfaction of the consideration re­
quirement by the actual payment of $1.00 or 
some other bargained for token consideration, 
they do not accept fictional statements of receipt 
of consideration. If the option were valid, the 
acceptance would of course be timely even if 
made orally on September 15, provided the fact 
of acceptance could be established. One need 
not use the same means of communication in 
order to have a valid acceptance, provided it is 
received prior to the termination of the offer.
2. No. Although specific performance generally is 
not available as a remedy for breach of contract, 
there is a notable exception with respect to con­
tracts for the sale of real property. Real property 
is deemed to be unique, and therefore, specific 
performance usually is available. However, when 
there has been a subsequent sale to a good faith 
third-party purchaser, the courts will let the title 
rest where they find it. Thus, Granville would fail 
unless the third party had actual or constructive 
notice of the option granted by Bonanza to 
Granville. If this option agreement had been re­
corded, the third party would be deemed to have 
constructive notice.
3. Granville would be limited to recovery of the 
typical contract measure of damages, that is, the
Answer 4 difference between the fair market value and the 
contract price at the date the contract was to be 
performed. The sale at the higher price to the 
third party will have strong evidentiary value as 
to the fair market value. Recovery for the ex­
penditures made is possible but not probable un­
less these facts were known to the seller and 
thus was within the contemplation of the parties 
at the time the contract was made. Such does not 
appear to be the case. This would also apply to 
the lost future profits. In addition, the lost future 
profits are at best speculative and would appear 
to be unattainable as damages.
b. The legal issue posed by the facts primarily involves 
the personal approval or satisfaction rule as it re­
lates to satisfactory performance of a contractual 
undertaking. The usual answer to such a question 
is that unless the satisfaction requirement has been 
met there is no enforceable contract. This is the case 
in that the test is strictly construed as a subjective 
test when personal taste or predilection is involved 
as long as the party rejecting the tendered perform­
ance is acting in good faith. If the case were liti­
gated, El Greco would contend that the rejection 
by Nelson was made in bad faith. From the facts 
stated, it would be difficult to prove that Nelson 
acted in bad faith. That the portrait was not sub­
mitted until April 1, 1977, would not be justifica­
tion for rejection by Nelson unless the contract 
provided that time was of the essence.
Answer 5
a. Duval has potential liability based upon two sepa­
rate legal theories: the undisclosed principal doc­
trine and the theory of fraud. Duval led the custom­
ers to believe that the diving boards were Sunshine 
products. Thus, at a minimum, he would not be 
disclosing his true principal, or he may have been 
intentionally misstating the facts so as to make it 
appear that the purchaser was obtaining all Sun­
shine products. The rule is clear that an agent is 
personally liable on the contracts when acting for 
an undisclosed principal. Thus, the customers can 
sue Duval and recover on this basis. Alternatively, 
fraud may be asserted, and if proved, liability will 
attach in that the agent is responsible for his torts 
even though committed in an agency capacity.
b. Tilden, an undisclosed principal, is liable for the 
contracts made for and on its behalf even though 
its identity was not initially disclosed. Furthermore, 
Tilden would be liable for the tort of conversion 
committed by Holmes who absconded with advance 
payments made by purchasers. Tilden also would 
be liable for breach of warranty with respect to de­
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fective goods delivered to the various customers. 
Finally, Holmes would be personally liable for the 
conversion of the customers’ advance payments.
c. Duval has breached his fiduciary duty by selling a 
competing item without his principal’s knowledge 
and consent. Therefore, he can be dismissed, and 
he can be required to account for any profits he has 
realized as a result of his breach of contract and 
trust.
d. Sunshine could proceed against Tilden based upon 
Tilden’s intentional interference with a contractual 
relationship. This well-recognized tort occurs, as it 
did here, when a party intends to induce the breach 
of a contract or interfere with the performance of 
a contract (here the Sunshine-Duval contract) with 
the knowledge of the existence of that contract and 
the belief that such breach or interference will fol­
low. In addition, Sunshine would have an action 
against Holmes personally as a result of his tortious 
conduct even though Holmes acted in his capacity 
as president of Tilden.
Answer 6
a. The facts pose the following legal problems.
(1) Is there a valid corporate entity? There are 
two separate aspects of this problem. First, 
the incorporation was irregular. Second, 
there is a question whether the corporation 
is a mere sham.
It is possible that the irregularities in the 
original incorporation procedures would be 
of sufficient gravity to result in a finding that 
Otis was neither a corporation de jure nor 
de facto. This issue would not arise unless 
Otis encountered financial difficulty and it 
became necessary for a party to try to im­
pose personal liability against Parker or 
others associated with him, such as directors, 
owners, and managers of Otis. When decid­
ing the problem of de jure, de facto, or no 
corporation, the key legal factor that often 
is not clearly articulated by the courts is the 
question of deciding on what basis the plain­
tiff dealt with the corporation. Obviously, 
from a practical standpoint, all of the irregu­
larities should be remedied by the corpora­
tion’s attorney. Any existing contracts which 
were made prior to incorporation should be 
adopted by or re-executed in the corporate 
name.
By and large, courts are reluctant to 
disregard the corporate entity. This is so be­
cause the very purpose of incorporation is to
permit the avoidance of personal liability. 
However, Parker has treated the corporation 
as his alter ego and has ignored its existence; 
consequently, a court may not respect the 
corporate entity in view of the fact that 
Parker himself has not. Certainly the com­
mingling of funds and near total disregard 
for the formalities required by law would 
create problems for the corporation and Mr. 
Parker.
(2) What is the effect of doing business in the 
neighboring state without having first quali­
fied to do business in that state?
The volume of business, the frequency 
of contact, and, most important, the fact 
that it has established a facility in the neigh­
boring state is conclusive evidence that Otis 
is doing business in that state. Under the 
circumstances, Otis was obligated to file the 
appropriate papers necessary to qualify for 
doing business in the neighboring state. Fail­
ure to do so can have serious legal conse­
quences. Although the law varies from juris­
diction to jurisdiction, the corporation may 
be subject to fines, penalties, or injunction 
proceedings to prohibit its carrying on busi­
ness in the state. Furthermore, the corpora­
tion may be denied the right of access to the 
courts of the neighboring state. This has the 
effect of making its contracts legally unen­
forceable.
(3) What is the effect of doing business outside 
the state of incorporation, where the corpo­
rate charter is narrowly drafted and does not 
permit engaging in business outside of that 
state?
This question has not been adjudicated 
frequently by the courts in recent times. Cur­
rent practice is to draft purposes and powers 
clauses in such a manner that virtually any­
thing can be done at any time and anywhere 
by the corporation. Consequently, the char­
ter under which Otis is operating, in this fact 
situation, raises the question of ultra vires. 
Currently the courts by and large take a prac­
tical and sensible view of the matter. Al­
though the contracts made in the neighboring 
state exceed the corporate purposes and 
powers as stated in the charter they are a 
fait accompli; therefore, they should be rec­
ognized as valid except in extraordinary cir­
cumstances which would not appear to be 
present in the facts given. From a practical 
standpoint, it is obvious that the corporate 
charter should be amended immediately to 
permit the corporation to do business any­
where and everywhere.
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b. 1 . Yes. Two possible alternatives for selling the pre­
ferred stock are exempt from SEC registration 
requirements. The first, more likely approach, 
would be a private placement, and the second, 
an intrastate offering. If either of these alterna­
tives is chosen, great care must be taken to insure 
meeting all legal requirements necessary to es­
tablish exemption from SEC registration and 
compliance with state laws.
2. The key tax factor affecting the issuance of pre­
ferred stock is that if the “person” owning the 
securities is another domestic corporation, it is 
entitled to an exclusion of 85 percent of the divi­
dend received.
Consequently, corporate investors, espe­
cially if a private placement is involved, often 
prefer or insist on taking preferred stock in lieu 
of debt. Obviously, suitable protection must be 
written into the preferred stock to avoid the is­
suance of any additional debt that might have a 
diluting effect upon the safety of the investment 
in the preferred stock. This may be accomplished 
with the help of competent counsel. There are 
very few cases where preferred stock has been 
reclassified as debt, although this is always a 
possibility.
Individual taxpayers do not receive tax ben­
efits with respect to dividends that are compara­
ble to the 85 percent dividend deduction allowed 
to corporations. However, there is a $100 per 
individual taxpayer exclusion. On the other hand, 
there is no exclusion for interest received by 
bondholders.
From the standpoint of the issuing corpora­
tion, there are significant tax benefits if the financ­
ing takes the form of debt instead of preferred 
stock. First, interest payments are deductible, 
whereas dividend payments are not. Second, 
debt repayment is a valid justification for accu­
mulating profits and presents no risk of a penalty 
tax upon unreasonable accumulation of earnings.
Answer 7
a. 1. Yes. The main issue is whether Fogarty’s state­
ments constitute an affirmation of fact as con­
trasted with mere opinion.
This issue has been resolved in many cases 
in favor of purchasers, such as Constance. It 
often is difficult to draw the line between an 
affirmation of fact, which when relied upon con­
stitutes a warranty, and mere sales talk, which is 
a statement of the seller’s opinion. However, the 
combination of the various statements made by 
Fogarty and perhaps the language “mechanically 
perfect” constituted a warranty under the cir­
cumstances.
2 .
Furthermore, the relative expertise of the 
parties is validly taken into account under such 
circumstances. Fogarty was a used car salesman 
with long experience and was familiar with the 
mechanical aspects of automobiles. It would be 
only natural for Constance to take his statements 
as being something more than idle chatter. Her 
total lack of knowledge of automobiles and their 
engines would lead her to rely on Fogarty’s rep­
resentations.
In addition, all the other elements necessary 
to establish an oral express warranty are present. 
Fogarty’s good faith or honest belief in the truth 
of his statements is irrelevant. Knowledge of 
falsity has nothing to do with warranty. The Uni­
form Commercial Code reads as follows: “Any 
affirmation of fact or promise made by the seller 
to the buyer which relates to the goods and be­
comes part of the basis of the bargain creates an 
express warranty that the goods shall conform to 
the affirmation or promise.” Additionally, the 
code states, “It is not necessary to the creation of 
an express warranty that the seller use familiar 
words, such as warrants or guarantees or tha t. . . 
a specific intention to make a warranty be 
present.”
The facts clearly indicate that the affirma­
tion or promise was a basis of the bargain; that is, 
that the language was intended to be relied upon 
by the buyer and it was. Finally, the buyer relied 
upon it to her detriment and suffered damages 
as a result. Although the Uniform Commercial 
Code includes cautionary language that an affir­
mation merely of the value of the goods or a 
statement purporting to be merely the seller’s 
opinion or commendation of the goods does not 
create a warranty, it appears that the facts clear­
ly establish an oral express warranty.
Another issue is the legal effect of Fogarty’s 
statement that he could not give a warranty on 
the auto sold. Does this validly disclaim the oral 
express warranty protection? There is a general 
hostility manifested by the Uniform Commercial 
Code and the courts to allowing broad uninform­
ative disclaimers to legally negate warranty pro­
tection. Warranties are not to be disclaimed 
without due notice and fairness shown to the pur­
chaser under the circumstances. Where there are 
words tending to negate an oral express warranty, 
the purported disclaimer shall be constructed 
wherever reasonable as consistent with the war­
ranty. Hence, a purported negation or limitation 
is inoperative to the extent that such a construc­
tion is unreasonable. Thus, it appears that the 
warranty has not been disclaimed.
Constance might rely upon the implied warran­
ties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose.
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T h e case  sh ou ld  be decided  in  favor o f K nox. 
T he basis for recovery w ou ld  be the title w arran­
ties provided  under the U niform  C om m ercial 
C ode w hich  states that the title con veyed  should  
be good  and its transfer rightful, but here W atts 
w as the rightful ow ner and entitled  to  repossess  
the car. T he cod e  d oes not ind icate w hether such  
a w arranty is to  be construed  as an express or  
im plied  w arranty. H ow ever, it can  on ly  b e  ex ­
cluded  by specific language or circum stances that 
give the buyer reason to know  that the person  
se llin g  d oes not cla im  title in h im self. F rom  this 
it w ou ld  appear that a seller w ou ld  have to  clearly  
indicate that he d oes n o t purport to  ow n  the item  
in  question  and that the buyer is assum ing the  
risk that the title is defective. Such w as n ot the 
case. H ow ever, A jax  M otors w ill undoubted ly  
claim  that the d isclaim er is legally  operative.
F ash ion  w ill prevail against N em o. T he fact that 
F a sh io n ’s contract w as w ith  F o o tlo o se  is n o  d e­
fense b ecau se the surviving corporation  in  a 
statutory m erger assum es the contract ob liga ­
tions o f th e  absorbed  corporation .
A n  action  to  recover the price o f the finished  
sh oes is c learly  recognized  by the U n iform  C om ­
m ercial C ode. A lthough  as a general proposition  
a seller m ust stop  w ork w hen  ordered to  do so  
by the buyer to  m itigate dam ages and prevent 
econ om ic  w aste, the prop osition  is clearly  inap­
p licab le  here. T he cod e provides in the section  
dealing w ith the se ller’s rem edies that w here the  
good s are unfinished an aggrieved seller m ay in 
the exercise  o f reasonable com m ercia l judgm ent 
for the purpose o f avoid ing  loss and o f effective  
realization  either com plete  the m anufacture and  
w holly  identify  the good s to  the contract or cease  
m anufacture and resell for scrap or sa lvage value  
or proceed  in  any other reasonable m anner. A n  
action  to  recover the price o f the sh oes w ill be  
successfu l if the good s are th ose  identified  in the  
contract and if the seller is unable, after reason­
able effort, to  resell them  at a reasonable price or 
the circum stances reasonably  indicate that such  
an effort w ill be unavailing. T he situation  b e ­
tw een  F ash ion  and N em o  (F o o tlo o se )  is clearly  
w ithin these rules.
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(Theory of Accounts)
N ovem b er 4 ,  1977 ; 1 :3 0  to  5 :0 0  P .M .
Answer 1 Answer 2
1. d 12. b 2 3 . b 34 . a
2. c 13. c 2 4 . c 35 . b
3. c 14. d 2 5 . c 36 . a
4 . c 15. b 2 6 . b 37 . b
5. c 16. c 2 7 . b 38 . a
6. d 17. a 2 8 . c 39 . b
7. c 18. c 2 9 . d 4 0 . a
8. c 19. b 30 . c 4 1 . b
9. a 2 0 . a 31 . a 4 2 . c
10. d 2 1 . c 32 . d 4 3 . c
11. c 2 2 . d 33 . b 4 4 . b
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a. A  fixed or basic standard, on ce  estab lished , is un­
changing. Such a standard m ay b e id ea l or attain­
able w hen estab lished , but it is never altered once  
it has b een  set. B ecau se  o f the ob viou s dim inution  
o f u tility  to  m anagem ent over  a span o f  tim e, fixed  
standards are rarely used  in m anufacturing co n ­
cerns.
A n  ideal standard is com puted  using  u topian  
cond itions for  a g iven  m anufacturing process. Ideal 
standards presum e that m aterial, labor, and factory  
overhead  item s w ill be purchased  at the m inim um  
price in  all cases. Ideal standards a lso  are based  
u p on  the op tim al u sage o f the m aterial, labor, 
and factory overhead  com ponents at 1 0 0  percent 
m anufacturing capacity . In  reality, idea l standards 
cannot be m et and w ill g ive rise to  unfavorable  
variances.
A tta in ab le standards are standards based  on  a 
high degree o f  efficiency, but differ from  ideal 
standards in that they can be m et or even  surpassed  
by the em ploym ent o f  exce llen t m anagem ent. A t­
ta inable standards consider that the com p on en t 
parts (m aterial, labor, and factory overh ead ) can  
be purchased  at a good  overall price, n ot n eces­
sarily the lo w est price at all tim es, but w ell below  
the exp ected  h ighest price. A tta inab le standards 
also  con sid er  that ( 1 )  labor is not 1 0 0  percent 
efficient; ( 2 )  w hen  m aterial is u sed  there w ill be  
som e “norm al” spoilage; and ( 3 )  a m anufacturing  
concern  can n ot produce at 10 0  percent o f  theoreti­
ca l capacity . A tta in ab le standards are set above  
average levels o f  efficiency, but m ay be m et or 
surpassed  in  efficient production  situations.
b. A ll standards attem pt to  m on itor costs and m easure  
efficiency. In  relation  to  the acquisition  o f  good s or  
services related  to a m anufacturing situation , the  
variances (fo r  exam ple, spend ing  varian ces) from  
standard d isc lose  efficiencies in  the “purchasing” 
function . W ith respect to  the utilization  o f the co m ­
p on en t parts o f  a m anufacturing process, standards 
and related variance reports are m eant to  d isc lose  
relative efficiency in  the usage o f the good s or serv­
ices in  the actual m anufacturing process. F or m ate­
rial, labor, and variab le factory overhead  variances, 
the efficiencies are m easured by com paring actual 
operations w ith operations stated in standard units 
(d o lla r s ) .
F ixed  factory  overhead  is evaluated  w ith ref­
erence to  a budget am ount that is com pared  to  
standard am ounts o f fixed factory overhead  applied  
and actual am ounts exp en d ed  for fixed overhead  
item s.
c. Standards are an integral part o f  a co st accum ula­
tion  procedure (su ch  as job  order, process, d irect)
Answer 3 but d o  not com prise a system  that cou ld  b e  utilized  
in  lieu  o f one o f  the accum ulation  procedures m en­
tioned  above. Standards m ay be used  w ith in  any  
cost accum ulation  procedure, but a cost accum ula­
tion  procedure m ay be em p loyed  w ithout the in ­
c lusion  o f standards.
Answer 4
a. 1. A  com p an y  invests in  m arketable equ ity  securi­
ties that are classified  as current assets prim arily  
to  earn interest or d ividends on cash  u sed  as 
em ergency  funds and excess cash  being  h eld  b y  
the com pany. E a sy  and quick  access to  these  
funds is a prim ary requirem ent for this type of  
investm ent, and as a result, these investm ents  
m ust be con sidered  nearly as liquid  as cash.
Investm ents in m arketable equity securities  
that are classified  as noncurrent assets are m ade  
by a com p an y  w ith the intent to  h old  them  for  a 
period  in excess o f  on e operating cycle  (o r  one  
year if the norm al operating cycle  is less than  
on e y e a r ) . W hile the u ltim ate reason for a co m ­
p an y’s investing  in noncurrent securities o f  
another com p an y  is to  im prove earnings, this 
m ay be accom plished  b y  investing  for  several 
specific reasons. T he first reason m ight be for  
dividends (o r  in terest) paid  on  the investm ent. 
Second , a com p an y  m ay fee l that the security w ill 
appreciate in m arket value. T hird, the com pany  
m ay desire to  assure itself o f  a satisfactory op ­
erating relationship  w ith another com p an y  in 
term s o f supply  or distribution. N o n e  o f  these  
reasons requires the im m ediate liqu id ity  o f the  
investm ent.
2. T he general classification  o f  any asset as being  
current in nature is that the asset w ill be co n ­
verted  to  cash , so ld , or con su m ed  during the  
norm al operating cycle  o f the business or w ithin  
one year, if  the operating cycle  is less than one  
year. In the case  o f m arketable equ ity  securities 
classified  as current, the above general rule is 
com p lied  w ith  b y  m eeting  the fo llow in g  tw o re­
quirem ents: (1 ) the security  m ust b e  readily m ar­
ketab le (2 ) it m ust be the in tention  o f m anage­
m ent to  d isp ose  o f the investm ent w ith in  the next 
succeed in g  operating  cyc le  or fiscal year if the  
norm al operating cyc le  is less than on e year. B e ­
cause o f  this assum ed liquid ity, it fo llow s that any  
reduction  in  m arket value b e lo w  original cost 
sh ou ld  be im m ediately  reflected  in earnings, 
sin ce  the original intent w as to  use the funds as 
cash  w ithin the current operating cycle  (o r  year  
if  the norm al operating cyc le  is less than one  
y e a r ) .
N oncurrent assets represent am ounts that 
are n ot exp ected  to  be con verted  to  cash , so ld ,
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or consumed within the normal operating cycle 
of the business (or within one year if the operat­
ing cycle is less than one year). While noncur­
rent marketable equity securities have a ready 
market, the central point to be considered in 
classification is the intent of management. Man­
agement must have determined that the security 
is to be held for greater than one cycle (or year, 
as the case may be) in order for the security to 
be classified as noncurrent. Because of the in­
tent of management to retain the investment 
regardless of the current market situation, any 
reduction in market value below cost, other than 
a permanent decline, should properly be deferred 
until such time as management’s intent is to 
liquidate the investment in the current operating 
cycle (or year, if the normal operating cycle is 
less than one year).
It can be seen from the foregoing discussion 
that any given security, if it initially meets the 
requirements of being readily marketable, can 
be classified either as current or noncurrent de­
pending on the intent of management. However, 
the intent of management (presumably related 
to the company’s investment objectives) must be 
mitigated by the additional factor of feasibility. 
Management must consider such factors as cash 
flow or asset stewardship in determining whether 
or not its intent is feasible under prevailing busi­
ness conditions.
b. Situation 1
If the market value of an equity security declines in 
value below cost and the decline in value is con­
sidered to be other than temporary, a realized loss 
should be recognized and reflected in the determi­
nation of net earnings for the current period. A 
transaction of this nature reduces the cost basis of 
the security, and the new cost basis should not be 
adjusted for subsequent recoveries in market value.
Situation II
In the case of a statement of financial position that 
does not classify assets and liabilities between cur­
rent and noncurrent, the entire portfolio of market­
able equity securities should be treated as if it were 
noncurrent in nature. The carrying value of market­
able equity securities should be the lower of cost 
or market value at the date of the statement of 
financial position. From the facts given, it can be 
determined that the aggregate market valuation ex­
ceeds cost; thus, the carrying value of the portfolio 
would be at cost. Therefore, there would be no 
effect on earnings.
Situation III
If there is a change in the classification of a mar­
ketable equity security between current and non- 
current, the security shall be transferred between 
the corresponding portfolios at the lower of its cost 
or market value at the date of transfer. If the mar­
ket value is less than cost, the market value shall 
become the new cost basis, and the difference shall 
be accounted for as if it were a realized loss and 
included in the determination of net earnings.
Situation IV
A  valuation allowance is created to reflect a net 
unrealized loss in the aggregate for a given portfolio 
of securities. In the facts given, the portfolio in 
question consists of one security that had decreased 
in value in a prior year and had appreciated to a 
value in excess of cost in the current period. Since 
the carrying value of the security is the lower of cost 
or market, the valuation allowance established in 
the prior year must be adjusted to zero, resulting in 
carrying the security at original cost at the end of 
the current period. Since this is a noncurrent secu­
rity, the adjustment of the valuation allowance will 
affect the equity section of the statement of financial 
position and have no effect on current earnings.
Answer 5
a. The “all financial resources” concept requires that 
all material financial transactions be disclosed in 
the statement of changes in financial position. 
Transactions that technically do not increase or 
decrease funds (regardless of the concept of funds 
employed) but that represent significant financing 
and investing activities entered into by an entity 
must also be disclosed within this statement. Dis­
closure of a significant transaction that does not 
increase or decrease “funds” is made by showing 
one side of the transaction as a source of funds and 
the other side of the transaction as a corresponding 
use of funds.
b. Opinion 19 of the Accounting Principles Board 
states that all important changes in financial posi­
tion should be disclosed. Inasmuch as all changes 
in financial position with respect to “funds” (i.e., 
cash, working capital, quick assets, etc.) are dis­
closed in the normal preparation of the statement, 
the “all financial resources” concept refers to those 
transactions that affect financial position but do not 
increase or decrease “funds.” These transactions 
would include the following:
1. Purchase of noncurrent assets by the issuance 
of capital stock or long-term debt, or a reduc­
tion in another noncurrent asset.
2. Reduction of a long-term liability by the issu­
ance of capital stock or the incurrence of an-
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c.
other long-term liability, or a reduction in a 
noncurrent asset.
The effects and procedural considerations required 
by Opinion 19 of the Accounting Principles Board 
of the seven account balances (transactions) upon 
the preparation of a statement of changes in finan­
cial position using the cash concept of funds are as 
follows.
(1) Accounts receivable—trade are generated as 
a result of credit sales. A balance in accounts 
receivable—trade represents sales (a part 
of operating earnings) not represented by 
cash. An increase in the accounts receivable 
—trade balance indicates that the actual 
cash generated is equal to sales as reported 
on the earnings statement less the increase in 
accounts receivable—trade balance. Con­
versely, a net decrease in the accounts receiv­
able—trade balance would have to be added 
to sales as reported on the earnings statement 
to arrive at cash generated from sales. In the 
preparation of a statement of changes in fi­
nancial position the increase (decrease) in 
this account balance between two periods 
represents a use (source) of funds.
(2) Inventory is a component part of cost-of- 
goods-sold. The net change in inventory bal­
ances affects the cash used for cost-of-goods- 
sold. An increase in ending inventory over 
beginning inventory reduces the cost-of- 
goods-sold. However, cash was presumed to 
be used to increase the inventory balance. An 
increase in the inventory balance represents 
a “use” of cash. When there is an increase in 
inventory balances, the cash used for cost- 
of-goods-sold is the cost-of-goods-sold as 
shown in the current earnings statement p lu s  
the increase in inventory balance.
A similar analysis leads to the conclusion 
that a decrease in ending inventory balance 
with respect to beginning inventory balance 
gives rise to a net increase in cost-of-goods- 
sold as shown in the current earnings state­
ment but a reduction in the cash so used.
(3) Depreciation represents a systematic alloca­
tion of the cost of a fixed asset to the account­
ing periods benefited by the asset. The proc­
ess of recognizing depreciation does not af­
fect cash. Operating earnings is determined 
using depreciation as an expense, so in de­
termining cash generated from operations, 
depreciation must be added back to operat­
ing earnings.
(4) Deferred income taxes are the difference be­
tween income taxes matched against earnings 
and the actual amount paid or payable for
the period. If the balance of deferred income 
tax credits, for example, increases between 
two periods, the amount of income taxes paid 
was less than the indicated income tax ex­
pense. Therefore, an increase in deferred in­
come tax credits represents an expense not 
requiring cash and thus must be added back 
to net earnings in a manner similar to de­
preciation.
Conversely, if deferred income tax 
credits decrease, the amount “paid” was 
greater than the current income tax expense 
and represents a “use” of funds.
(5) The purchase of a building by issuing long­
term debt obviously does not require the use 
of funds using the cash concept. However, 
APB Opinion 19 requires that all important 
changes in financial position be disclosed. 
The purchase of the building must be shown 
as a “use” of funds and the issuance of long­
term debt must be shown as a “source” of 
funds.
(6) The payment of the current portion of debt 
using the cash concept of funds represents a 
use of funds.
(7) In the sale of a fixed asset there are two com­
ponent parts to be considered in the trans­
action: (1) recovery of book value and (2) 
resultant gain or loss on the transaction. Only 
the resultant gain or loss is reflected in net 
earnings, and the gain or loss is not the result 
of ordinary operations for statement of 
changes in financial position purposes (al­
though it is part of ordinary operations for 
earnings statement purposes). The gain 
(loss) should be deducted from (added to) 
net earnings, and the total proceeds from the 
sale of the fixed asset should be shown as a 
source of cash. In general practice, the earn­
ings effect is left in the net earnings (loss) 
figure and only the book value is added 
back as a source of funds.
A nsw er 6
a. The two basic requisites for the accrual of a loss 
contingency (probability of loss and reasonable es­
timation) are the results of the interaction of sev­
eral concepts of accounting theory. Three of these 
concepts are (1) periodicity (time periods), (2) 
measurement, and (3) objectivity. The first of these 
concepts relates to the first characteristic of an 
event necessary before accruing a loss contingency, 
and the second and third concepts listed relate to 
the second necessary requirement for the accrual of 
a loss contingency.
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T he first requirem ent that m ust be satisfied  
for the accrual o f a loss con tingency  is that at a tim e  
prior to  the issuance o f the financial statem ents there  
is an ind ication  that it is probable that an asset has 
been  im paired  or a liability  has been  incurred at the 
date o f the financial statem ents. A  basic objective  
in the recogn ition  o f lo sses is to  record them  in the 
particular period  in w hich  they are incurred. W ith  
respect to  the accrual o f a loss contingency , a prob­
able lo ss shou ld  be recognized  in the sam e period  
in w hich  it resulted in the probable im pairm ent o f  
an asset or the probable incurrence o f  a liability. 
T h e failure to  accrue the loss con tingency  in the  
period  o f occurrence w ill generally  overstate earn­
ings in itially  and understate earnings in future  
periods.
T he secon d  requirem ent for the accrual o f a 
loss con tin gen cy  states that the am ount o f the loss 
m ust be reasonab ly  estim able. T he con cep t o f  
m easurem ent requires that the event m ust be quan­
tifiable in term s o f a standard unit o f m easure (d o l­
la r s ) . In the case o f a loss con tingency  related  to  
the period  covered  in the current financial state­
m ents, the exact tim ing and m agnitude o f the loss 
m ay n ot b e  know n in advance, but based  on  past 
experience or other m ethods o f analysis, a reason­
able estim ate o f the loss con tingency  can be m ade. 
In m aking the estim ate, the probability  that a rea­
sonab le am ount w ill be determ ined statistically  is 
enhanced  by a large popu lation  o f accounts from  
w hich the probable loss w ill occur (la w  o f large  
n u m b e r s ).
A lso  related  to  the reasonable estim ation  o f  
the probable future loss, the con cep t o f objectiv ity  
requires that the estim ate be supported  by quantita­
tive data. T h e basis for  the estim ate m ust y ield  e s­
sentia lly  the sam e estim ate w hen com puted  by d if­
ferent individuals using the available supporting  
data. T he con cep t o f objectiv ity  is supportive o f the 
con ten tion  that future events w ill confirm  the o c ­
currence o f a loss at the date o f the financial state­
m ents. O f course the loss m ust be probable as w ell 
as estim able and justified in light o f future events.
b. Situation I
W hen a com p an y  sells a product subject to  a w ar­
ranty, it is probable that there w ill be exp en ses in ­
curred in future accounting  periods relating to  rev­
enues recogn ized  in  the current period . A s such, a  
liab ility  has b een  incurred to honor the warranty at 
the sam e date as the recognition  o f the revenue. 
B ased  on  prior experience or techn ica l analysis, the 
occurrence o f warranty cla im s can  be reasonably  
estim ated  and a probable dollar estim ate o f the lia ­
b ility  can be m ade. T he contingent liability  for  
w arranties m eets both o f  the requirem ents for the 
accrual o f a lo ss  con tingency , and the estim ated  
am ount o f the loss should  be reflected in  the finan­
cial statem ents. In addition  to  recording the accrual, 
it m ay be advisab le to d isc lose  the factors used  in 
arriving at the estim ate by m eans o f a foo tn ote  
esp ecia lly  w hen there is a possib ility  o f a greater 
lo ss than w as accrued.
Situation II
E ven  though ( 1 )  there is a probable loss on  the co n ­
tract, ( 2 )  the am ount o f the lo ss  can be reasonably  
estim ated  and ( 3 )  the lik elih ood  o f the loss was 
discovered  prior to  the issuance o f the financial 
statem ents, the fact that the contract w as entered  
in to  subsequent to the date o f the financial state­
m ents precludes accrual o f the loss con tin gen cy  in 
financial statem ents for periods prior to  the incur­
rence o f the loss. H ow ever, the fact that a m aterial 
loss has b een  incurred subsequent to the date o f the 
financial statem ents but prior to  their issuance  
shou ld  be d isc lo sed  by m eans o f a foo tn o te  in the 
financial statem ents. T he d isclosure shou ld  contain  
the nature o f the con tin gen cy  and an estim ate o f the  
am ount of the probable loss or a range into w hich  
the loss w ill probably  fall.
Situation III
T he fact that a com p an y  ch o o ses to self-insure the 
contingency  o f injury to  others caused  by its v e ­
h icles is not basis enough  to  accrue a loss con tin ­
gency  that has not occurred  at the date o f  the 
financial statem ents. A n  accrual or “reserve” can­
not be m ade for  the am ount o f  insurance prem ium  
that w ou ld  h ave been  paid  had a p o licy  been  ob ­
tained to insure the com pany against this particular  
risk. A  loss con tingency  m ay on ly  be accrued if 
prior to the date o f the financial statem ents a sp e­
cific even t has occurred that w ill im pair an asset or 
create a liability  and an am ount related to  that 
specific occurrence can be reasonably  estim ated. 
T he fact that the com p an y  is self-in suring  this risk 
shou ld  be d isc losed  by m eans o f a foo tn o te  to alert 
the financial statem ent reader to the exposure  
created  by the lack  o f  insurance.
Answer 7
a. A  m onetary asset or liab ility  is an am ount that is 
fixed by contract or otherw ise in term s o f num bers  
o f dollars regardless o f changes in  specific prices or  
in  the general price level. E xam p les o f m onetary  
assets and liab ilities are cash , accounts receivable  
(lon g-term  and sh ort-term ), accounts payable  
(lon g-term  and sh o rt-term ), and long-term  debt 
(current and n o n cu rren t). O ver any given  period  o f  
lim e, the purchasing p ow er (am ou n t o f good s and  
serv ices that can  be obta ined  for a set am ount of 
d ollars) o f the dollar either decreases as a result o f
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inflation or increases as a result o f deflation. B e ­
cau se  m onetary assets and liab ilities are stated in 
fixed am ounts o f  dollars, it can  be seen  that any  
change in the purchasing p ow er o f  the dollar w ill 
g ive rise to a gain  or loss. In the case o f  m onetary  
assets, during a period  o f rising prices ( in fla t io n ), 
the purchasing pow er o f  the asset decreases. In the 
case o f m onetary liab ilities, during a period  o f  ris­
ing prices (in fla t io n ), the am ount o f purchasing  
p ow er given  up to  satisfy  the liab ility  decreases. In  
a period  o f d eclin ing  prices (d e f la tio n ), m onetary  
assets increase in purchasing-pow er value and  
m onetary liab ilities m ust be liqu idated  by use o f an 
increased  am ount o f purchasing pow er.
N on m on etary  assets and liab ilities are am ounts 
that are expressed  in  an am ount o f dollars w hose  
ultim ate realization  is not fixed in term s o f  num bers 
o f dollars. E xam p les o f  nonm onetary  assets and  
liab ilities are inventories, fixed assets, and d e­
ferred taxes. B ecau se  these nonm onetary assets and  
liab ilities are n ot stated  in a dollar am ount fixed by  
contract, the am ount show n on  the financial state­
m ent can  be adjusted to  reflect a change in the pur­
ch asing  pow er o f the dollar w ithout giving rise to  a 
gain or lo ss situation  as in the case  o f m onetary  
assets and liabilities. T he justification  for adjusting  
the dollar am ount representing the cost basis o f a 
nonm onetary asset or liability  is that the ultim ate  
dollar am ount to be realized  from  the liqu idation  or 
settlem ent of a nonm onetary item  is not fixed in 
term s o f dollars; therefore, it is proper to state the 
item  in term s o f a constan t am ount o f purchasing  
pow er. It m ust be stressed  that restating a n on ­
m onetary asset or liab ility  in  term s o f a com m on  
dollar (am ou n t o f purchasing p ow er) d oes not give  
rise to  a gain or loss or adjust the h istorical cost 
basis o f the item . In term s o f the com m on  dollar, the 
historical co st basis o f  the nonm onetary item  has 
not been  changed , the change in the am ount o f d o l­
lars m erely  reflects a change in purchasing pow er  
o f the original dollars expen d ed  or received . B e ­
cau se  the co st basis stated  in term s o f a com m on  
am ount o f  purchasing pow er has not been  altered, 
it fo llow s that n o  gain or loss is incurred in this re­
statem ent process.
W hen a nonm onetary item  is d isposed  o f  
( s o ld ) ,  there are in  fact tw o elem ents o f  gain a n d /  
or loss to  be considered . First, there is a gain or loss  
resulting from  the difference betw een  the restated  
dollar am ount and the actual dollars received , but 
secon d , there is a gain  or lo ss  (p urchasing  p ow er)  
incurred that is the difference betw een  the cost of 
the nonm onetary item  stated  in the absolute dollar  
am ount g iven  up and the sam e cost restated in  
term s o f  the com m on  dollar. T he sum  o f the tw o  
gain or loss com p on en ts w ill produce the tradi­
tional am ount o f  gain or loss that w ould  have been  
recogn ized  by com paring  original dollars spent (u n ­
adjusted ) to  dollars received  at tim e o f  sale.
b. 1. F inancia l statem ents are an am algam ation  o f
dollars sacrificed or received  throughout the 
life o f a g iven  entity. B ecause the purchasing  
pow er o f  the dollar changes as a function  o f  
tim e, there is a high probability  that the dollars 
show n  on the financial statem ents are not co m ­
parable in  term s o f purchasing pow er exp en d ­
ed  or received . F or this reason unadjusted fi­
nancial statem ents are som etim es referred to  
as being m ade up o f m ixed  dollars. It is the 
purpose o f general p rice-level restatem ent to 
m ake the dollars show n on  any given  finan­
cial statem ents (o r  statem ents show n in co m ­
parative form at) com parable am ong th em ­
selves in term s o f  purchasing pow er.
Property, p lant, and equipm ent dem onstrates 
vivid ly  the n otion  o f m ixed-dollar financial 
statem ents. N orm ally , this account is the sum  
o f dollars expended  on  num erous assets over  
a long  period  o f tim e. S ince the purchasing  
pow er o f the dollar fluctuates, it can  be seen  
that a dollar spent on  a fixed asset at the in ­
cep tion  o f  a com pany is not truly com parable  
w ith a dollar spent on  a sim ilar asset tw enty- 
five years later. O ne o f tw o instances m ay have  
occurred; either there has been  a period  o f  
rising prices or there has been  a period  o f d e­
clin ing prices. In a period  o f  rising prices, in 
term s o f purchasing pow er, the dollar spent in 
earlier years represented  a sacrifice o f m ore  
purchasing p ow er than a dollar spent in a 
later year. A s such, in inflationary periods, un­
adjusted financial statem ents tend to  under­
state (in  term s o f purchasing pow er) assets 
acquired in earlier periods. C onversely , in  a 
period o f declin ing prices (d e fla tio n ), assets 
acquired  in earlier years tend to be overstated  
in term s o f purchasing pow er sacrificed.
G eneral p rice-level adjusted financial 
statem ents attem pt to rectify this disparity in 
the “stable m onetary unit o f m easurem ent” 
by restating all dollars in term s o f a com m on  
dollar. T his “com m on ” dollar is representative  
o f the purchasing pow er o f a dollar at a given  
point in tim e and all o ther dollars are restated  
in term s o f the purchasing p ow er o f this d o l­
lar by use o f  a ratio ( in d e x ) . V arious assets 
react to in fla tionary/defla tionary  pressures at 
a differing rate, and it w ou ld  be difficult to  re­
flect the change in purchasing pow er on an  
asset-by-asset basis. B ecau se  o f this, a general 
index (ra tio ) is used  that is representative o f  
the entire econ om y. In the U n ited  States, the 
tw o m ost w idely  used  in d exes are the G ross 
N ation a l P roduct Price D eflator and the C on ­
sum er Price Index. It m ust be noted , how ever, 
that no m atter w hat index  is used , nor w hat 
b ase period  the com m on dollar is va lued  at, 
the restated am ounts are still stated on an h is­
torical basis and n ot on  a current va lu e  or re­
p lacem ent cost basis.
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Absorption costing 
See Cost accounting
Accountant’s legal liability
Discussion of development of common law regarding
liability of CPAs to third parties (M77L-4) 73
Failure to follow generally accepted auditing standards
Negligence when proper procedures would have resulted 
in discovery makes firm liable for thefts to extent 
that prompt discovery would have permitted recovery 
and for additional thefts by the same employee after 
completion of the audit (M76L-7) 18
Negligence
Failure to test existence of material leasehold 
improvements
Improper disclaimer will not absolve (M77L-4) 73
Partners in CPA firm are jointly and severally liable even 
though they did not take part in an audit 
(M77L-4) 73
Accounting changes 
Change in principle
Cumulative effect of change from expensing to 
capitalizing relining blast furnace costs 
(N76PI-4) 32
Effect on income in year of change from expensing to 
capitalizing relining blast furnace costs 
(N76PI-4) 31
Inventory 
LIFO to FIFO
Adjusting journal entry (N77PII-5) 98
Statement of changes in financial position 
Working capital to cash concept
Restate prior year’s comparative statement, disclose 
the restatement, refer to the change in the 
auditor’s report, and indicate the auditor’s 
concurrence (M77A-6) 70
Change in an estimate
Estimated life of equipment (N76PI-4) 31
Correction of an error
See also Errors
Insurance charged to wrong year (N76PI-4) 31
FIFO to LIFO change effect on income computation 
(M76PI-4) 3
Accounting for translation of foreign currency 
See  Foreign exchange—Translation
Accounting Principles Board Opinions 
See APB Opinions
Accounting Principles Board Statements 
See APB Statements
Accounting Research Bulletins 
See ARBs
Accounts payable 
Audit objectives
Audit procedures (M76A-4) 11
Confirmations
Audit procedures in selecting accounts (M76A-4) 11
When to use though not required (M76A-4) 11
Accounts receivable 
See also Receivables 
Confirmations
Identification and description of the two forms and 
indication of factors which should be considered 
in determining when to use each (M77A-4) 69
Satisfactory response received
Procedures to evaluate collectibility (M77A-4) 69
Statistical sampling 
See  Quantitative methods
Accrual accounting
Distinction between accrual and modified accrual accounting 
and indication that accrual is necessary for a 
voluntary health and welfare organization 
(M77T-4) 79
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. (N77PI-5) 91
Agency
Agent acting for undisclosed principal is personally liable 
on the contracts, and this agent may have fraudulently 
misrepresented the manufacturer of the product he 
was selling and be liable for that reason 
(N77L-5) 104
Agent breached fiduciary duty by selling competing item 
without principal’s knowledge, and can be dismissed 
and be required to account for profits he realized 
(N77L-5) 105
Corporation, an undisclosed principal, liable for contracts 
made on its behalf, for the tort of conversion 
committed by its employee who absconded with 
advance payments, and for breach of warranty for 
defective goods, while its employee, who absconded, 
is also personally liable for conversion 
(N77L-5) 104
Principal could proceed against undisclosed principal based 
upon intentional interference with a contractual 
relationship, and could proceed against the president 
personally of the undisclosed principal for his tortious 
conduct (N77L-5) 105
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AICPA Code of Professional Ethics 
Change of auditors
Steps new auditor should take before accepting the 
engagement (M76A -5) 11
Allocation of income tax 
See  Federal income tax
Analysis
Overall
See  Financial statement analysis 
Annaville School District (M76PII-3) 7
Antitrust
Legal problems and implications of oral agreements 
among competitors to limit production and reserve 
customers (M77L-6) 74
Legal problems and implications of price discrimination 
not totally justifiable, and that to meet a competitor’s 
price (M77L-6) 74
Legal problems and implications of resale price 
maintenance agreements (M77L-6) 74
APB Opinions
No. 2 (M76T-5) 23
No. 4 (M76T-6) 26, (N76PI-5) 32
No. 5 (N76T-3) 51
No. 7 (M76PI-5) 4, (N76T-3) 51
No. 8 (M76T-4) 21, (N76T-7) 57
No. 9 (N76PI-4) 31
No. 10 (M76PI-5) 5
No. 11 (M76PI-5) 5, (M76T-6) 24,
(N76PI-5) 32
No. 15 (N76T-3) 52, (N76T-7) 57
No. 16 (M77PI-4) 61, (M77T-3) 78,
(N77PI-3) 86, (N77PII-5) 97
No. 17 (N76T-7) 57, (N77PI-3) 87
No. 18 (M77PI-5) 62, (N76PI-5) 34,
(N76T-3) 51, (N76T-7) 57,
(N77PII-5) 97
No. 19 (M76PI-4) 7, (M77A-6) 70,
(M77PII-5) 67, (N76T-7) 58,
(N77T-5) 110
No. 20 (M76PI-4) 3, (M77A-6) 70,
(N76PI-4) 31, (N76T-7) 57,
(N77PII-5) 98
No. 22 (N76T-7) 58
No. 23 (N76PI-5) 32
No. 24 (M76T-6) 24
No. 25 (M76T-7) 27
No. 27 (M76PI-5) 4, (N76T-3) 51
No. 29 (M76T-3) 21
No. 30 (N76PII-5) 40
No. 31 (N76T-3) 51
APB Statements
No. 3 (M77T-6) 82, (N77T-7) 112
No. 4 (M76T-6) 25, (M77T-5) 80,
(N76T-3) 51
ARBs
No. 43, Chap. 7 (M77PI-4) 61
No. 45 (M76PI-5) 4
No. 51 (N76T-3) 51
Arcadia Corporation (M77PII-4) 66
Area Corporation (M77PII-5) 67
Assets
Valuation method
Discounted cash flow (future exchange prices) 
Theory (N76T-4) 53
Assets
Valuation method (cont.)
Historical cost 
Theory (N76T-4) 52
Historical cost adjusted to reflect general price-level 
changes
Theory (N76T-4) 53
Market price (current selling prices)
Theory (N76T-4) 53
Measurement concept
Valuation or pricing of the future service of an asset 
Discussion of application to receivables 
(M77T-6) 81
Replacement cost (current purchase prices)
Theory (N76T-4) 53
Schedules for valuation of land on two years of balance 
sheets on a general price-level basis and on a 
replacement cost basis, and for the gain on 
earnings statements that would accompany those 
balance sheets and one year after (N76T-4) 54
Why a significant issue (N76T-4) 52
Audit evidence
See  Generally accepted auditing standards— Standards of 
field work
Audit objectives
See Accounts payable
Audit procedures
See also Accounts payable 
See also Confirmations 
Cash
Bank reconciliations
Procedures to obtain satisfaction for each item on given 
reconciliations (M 77A-5) 69
Conflict of interest 
Employee of client
Action of auditor upon discovery (M76A-5) 13
Extended procedures (M76A-5) 13
First-time procedures beyond those of following year 
(M76A-5) 12
Inventory
Client uses statistical sampling rather than 100% count 
Changed procedures or in addition to normal 
(N76A-4) 42
Normal whenever a client conducts a periodic count of 
all or part (N76A-4) 42
Subsequent events (N77A-5) 102
Types (N77A-2) 100
Audit program
Definition and purposes (N77A-2) 100
Auditing standards
See Generally accepted auditing standards
Auditor’s legal liability
See Accountant’s legal liability
Auditor’s liability
See  Accountant’s legal liability
Auditor’s report
Client declined to present statements of changes in 
financial position (N76A-7) 45
Client declines to disclose essential data
Provide such information in the report, usually in a 
middle paragraph, and appropriately qualify 
(M77A-6) 70
Debenture agreement restricts payment of dividends 
(N76A-7) 45
Litigation and no provision (N76A-7) 45
Minority interest misstated
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Auditor’s report
Minority interest misstated (cont.)
Express a qualified or adverse opinion, and disclose in a 
separate paragraph all the substantive reasons for 
that opinion and the principal effects of the subject 
matter on the balance sheet, income statement, and 
statement of changes in financial position 
(M77A-6) 71
Need not make reference to failure to perform normal 
accounts receivable confirmations if alternate 
procedures were used to obtain satisfaction 
(N76A-7) 45
Opinion
Consistency exception
Change in accounting principle (M77A-6) 70
Debenture agreement restricts payment of dividends 
(N76A-7) 45
Litigation (N76A-7) 45
Omission of statements of changes in financial position 
(N76A-7) 45
Restatement of long-term construction contracts 
(N76A-7) 45
Rewrite (N76A-7) 45
Audits in compliance with GAO standards
Considerations by the auditors in satisfying the program 
results element of the GAO standards 
(N77A-4) 101
Satisfying the efficiency and economy elements of GAO 
standards the auditors should be alert to ineffective 
procedures, duplication of work, work with little 
purpose, inefficient use of equipment, overstaffing, 
faulty buying practices, and wastefulness 
(N77A-4) 101
Satisfying the financial and compliance elements of GAO 
standards would determine whether the entity is 
maintaining control, properly accounting, fairly 
reporting, and complying with laws and regulations 
(N77A-4) 101
Austin Company (M77PI-4) 61
B
Bank reconciliations 
Audit procedures
To obtain satisfaction for each item on given 
reconciliations (M77A-5) 69
Bankruptcy
Dividend (Percentage on the dollar) computation that
each general creditor will receive (M77L-7) 75
Rights and priorities of various secured and unsecured 
creditors (M77L-7) 75
Barometer Company (M76PI-4) 3
Bauer, Mr. and Mrs. (N76PI-3) 30
Bicent Company (M76PII-5) 8
Birch Company (M76PI-5) 5
Bond Company (N77PII-5) 98
Bond investments 
See Investments
Bonds payable 
Converted
See Statement of changes in financial position 
Breakeven
Sales price computation to yield 10% profit on given 
number of units (M76PII-5) 9
Breakeven (cont.)
Sales volume computation to yield 10% profit 
(M76PII-5) 9
Budgeting
See Capital budgeting
Business combinations
Additional criteria beyond the given information about a 
combination which must be met to qualify the 
combination as a pooling (M77T-3) 78
Consolidated retained earnings 
Computation (N77PII-5) 97
Determination of whether to account for such as a pooling 
or purchase (M77T-3) 78
Minority interest
Computation for two subsidiaries using “parent company 
theory” (N77PII-5) 97
Permanent difference in accounting and tax depreciation 
because of different bases, the result of a combination 
treated as a purchase for accounting and as a tax-free 
exchange for tax (M76T-6) 24
Pooling
Journal entry on books of company issuing stock 
(N77PII-5) 98
Retained earnings
Computation (N77PII-5) 98
Specific criteria which would qualify or disqualify a given 
combination as being a pooling (M77T-3) 78
Butler Company (N76PII-4) 38
Capital and revenue expenditure distinction and its 
importance (M76T-3) 20
Capital budgeting
See also Quantitative methods—Payback
Quantitative methods—Present value 
Cost of capital
Definition (M77T-7) 83
Financial accounting data not entirely suitable explanation 
(M77T-7) 83
Nature and uses (M77T-7) 82
Payback (payout) and net present value basic differences 
(M77T-7) 82
Replace or continue operating present equipment
Computation schedules of net initial outlay before income 
taxes and net present value of investment before 
income tax and recommendation 
(M77PII-4) 66
Cash
Audit procedures 
Bank reconciliations
Procedures to obtain satisfaction for each item on 
given reconciliations (M77A-5) 69
Celebration, Inc. (M76PII-5) 8
Century Company (N76PII-5) 40
Change of auditors
Steps new auditor should take before accepting the 
engagement (M76A-5) 11
Changes in working capital elements
Schedule preparation (M76PII-4) 8
Clarkin Company (M77PI-4) 61
Cole Company (N77PII-5) 98
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c
Commercial paper
Drawee bank cashing materially raised checks, unless it 
can use the contributory negligence defense, normally 
must credit the drawer’s account for the overpayments 
and take action against endorsers based upon their 
breach of warranty that there were no material 
alterations (N76L-5) 48
Drawer of check
Right to recover damages for loss from an agent for 
fraudulent misrepresentation of the quality of 
goods (N76L-5) 47
Right to recover damages for loss from principal of an 
agent who fraudulently misrepresented the quality of 
goods (N76L-5) 48
Drawer of materially raised checks may be able to
recover amount by which check was raised from bank 
unless he was contributorily negligent by not properly 
safeguarding the check-imprinting machine 
(N76L-5) 48
Embezzler, who materially altered checks made out to him, 
liable to whichever party bears the ultimate loss 
(N76L-5) 48
Holder in due course
Endorser of materially raised checks, unless contributory 
negligence defense is available, normally must lose 
credit at his own bank for the overpayments and 
take action against previous endorsers based upon 
their breach of warranty that there were no 
material alterations (N76L-5) 48
No right against bank which validly obeyed its customer’s 
stop order (N76L-5) 47
Valid claim against drawer of check even though check 
was originally obtained by fraudulent 
misrepresentation (N76L-5) 47
Commitments
See Purchase commitments
Confirmations 
Accounts payable
Audit procedures in selecting accounts (M76A-4) 11
When to use though not required (M76A-4) 11
Accounts receivable
Identification and description of the two forms and
indication of factors which should be considered in 
determining when to use each (M77A-4) 69
Satisfactory response received
Procedures to evaluate collectibility (M77A-4) 69
Conflict of interest 
Employee of client
Action of auditor upon discovery (M76A-5) 13
Consolidated financial statements 
See also Business combinations 
Consolidated balance sheet
Preparation involving intercompany receivables and 
payables, intercompany profit in inventories, and 
excess of cost over book value (assigned, considering 
adjustment necessary to other assets, to fixed assets, 
long-term debt, and goodwill and amortized from 
each) (N77PI-3) 86
Minority interest
Computation for two subsidiaries using “parent company 
theory” (N77PII-5) 97
Pooling
Consolidated stockholders’ equity section end of first 
year (M77PI-4) 61
Retained earnings
Computation (N77PII-5) 97
Pooled
Computation (N77PII-5) 96
Stockholders’ equity section end of first year 
Pooling (M77PI-4) 61
Consolidated financial statements (cont.)
Theory in terms of both substance and form 
(N76T-3) 51
Work sheet to prepare a consolidated statement of
retained earnings and a consolidated balance sheet 
(N76PII-4) 38
Consolidated retained earnings
Computation (N77PII-5) 97
Contingencies
Discussion of how the two basic requirements for the
accrual of a loss contingency (probability of loss and 
reasonable estimation) relate to periodicity (time 
periods), measurement, and objectivity 
(N77T-6) 111
Discussion of the accrual and/or type of disclosure 
necessary (if any) and the reason(s) why such 
disclosure is appropriate for each of three 
independent sets of facts given (N77T-6) 112
Contracts
Consideration
None required for contract for sale of goods, even
though consideration was given (M76L-5) 17
Promise to buy “entire requirements for a year” from 
a supplier is consideration (M76L-5) 17
Implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 
particular purpose may prevail in used car fact 
situation (N77L-7) 106
Indefiniteness
Contract for sale does not fail even though for “entire 
requirements of candy for one year”
(M76L-5) 17
Legal issue posed by given fact situation revolve around 
whether portrait was rejected as not satisfactory in 
good or bad faith (N77L-4) 104
Modification
Agreement to modify contract for sale of goods requires 
no consideration, even though consideration was 
given (M76L-5) 17
Need not be in writing if the contract is not within the 
Statute of Frauds (M76L-5) 16
Nonperformance
Severe financial hardship as result of drastic rise in 
costs is not sufficient to provide a legal excuse 
(M76L-5) 17
Parol
Not applicable to a subsequent oral modification of a 
written contract (M76L-5) 16
Parol evidence rule
Prohibits contradiction of written contracts by prior or
contemporaneous oral agreements (M76L-5) 16
Statute of Frauds
Not applicable
Dollar amount is less than $500 after modification 
(M76L-5) 16
Surviving corporation in merger assumes contract
obligations of absorbed corporation, which ordered 
shoes from manufacturer and cancelled order after 
they were cut, therefore seller may reasonably 
complete production and attempt to sell, as he did, and 
sue for contract price if can’t reasonably find a buyer 
(N77L-7) 107
Title warranties provided by seller (sold stolen car in 
fact situation given) under UCC unless excluded by 
specific language that he does not claim title 
(N77L-7) 107
Various statements of used car salesman to trusting buyer 
with little knowledge of cars may well constitute a 
warranty (N77L-7) 106
Corporate readjustment 
See  Quasi-reorganization
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Corporations
See also Earnings per share 
Stock option plan
Federal income tax consequences for issuers and
purchasers of issuing preferred stock instead of debt, 
assuming purchasers are both corporations and 
individuals (N77L-6) 106
Merger and consolidation
Major legal procedures which must be met to 
accomplish either (N76L-4) 47
Meanings of terms with particular emphasis on the 
legal difference
In merger the acquiring corporation survives, while in 
consolidation both corporations dissolve into a 
new corporation (N76L-4) 47
Preferred non-cumulative
Directors may have abused discretion and violated 
Securities Exchange Act Rule by not declaring 
earned dividends on preferred in order to depress 
the market of the preferred which board members 
have been quietly accumulating (N76L-4) 47
Private placements and intrastate offerings are exempt 
from SEC registration requirements and are 
alternative methods of selling preferred stock 
(N77L-6) 106
Promoters bought stock below par 
Corporation in bankruptcy
Creditor has right to collect difference between par 
and price paid even though he had knowledge 
that less than par was paid, but no rights against 
subsequent good faith purchasers of that stock 
(N76L-4) 47
Quasi-Reorganization (M77PI-4) 61
Some doubt as to whether that is a corporation as a result 
of irregularities in the incorporation process, 
commingling personal funds, disregard of corporate 
legal requirements (N77L-6) 105
Stock dividend
Declared but not issued
Classification in statement of financial position 
(M76T-7) 27
Stock split effected in the form of a dividend 
(M76T-7) 26
Stock split
Meaning of effected in the form of a dividend 
(M76T-7) 26
Stockholders’ equity
General categories and specific sources in each 
(M76T-7) 26
Stock dividend
Accounting differences between ordinary stock
dividend and stock split effected in the form of a 
dividend (M76T-7) 26
Stock split
Accounting differences between ordinary stock dividend 
and stock split effected in the form of dividend 
(M76T-7) 26
Cost accounting 
Absorption costing
Projected income statement (M76PII-5) 8
Absorption costing compared to direct costing 
Projected income statements (M76PII-5) 8
Direct costing
Projected income statement (M76PII-5) 8
Direct costing compared to absorption costing 
Projected income statements (M76PII-5) 8
Economic order quantity 
See Quantitative methods 
Process-cost
Cost of production report for two departments 
(N76PII-3) 37
Cost Accounting 
Process-cost (cont.)
Quantity of production report for two departments 
(N76PII-3) 36
Standard costs
Actual direct-labor rate computation (N76PII-3) 37
Actual hours worked computation (N76PII-3) 37
Actual quantity of raw materials used (in pounds) 
computation (N76PII-3) 37
Actual total overhead computation (N76PH-3) 37
Standards
Define fixed (basic), ideal, and attainable standards 
(N77T-3) 109
Discussion of variable costs, fixed factory overhead and 
related variances in relation to disclosure with 
respect to acquisition and utilization within a 
manufacturing process (N77T-3) 109
Relationship to cost accumulation procedures 
(N77T-3) 109
Standard hours allowed computation (N76PII-3) 37
Standard quantity of raw materials allowed (in pounds) 
computation (N76PII-3) 37
Variance analysis
Schedule computing material price and usage, labor 
rate and usage, two different factory overhead 
four-variance methods with indication of whether 
each is favorable or unfavorable, and a 
computation of fixed and variable factory 
overhead costs (N77PII-3) 93
Variances given utilized in computations of standard 
and actual amounts (N76PII-3) 37
Cost of capital
See also Capital budgeting
Cost-volume-earnings analysis 
See  Breakeven
Crystal Company (N77PI-4) 88
D
Dahlia Company (M76PI-5) 4
Decision making
Net profit from total operations
Computation schedule for each of three alternatives 
after closing certain operations: merely closing 
those operations; expanding another operation; 
negotiation of a long-term contract on a royalty 
basis with a competitor (M77PII-4) 66
Replace or continue operating present equipment 
Computation schedules of net initial outlay before 
income taxes and net present value of investment 
before income tax recommendation 
(M77PII-4) 66
Deferred income tax 
See also Federal income tax
Nature and classification in a statement of financial 
position (M76T-6) 25
Deferred tax
See Federal income tax— Deferred income tax
Depreciation
Definition (M76T-3) 20
Factors relevant in determining annual amount and
whether objective or judgmental (M76T-3) 20
Permanent difference in accounting and tax because of 
different bases, the result of a business combination 
treated as a purchase for accounting and as a tax- 
free exchange for tax (M76T-6) 24
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Depreciation (cont.)
Statement of changes in financial position
Shown under sources usually because it reduces reported 
net income but does not involve an outflow of funds 
as do usual expenses, and must be added back to 
reported net income to determine the funds 
provided by operations (M76T-3) 20
Dexter Hospital (N77PII-4) 94
Direct costing
See Cost accounting
Disclosure of supplemental financial information by 
diversified companies 
See Financial reporting for segments
Discontinued operations
Involved in preparation of income statement 
(N76PII-5) 40
Dividends
See also Stock dividends 
Do not accrue on cumulative preferred stock 
(M77PI-5) 63
E
Earnings per share
Complex capital structure
Theory in terms of both substance and form 
(N76T-3) 52
Stock option plan effect (M76T-7) 27
Economic order quantity 
See Quantitative methods
Engagement letter
Benefits of preparing (N76A-5) 42
First time audit of a publicly-held company 
Items included (N76A-5) 42
Equipment
See Fixed assets
Equity method 
See Investments
EPS
See Earnings per share 
Errors
See also Accounting changes—Correction of an error 
Current estimated warranty liability should be increased 
(N76PI-4) 31
Failure to record current provision for doubtful 
accounts (N76PI-4) 31
Preparation of schedule showing the effect of errors 
upon the financial statements for given year 
(M77PII-3) 65
Estates
See Wills, trusts and estates 
Ethics
See AICPA Code of Professional Ethics
FASB Statements (cont.)
No. 12 (N77T-4) 109
No. 13 (N77PI-4) 88
No. 14 (M76T-5) 23
FASB Statements 
No. 5 (N76PI-4)
(N77T-6) 111
No. 8 (N77PI-4)
31, (N76PI-5) 32,
89
Federal income tax 
Allocation
See also Federal income tax—Deferred income tax 
Deferred income tax
Nature and classification in a statement of financial 
position (M76T-6) 25
Installment sale computation (M76PI-5) 5
Neither a permanent nor a timing difference because 
it does not affect either pretax accounting 
earnings or taxable income (M76T-6) 26
Interperiod
Justification that income taxes are an expense rather 
than a distribution of earnings (M76T-6) 24
Permanent difference
Goodwill amortization (N76PI-5) 33
Premiums paid on company officers’ life 
insurance (N76PI-5) 33
Depreciation for accounting and income tax differs 
because of bases, the result of a business 
combination treated as a purchase for 
accounting and as a tax-free exchange for tax 
(M76T-6) 24
Timing differences
Equity in earnings of 30% owned company exceeds 
taxable dividends received from it 
(M76T-6) 24
Estimated warranty costs (M76T-6) 24
Intraperiod
Need for (M76T-6) 24
Corporation
Bad debt writeoffs less recoveries (M77PI-3) 60
Charitable contributions (M77PI-3) 60
Charitable contributions carryover (M77PI-3) 60
Charitable contributions limited to 5% of income 
before special deductions and charitable 
contributions (M76PI-3) 2
Condemnation of land gain becomes long-term capital 
gain because no Section 1231 losses to offset 
(M76PI-3) 3
Depreciation
Accounting amount exceeds tax amount 
(M77PI-3) 60
Additional first-year (M77PI-3) 60
Recapture (M77PI-3) 60
Straight-line (M77PI-3) 60
Dividends received credit (M77PI-3) 60
Dividends received special deduction (M76PI-3) 2
Gain on exchange of corporation owned land for its 
own stock (M77PI-3) 60
Installment collection is income (M76PI-3) 2
Life insurance proceeds nontaxable (M77PI-3) 60
Loss on sale of marketable securities 
(M77PI-3) 60
Loss on sale of treasury stock incorrectly included in 
other expenses in computing accounting income 
(M77PI-3) 60
Net long-term capital gain (M77PI-3) 60
Payment of estimated federal income tax incorrectly 
included in other expenses in computing accounting 
income (M77PI-3) 60
Provision for bad debts not deductible 
(M77PI-3) 60
Recognized gain on exchange of machines is lower of 
cash “boot” received or the realized gain 
(M76PI-3) 2
Recognized gain on involuntary conversion of machine 
is lower than the realized gain (M76PI-3) 2
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F
Federal income tax 
Corporation (cont.)
Reconciliation of book and taxable income 
(M76PI-3) 2
Section 1231 gain (M77PI-3) 60
Section 1245 gain (M77PI-3) 60
Taxable income (M76PI-3) 2
Current provision computation for income statement 
(N76PI-5) 32
Deferred income tax
Provision computation involving depreciation for tax in 
excess of that for accounting, warranty expense 
for accounting in excess of that for tax, and 
unremitted earnings of wholly owned foreign 
subsidiary (N76PI-5) 32
Estimated tax payments
N o effect on income statement (N76PI-5) 33
Income statement current amount computation 
(N76PI-5) 32
Individual
Additional first-year depreciation (N76PI-3) 31
Adjusted gross income (N76PI-3) 30
Computation (N77PI-5) 90
Adjustments to gross income (N76PI-3) 30
Annuity income (N77PI-5) 90
Art object purchased at church bazaar (fair value 
was less) (N77PI-5) 91
Automobile expenses used one half for business 
(N76PI-3) 30
Automobile used 40% for business (N77PI-5) 90
Burglary loss and partial insurance recovery 
(N76PI-3) 30
Cash contributed to church (N77PI-5) 91
Cash pledge to nonprofit college (paid in the next 
year) (N77PI-5) 91
Charitable contributions (N76PI-3) 30
Consulting business expenses (N77PI-5) 90
Consulting income (N77PI-5) 90
Contact lenses (eyeglasses would cost less)
(N77PI-5) 91
Diaper service for daughter (N77PI-5) 91
Dividends from domestic corporations (N77PI-5) 90
Dividends received (N76PI-3) 30
Driver’s license fees (N77PI-5) 91
Employee portion of social security taxes withheld 
from individual’s salary (N77PI-5) 91
Estimated federal income taxes paid (N76PI-3) 30
Estimated state income taxes paid (N76PI-3) 30
Exempt income and nondeductible items 
(N76PI-3) 30
Exemptions (76PI-3) 30
Fair value of used clothing contributed to church 
(N77PI-5) 91
Federal income taxes withheld (N76PI-3) 30
Finance charges on credit cards (N77PI-5) 91
Fines for illegal parking (N77PI-5) 91
Gain on sale of common stock held three months 
(N77PI-5) 90
Gain on sale of common stock held over 18 months 
(N77PI-5) 90
Gain on sale of common stock held 10 months 
(N77PI-5) 90
Hospital bills 80% reimbursed by insurance 
(N77PI-5) 91
Interest from savings account (N76PI-3) 30
Interest income from savings accounts (N77PI-5) 90
Interest income from U.S. obligations (N77PI-5) 90
Interest on debt incurred to buy municipal obligations 
(N77PI-5) 91
Interest on home mortgage (N77PI-5) 91
Interest on loan for family car (N77PI-5) 91
Interest on mortgage on home (N76PI-3) 30
(N77PI-5) 90
(N76PI-3) 31
(N76PI-3) 31
Federal income tax 
Individual (cont.)
Interest on municipal obligations (N76PI-3) 30
Itemized deductions
Schedule (N77PI-5) 91
Joint return (N76PI-3) 30
Itemized deductions (N77PI-5) 91
Life insurance premiums (N77PI-5) 91
List nondeductible items in given fact situation 
(N77PI-5) 91
Long-term capital gain (N77PI-5) 90
Long-term capital gains and (losses) (N76PI-3) 31
Long-term capital loss (N77PI-5) 90
Loss on sale of common stock held over 7 months 
(N77PI-5) 90
Medical and dental expenses (N77PI-5) 91
Medical expenses (N76PI-3) 30
Medicine and drugs (N77PI-5) 91
Net gain or (loss) from sale of capital assets 
(N76PI-3) 30
Net long-term capital gain 
Net long-term capital loss 
Net short-term capital gain 
Net short-term gain (N77PI-5) 90
Nonbusiness bad debt (N76PI-3) 30
Nondeductible items (N76PI-3) 30
Orthodontic braces (N77PI-5) 91
Personal deductions and exemptions (N76PI-3) 30
Property taxes on home (N76PI-3) 30
Real estate taxes (N77PI-5) 91
Registration for family car (N77PI-5) 91
Retirement benefits from employer purchased annuities 
to which individual contributed nothing 
(N77PI-5) 90
Retirement plan for self-employed (N76PI-3) 30
Sale of home at a gain with proceeds fully invested in a 
new home (N76PI-3) 31
Self-employment social security taxes (N76PI-3) 30
Short-term capital gain (N77PI-5) 90
Social security withheld (N76PI-3) 30
State gasoline taxes (N76PI-3) 30,
(N77PI-5) 91
State income taxes withheld (N76PI-3) 30,
(N77PI-5) 91
State sales taxes paid (N76PI-3) 30,
(N77PI-5) 91
Taxable income (N76PI-3) 30
Taxable ordinary income— building rental 
(N76PI-3) 30
Taxable ordinary income— carpet-installing business 
(N76PI-3) 30
Taxable ordinary income—personal (N76PI-3) 30
Taxable ordinary income— retail carpet business 
(N76PI-3) 30
Transportation expenses in connection with medical 
expenses (N77PI-5) 91
Tuition paid to parochial school for son 
(N77PI-5) 91
Union dues (N77PI-5) 91
Investment tax credit
Deferral and flow-through methods identified and 
explained (M76T-6) 26
Recognized amount computation for income statement 
(N76PI-5) 32
Federal securities regulation 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
Broker used manipulative or deceptive device to raise 
price of stock (N76L-7) 49
Insider beneficial owner of more than 10% of a class of 
equity security of the issuer, is liable to the issuer for 
profit on a purchase and sale of that security within 
any period of less than six months (N76L-7) 49
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Federal securities regulation (cont.)
Unregistered shares
Sale appears to contravene the Securities Act of 1933 and 
exemptions as “transactions by any person other than 
an issuer, underwriter or dealer” or as a “brokers’ 
transaction” do not appear available 
(N76L-7) 49
Financial Accounting Standards Board Statements 
See FASB Statements
Financial reporting for segments
Accounting difficulties inherent (M76T-5) 23
Disadvantages of requiring (M76T-5) 23
Reasons for requiring (M76T-5) 23
What segmentation involves (M76T-5) 23
Financial statement analysis 
See also Cost accounting
Identification of the areas within given essays (full of
misconceptions, misstatements, confusion, out-of-date 
ideas and expressions, etc.) which are not in accordance 
with GAAP or untrue with respect to financial 
statement analysis and explanation of why the 
reasoning is incorrect (M77T-5) 80
Statement accounting for variation in sales and cost of goods 
sold (M76PII-5) 8
Financial statements
General comments about deficiencies in the given statements 
presented including other statements, schedules, or 
footnotes that should be included (N76T-7) 58
Statement of earnings and retained earnings
Identify and explain deficiencies in given statement 
(N76T-7) 57
Statement of financial position
Identify and explain deficiencies in given statement 
(N76T-7) 57
First-time audit
Procedures beyond those of following year 
(M76A-5) 12
Fixed assets
See also Property, plant, & equipment 
Amount to be recorded when acquired under a deferred- 
payment plan (M76T-3) 21
Amount to be recorded when acquired with a trade-in 
(M76T-3) 21
Discussion of how methods used to account for fixed assets 
differ between voluntary health and welfare 
organizations and governmental units 
(M77T-4) 79
Distinction between capital and revenue expenditures and 
its importance (M76T-3) 20
Land
Acquired with a building to be immediately removed 
Costs that should be capitalized into the land account 
(M76T-3) 20
Nonmonetary exchange
Amount to be recorded when cash boot is given 
(M76T-3) 21
Flood damage
Treated as other expense in income statement 
(N76PII-5) 40
Foreign currency translation 
See Foreign exchange
Foreign exchange 
Translation
Schedule for selected items into U.S. dollars at two 
different dates (N77PI-4) 89
Fund accounting
See also Governmental accounting
Description and discussion of whether its use is consistent 
with the concept that an accounting entity is an 
economic unit which controls resources, accepts 
responsibilities, and conducts economic activity 
(M77T-4) 79
Hospitals
Journal entries to record transactions described for the 
Operating Fund, Plant Fund, and the Endowment 
Fund (N77PII-4) 94
School district
General fund transaction entries (M76PII-3) 7
Funds statement
See Statement of changes in financial position
Franklin Company (N77PI-4) 89
G
GAAS
See  Generally accepted auditing standards 
GAO
See Audits in compliance with GAO standards
Gary, Jerome, and Paul (M77PI-4) 61
General Accounting Office
See Audits in compliance with GAO standards
General standards
See also Generally accepted auditing standards 
Failure to comply with any (N76A-6) 43
Generally accepted accounting principles
Identification of the areas within given essays (full of
misconceptions, misstatements, confusion, out-of-date 
ideas and expressions, etc.) which are not in accordance 
with GAAP or untrue with respect to financial 
statement analysis and explanation of why the reasoning 
is incorrect (M77T-5) 80
Generally accepted auditing standards 
See also Standards of field work 
Failure to comply with any (N76A-6) 43
Standards of field work
Third standard of sufficient competent evidential matter 
Accounts receivable 
Confirmations
Identification and description of the two forms and 
indication of factors which should be 
considered in determining when to use each 
(M77A-4) 69
Satisfactory response received
Procedures to evaluate collectibility 
(M77A-4) 69
Standards of reporting 
Consistency
Change in accounting principle
Restate prior year’s comparative statement, disclose 
the restatement, refer to the change in the 
auditor’s report, and indicate the auditor’s 
concurrence (M77A-6) 70
Informative disclosures adequate unless otherwise stated 
in report
Terms of loan agreement not disclosed
Provide such information in the report, usually in a 
middle paragraph, and appropriately qualify 
(M77A-6) 70
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Generally accepted auditing standards 
Standards of reporting (cont.)
Report shall state whether statements accord with GAAP 
Minority interest misstated
Express a qualified or adverse opinion, and disclose 
in a separate paragraph all the substantive 
reasons for that opinion and the principal effects 
of the subject matter on the balance sheet, 
income statement, and statement of changes in 
financial position (M77A-6) 71
Gold Company (N77PII-5) 98
Governmental accounting 
School district
General fund transaction entries (M76PII-3) 7
Governmental units
Discussion of how methods used to account for fixed assets 
differ with voluntary health and welfare organizations 
(M77T-4) 79
H
Health and welfare organization
See Voluntary health and welfare organization
Hospitals
Journal entries to record transactions described for the 
Operating Fund, Plant Fund, and the Endowment 
Fund (N77PII-4) 94
Income
See Net income
Income statement 
Comparative
Preparation involving other expense of flood damage and 
discontinued operations with segment data given 
(N76PII-5) 40
Income tax
See Federal income tax
Income tax expense
See Federal income tax— Allocation
Income taxes payable
See Federal income tax—Allocation
Installment sale
Deferred income tax computation (M76PI-5) 5
Income including interest computation (M76PI-5) 5
Insurance
Fire
Mortgagor procured policy on mortgaged property 
Upon destruction, may collect remaining amount of 
mortgage plus interest, the total not to exceed 
the face of the policy (N76L-6) 49
Upon payment, the insurance company is subrogated
to the rights of the mortgagor (N76L-6) 49
Life
Expense (premiums less increase in cash surrender value), 
and gain on settlement of policy (face minus cash 
surrender value) (M77PI-5) 63
Insurable interest
Partnership has insurable interest in the lives of its
partners, and subsequent retirement of a partner 
would not invalidate it (N76L-6) 48
Insurance 
Life (cont.)
Misrepresentation of age
Reduces the amount recoverable to that which the
premiums would purchase if the correct age had 
been stated (N76L-6) 49
Internal control 
Conflict of interest 
Employee of client
Action of auditor upon discovery (M76A-5) 13
Extended procedures (M76A-5) 13
Weaknesses and necessary improvements in control over 
parking lot cash receipts (M76A-5) 14
Inventory
See also Quantitative methods— Economic order quantity 
Audit procedures
Client uses statistical sampling rather than 100% count 
Changed procedures or in addition to normal 
(N76A-4) 42
Normal whenever a client conducts a periodic count of all 
or part (N76A-4) 42
Change from FIFO to LIFO computation of effect on 
income (M76PI-4) 3
Difference between the FIFO assumption of earnings and 
operating cycle and those of LIFO (N76T-5) 54
Economic order quantity 
See Quantitative methods
Effect of changing from FIFO to LIFO on net earnings and 
working capital, ignoring income tax (N76T-5) 54
LIFO
Reserve for the replacement of LIFO inventory
Why and how established and where shown on balance 
sheet (N76T-5) 55
LIFO dollar-value computation (M76PI-4) 3
LIFO retail computation (M76PI-4) 3
Investment tax credit 
See Federal income tax
Investments
Bonds
Purchased between interest dates and at a premium 
(M77PI-5) 62
Cost method
Account balance (N 76PI-5) 34
Income reported computation (N76PI-5) 34
Effect upon classification, carrying value, and earnings for 
each of four independent given situations 
(N77T-4) 110
Equity method
Account balance computation (N 76 PI-5) 34
Entries at acquisition, for parent’s share of subsidiary 
income or loss, and for subsidiary dividends 
received (N77PII-5) 97
Income reported computation (N76PI-5) 34
Purchase of 40% of a company during the last quarter 
at a price in excess of net assets with goodwill 
amortized a full year in the year of purchase, net 
income during the last quarter and dividends 
declared (M77PI-5) 62
Theory in terms of both substance and form 
(N76T-3) 51
Factors in determining whether investments are current or 
noncurrent and how these factors affect the accounting 
treatment for unrealized losses (N77T-4) 109
Long-term
Loan to 40% owned company (M77PI-5) 62
Schedule balance given purchase of bonds at a premium 
and between interest dates, stock at cost plus equity 
minus amortization of goodwill, and loan to 40% 
owned company (M77PI-5) 62
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Investments (cont.)
Marketable securities
Schedule balance given cost, market, number of shares, 
stock dividend (M77PI-5) 62
Net income
Transactions affecting including dividends received, gain 
on sale, bond interest on bonds purchased between 
interest dates and at a premium, equity in earnings 
of 40% owned company less goodwill amortization, 
and life insurance expense and settlement 
(M77PI-5) 63
Reasons companies maintain an investment portfolio of 
current and noncurrent securities (N77T-4) 109
Timing difference in accounting and tax because equity in 
earnings of 30% owned company exceeds taxable 
dividends received from it (M76T-6) 24
Jackson Company (N77PI-4) 88
Jericho Variety Store (M76PI-4) 3
Joint products
See Cost accounting
Land
See Fixed assets
Leases
Capital
Lessee
Computation of depreciation given equal annual 
payment, useful life with no salvage, length of 
lease, and present value of an annuity of $1 in 
advance for the useful life at 10%
(N77PI-4) 88
Computation of interest expense equal annual payments 
for useful life, present value of an annuity of $1 in 
advance for the useful life at 10%, payment made 
at beginning of lease, interest rate, and date of 
lease (N77PI-4) 88
Interest income from lease recorded as a sale
(M76PI-5) 4
Operating (M76PI-5) 4
Lessee
Computation of rental expense given monthly rental 
and date of lease (N77PI-4) 88
Lessor
Computation of depreciation given useful life, no 
salvage, cost, and date of lease 
(N77PI-4) 88
Computation of rental income given monthly rental and 
date of lease (N77PI-4) 88
Recorded as a sale (M76PI-5) 4
Theory in terms of both substance and form (including sale
and leaseback) (N76T-3) 51
Legal liability of accountants 
See Accountant’s legal liability
Liberty, Inc. (M76PI-3) 2
Linear programming 
See Quantitative methods
Long-term contracts 
Completed contract (M76PI-5) 4
Percentage of completion (M76PI-5) 4
M
Machine 
See Fixed assets
Managerial accounting 
Decision making
Net profit from total operations
Computation schedule for each of three alternatives 
after closing certain operations: merely closing 
those operations; expanding another operation; 
negotiation of a long-term contract on a royalty 
basis with a competitor (M77PII-4) 66
Replace or continue operating present equipment 
Computation schedules of net initial outlay before 
income taxes and net present value of investment 
before income tax and recommendation 
(M77PII-4) 66
Meadow Corporation (N77PII-5) 97
Mikis Company (N76PI-5) 32
Minority interest
Computation for two subsidiaries using “parent company 
theory” (N77PII-5) 97
Model Business Corporation Act (N76L-4) 47
Mr. and Mrs. Adams (N77PI-5) 91
Mr. and Mrs. Bauer (N76PI-3) 30
Mr. Washington (N77PI-5) 90
(M76PI-1 & 2-1-37) 1,
(M76A-1 thru 3-1-60) 10,
(M76T-1 & 2-1-40) 19,
(M77PII-1 & 2-1-31) 64,
(M77L-1 thru 3-1-48)
77, (N76PI-1 & 2-1-36)
35, (N76A-1 thru
Multiple choice answers
(M76PII-1 & 2-1-31) 6,
(M76L-1 thru 3-1-48) 15,
(M77PI-1 & 2-1-37) 59,
(M77A-1 thru 3-1-60) 68,
72, (M77T-1 & 2-1-44)
29, (N76PII-1 & 2-1-31)
3-1-60) 41, (N76L-1 thru 3-1-48) 46,
(N76T-1 & 2-1-44) 50, (N77PI-1 & 2-1-39) 85,
(N77PII-1 & 2-1-33) 92, (N77A-1-1-60) 99,
(N77L-1 thru 3-1-48) 103, (N77T-1 & 2-1-44)
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Net earnings 
See Net income
Net income
Transactions affecting including dividends received, gain on 
sale, bond interest on bonds purchased between 
interest dates and at a premium, equity in earnings of 
40% owned company less goodwill amortization, and 
life insurance expense and settlement 
(M77PI-5) 63
Net profit from total operations
Computation schedule for each of three alternatives after 
closing certain operations: merely those operations; 
expanding another operation; negotiation of a long-term 
contract on a royalty basis with a competitor 
(M77PII-4) 66
Nonmonetary exchanges 
Trade-in
Amount to be recorded for new asset when cash boot 
is given (M76T-3) 21
North Salem Company (N76PI-5) 34
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Operations research 
See Quantitative methods
Opinion
See  Auditor’s report— Opinion 
Overall analysis
See  Financial statement analysis
o
Partnership
See also  Federal income tax 
Agreement silent as to whether partners may assign 
their interests
Partner assigns his interest to a personal creditor 
Discussion of rights of partners and effects of the 
assignment (M77L-5) 74
Assignment of 90% of a partner’s interest to his largest 
creditor does not alter the legal status of the 
partnership (M76L-6) 17
“Buy-out” agreement
Providees for automatic continuation of the firm, usually 
under the original name, despite death of a partner, 
and specifies method of determining the value of 
the decedent’s partnership interest (M76L-6) 18
Capital balances
Schedule with additional investments, net income, and 
withdrawals (M77PI-4) 61
Creditor’s rights upon assignment of 90% of a partner’s 
interest are limited to receipt of his share of the profits 
assigned (M76L-6) 17
Liability 
Estoppel
Limited partner whose name appears in partnership 
name is liable as general partner to creditors who 
extend credit to the partnership without actual 
knowledge that he is not a general partner 
(M76L-6) 17
General partners
Unlimited joint and several liability (M76L-6) 17
Incoming general partner’s liability as to obligations 
incurred prior to his entry cannot exceed his capital 
contribution (M76L-6) 17
Limited partners took part in control of the business 
and became liable as general partners 
(M76L-6) 17
Net income
Schedule showing the division among the three partners 
with interest on average capital balances and 
remainder equally (M77PI-4) 61
Partner sold partnership truck and kept proceeds
Discussion of circumstances under which partnership may 
regain title (M77L-5) 73
Liable because tort of conversion, money wrongfully 
received, or money in trust (M77L-5) 74
“Partnership property” and “partnership interest” distinction 
and its importance (M77L-5) 73
Surviving partners have a right of survivorship in all 
partnership property, and such is not subject to a 
surviving spouse’s award in a deceased partner’s last 
will and testament (M76L-6) 17
Widow of deceased partner has right to compensation for 
her husband’s partnership interest and, if partners wish 
to continue without a “winding up” and under existing 
name, may involve negotiation, appraisal or litigation 
(M76L-6) 18
Partnership of Gary, Jerome, and Paul (M77PI-4) 61
Payback period 
See  Capital budgeting
Pension plans
Definitions of actuarial gains and losses, funded plan, 
interest, normal cost, past service cost, prior service 
cost, and vested benefits (M76T-4) 21
Disclosures required (M76T-4) 22
Journal entries to record the funding of past service costs 
and pension expenses (M76T-4) 22
PERT
See Quantitative methods—Program evaluation and review 
technique
Peters, Inc. and Subsidiary (M77PI-4) 61
Plant assets 
See  Fixed assets
Paul Corporation (N77PI-3) 86
Preferred stock 
Convertible
N o gain on conversion (M77PI-5) 
Dividends do not accrue (M77PI-5)
63
63
Present value
See Quantitative methods— Present value
Capital budgeting— Pay back (pay out) and net present 
value basis differences
Price-level adjustments
See also Assets— Valuation methods 
General price-level loss from holding receivables during 
inflation description including computation of such a 
loss given a receivable amount and the inflation rate 
(M77T-6) 82
Mixed dollars
Explanation of how financial statements restated for 
price-level changes eliminate this weakness of 
unadjusted statements using property, plant, and 
equipment as an example (N77T-7) 113
Meaning and reason this is a weakness of unadjusted 
statements (N77T-7) 113
Monetary and nonmonetary assets
Factors determining whether an asset or liability is 
classified as monetary or nonmonetary and the 
reasons for recognizing gains and losses from 
monetary items and not for nonmonetary 
(N77T-7) 112
Procedures
See Audit procedures
Process costing
See  Cost accounting
Program evaluation and review technique (PERT)
See Quantitative methods
Property
Damages for sale to another while option was outstanding 
would typically be the difference between the fair market 
value and the contract price on the day the contract 
was to be performed (N77L-4) 104
Option not binding due to failure of consideration, although 
there is a fictional statement of receipt of consideration 
in option (N77L-4) 104
Specific performance not available as a remedy in a contract 
for property sold to a good faith third-party purchaser 
(N77L-4) 104
Property, plant, & equipment 
See also Fixed assets
General characteristics and audit objectives 
(N77A-3) 100
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Property, plant, & equipment (cont.)
Indication of whether or not given items (generally having 
to do with additions to or reductions of specific fixed 
asset accounts) require audit adjustment or 
reclassification and explanation of position taken 
(N77A-3) 101
Purchase commitments
N o effect on income statement or tax
Putnam Company (M77PI-5) 62
(N76PI-5) 33
Quality Company (N76PI-4) 31
Quantitative methods 
See also Breakeven 
Discounted cash flow
See Assets—Valuation methods 
Economic order quantity (EOQ)
Define and discuss including the assumptions and 
accounting data used therein (N76T-6)
Linear programming
Define and discuss including the assumptions and 
accounting data used therein (N76T-6)
Net present value
See Capital budgeting 
Operations research (OR)
Characteristics of the field and ways accountant can 
contribute to an advisory operations research team 
(N76T-5) 55
Payback
See  Capital budgeting 
Present value
See also Capital budgeting 
Net
Computation for replace or continue operating present 
equipment (M77PII-4) 66
Program evaluation and review technique (PERT)
Define and discuss including the assumptions and 
accounting data uses therein (N76T-6)
Regression analysis
Define and discuss including the assumptions and 
accounting data used therein (N76T-6)
Statistical sampling 
Accounts receivable
Computation and statement at 95% confidence 
(reliability) level about estimated total 
(M77A-7) 71
Computation of auditor’s estimate of the population total 
by multiplying the arithmetic mean by the number 
of items in the population (M77A-7) 71
Computation of confidence level auditor can say that 
population is not in error by $35,000 
(M77A-7) 71
Indication of how the auditor should relate his 
estimate of the total to the client’s recorded 
amount (M77A-7) 71
Definitions of reliability and precision as applied to 
auditing (M77A-7) 71
Quantitative techniques 
See Quantitative methods
Quasi-reorganization
Prepare stockholders’ equity section after
(M77PI-4) 61
56
56
R
Ratios
Acid-test (quick)
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Book value per share of common stock 
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Current (working capital)
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Dividend-payout ratio on common stock 
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Earning per share on common stock 
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Identification of the areas within given essays (full of
misconceptions, misstatements, confusion, out-of-date 
ideas and expressions, etc.) which are not in accordance 
with GAAP or untrue with respect to financial statement 
analysis and explanation of why the reasoning is 
incorrect (M77T-5) 80
Inventory turnover
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Number of days sales in average receivables
Computation assuming a business year of 300 days and 
all sales on account (N76PI-4) 32
Price-earnings ratio on common stock
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
56 Quick (acid-test)
Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Working capital (current)
55 Computation (N76PI-4) 32
Receivables
See also Accounts receivable 
Short-term and long-term
Discussion of how the asset measurement concept 
(involving the valuation or pricing of the future 
service of an asset) applies (M77T-6) 81
General price-level loss from holding receivables during 
inflation description including computation of such 
a loss given a receivable amount and the inflation 
rate (M77T-6) 82
Regression analysis
See Quantitative methods
Replace or continue operating present equipment
Computation schedules of net initial outlay before income 
taxes and net present value of investment before 
income tax and recommendation (M77PII-4) 66
Reports on internal control 
See Internal control reports
Retained earnings 
Consolidated 
Computation 
Pooled
Computation
(N77PII-5) 97
96(N77PII-5)
Rite Manufacturing Corporation (M77PI-3) 60
Robinson-Patman Act (M77L-6) 74
Roosevelt Company (N77PI-4) 88
Royal Company (N76PII-4) 38
Sales and cost of goods sold variation statement 
(M76PII-5) 8
Sand Corporation (N77PI-3) 86
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SASs 
No. 2 
No. 5
(M77A-6)
(M77A-6)
70
71
Schedule of changes in working capital 
Preparation (M76PII-4) 8
School district
General fund transaction entries (M76PII-3) 7
Secured transactions 
Field warehousing
Perfecting security interest by physical dominion and 
control over the property or by filing a financing 
statement (N76L-6) 48
Procedures used in, and business and legal aspects of 
(N76L-6) 48
Raw materials subject to the secured interest of a
creditor subsequently field warehoused by a second 
creditor, whose rights will be subordinate to the 
other creditor, for an additional loan 
(N76L-6) 48
Perfected security interest in inventory gives creditor no 
rights against a buyer of an inventory item even 
though the buyer knew of the interest 
(M76L-4) 16
Perfected security interest in inventory upon obtaining a 
security agreement after filing a financing statement 
(M76L-4) 16
Purchase money security interest (M77L-7) 75
“Purchase money security interest” and nonpossessory 
security interest distinction and its importance 
(M77L-7) 76
Rights of creditor secured by accounts receivable “current 
and thereafter acquired” both before and after default 
by debtor (M76L-4) 16
Securities Act of 1933 (N76L-7) 49
See also Federal securities regulation
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (N76L-4) 47,
(N76L-7) 49
See also  Federal securities regulation 
Segments
See also  Financial reporting for segments 
Accounting difficulties inherent in segment reporting 
(M76T-5) 23
Disadvantages of requiring financial reporting by segments 
(M76T-5) 23
Reasons for requiring financial reporting by segments 
(M76T-5) 23
What financial reporting for segments involves 
(M76T-5) 23
Sherman Act (M77L-6) 74
Standards of field work
See also Generally accepted auditing standards 
Failure to comply with any (N76A-6) 43
Standards of reporting
See also  Generally accepted auditing standards 
Failure to comply with any (N76A-6) 43
Statement accounting for variation in sales and cost of goods 
sold (M76PII-5) 8
Statement of changes in financial position
“All financial resources” concept (N77T-5) 110
Two types of transaction that are disclosed which would 
not be disclosed without this concept (N77T-5 ) 110
Cash concept
Effect of seven given items on preparation 
(N77T-5) 111
Statement of changes in financial position (corn.)
Depreciation
Shown under sources usually because it reduces reported 
net income but does not involve an outflow of funds 
as do usual expenses, and must be added back to 
reported net income to determine the funds provided 
by operations (M76T-3) 20
Working capital format
Preparation (M76PII-4) 7
Preparation (M77PII-5) 67
Statement of income 
See Income statement
Statement of source and application of funds 
See  Statement of changes in financial position
Statements on Auditing Standards 
See  SASs
Statistical sampling
See Quantitative methods
Statute of Frauds (M76L-5) 16
Stock dividends
Declared but not issued
Classification in statement of financial position 
(M76T-7) 27
Stock split effected in the form of a dividend and 
accounting differences (M76T-7) 26
Stock option plan
Effect on net income and earnings per share 
(M76T-7) 27
Stock split
Meaning of effected in the form of a dividend and accounting 
differences (M76T-7) 26
Stockholders’ equity 
See also Corporations
Stock dividends 
Stock split
General categories and specific sources in each 
(M76T-7) 26
Stock dividend declared but not issued classification in 
statement of financial position (M76T-7) 27
Subsequent events
Audit procedures (N77A-5) 102
See Audit procedures
Definition and description of the two general types 
(N77A-5) 102
Tax allocation
See Federal income tax— Allocation
Terry Company (N77PII-3) 93
The Dexter Production Company (N76PII-3) 36
The Sodium Company (M76PII-4) 7
Todd Corporation (N77PII-5) 97
Topanga Manufacturing Company (M76PI-4) 3
Translation of foreign currency
See Foreign exchange—Translation
Truman Company (N77PI-4) 88
Trusts
See Wills, trusts and estates
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Uniform Commercial Code (M77L-7) 75,
(N76L-6) 48, (N77L-4) 104,
(N77L-7) 106
Voluntary health and welfare organization (cont.)
Distinction between accrual and modified accrual accounting 
and indication that accrual is necessary for a voluntary 
health and welfare organization (M77T-4) 79
Van Corporation (N77PII-5) 97
Variance analysis 
See Cost accounting
Variation in sales and cost of goods sold statement 
(M76PII-5) 8
Voluntary health and welfare organization
Discussion of how methods used to account for fixed assets 
differ with governmental units (M77T-4) 79
w
Warranty costs
Interperiod tax allocation timing difference 
(M76T-6) 24
Washington, Mr. (N77PI-5) 90
Wills, trusts and estates
Allocation between principal and income 
Concepts and importance (M76L-7) 
Nature of a trust (M76L-7) 18
Work sheet to prepare consolidated statements 
See  Consolidated financial statements
18
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